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Abstract

ABSTRACT
The activated sludge process is widely used throughout the world for the treatment of
wastewater from domestic and industrial users. This process is not normally efficiently
controlled and hence increasingly important financial incentives and environmental
considerationsexist for improving the efficiency and quality of the treatment before
releasingthe treatedwater into the environment.
This thesis presents the development of MATLAB computer simulation models for
activated sludge wastewater treatment plants. A comparison of control systems has
been made using thesemodels for typical operating conditions of wastewatertreatment
processes,such as influent flow pattern and temperature.
The investigation identified the control of dissolved oxygen as an important area to
study because insufficient levels of dissolved oxygen in the wastewater prevent the
successful degradation of organic matter present, whereas too high a level causes
settling problems and inefficiencies. Three dissolved oxygen control methods, namely
PID, Fuzzy logic and self-tuning control have been investigated, applied and their
performances compared. As in most other processes,the number and location of
sensors and actuators within a water treatment plant can have large implications for
successful process control. Therefore, the model developed was used with real plant
data to test different designs and investigate the best location of sensorsand actuators
for a specific North West Water plant to improve control of the process. Optimisation
of process operationhas also been investigatedwith the objective of improving effluent
quality and reducing operationcosts.
Simulations suggest that all three dissolved oxygen control methods investigated are
able to control the process satisfactorily with relatively little deviation from the setpoint. The PID and fuzzy logic controllers needed retuning for changing process
conditions, but the adaptive nature of the self-tuner makes it more robust. Optimal
sensorand actuator placementshave been identified and a cost/quality benefit analysis
performed. Significant cost reductions and effluent quality improvements may be
achieved by applying optimisation techniques to regulating the concentration of the
solids within the aeration stage. These objectives are conflicting and therefore
simultaneousimprovement is not always achievable.
The project hasdemonstratedthe potential benefits of employing models to simulatethe
process, subject to availability of data to parameterisethem. Processoperation can be
significantly improved with the application of well-tuned controllers and optimisation
techniques.
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NOMENCLATURE

a

Variable used to weight the objective function used by the optimisation
algorithm

PA

Maximum specific growth rate for autotrophic biomass(day")

PH

Maximum specific growth rate for heterotrophicbiomass(day')

aeration

Aeration rate in grams of 02 per hour

Asc

Final clarifier area(m2)

bA

Decay coefficient for autotrophic biomass(day)

bH

Decay coefficient for heterotrophic biomass(day)

BOD

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (g oxygen / m)

costkWh

Electricity cost in £/ kilo Watt hour

cost WAS disposal disposal cost of one cubic meter of surplus sludge (£/m)
Cs
COD

Concentrationof sludge in secondaryclarifier model (g/m3)
Chemical Oxygen Demand (g oxygen / m)

DO

Dissolved Oxygen concentration(g/m)

e(t)

control error

fp

Fractionof biomassleadingto particulateproducts

17h

Correction factor for hydrolysis under anoxic conditions

179

Correction factor for uHunder anoxic conditions

ixa

Mass nitrogen / massCOD in biomass

ixp

Mass nitrogen / massCOD in products from biomass
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Ammonification rate (m3g''day'')
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Maximum specific hydrolysis rate (m3 g''day)

Khyd

Monod constantfor load (m3d"'m2)

KNH

Ammonia half-saturationcoefficient for autotrophic biomass(g m 3)

KNO

Nitratehalf-saturationcoefficientfor denitrifyingheterotrophic
biomass(g
m3)

KN03

Monod constantfor nitrate (g m 3)

KoA

Oxygen half-saturationcoefficient for autotrophic biomass(g m)

KO,H
KpI

Oxygen half-saturationcoefficient for heterotrophic biomass(g m 3)
Proportional gain of PI controller in tank I
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KDi,
Ks

Proportional gain of PI controller in tank 2

Kx

Half-saturation coefficient for hydrolysis of slowly biodegradablesubstrate

Half-saturation coefficient for heterotrophicbiomass

New MLSS5

New value of the mixed liquor suspendedsolids as determinedby
the optimisation algorithm (g/m)

MLSSSP Mixed liquor suspendedsolids set-point (g/m)
OUR

Oxygen Uptake Rate (g/m3/day)

pumping costm3 cost of pumping a cubic metre of liquid (£)
Q°
A

Hydraulic load to the clarifier {= (QinI-Qwas)/Area}

Q;,,i
Q.

Influent wastewaterflow rate (m3/day)

QWR$

Wasted,or surplus,activated sludge flow rate (m3/day)

RAS

Recycled Activated Sludge (m3/day)

r(t)

control set-point
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Alkalinity

Sr

Soluble inert elements(g/m)

SS

Readily biodegradablesubstrate(g/m)

SSEFF

Suspendedsolids in the effluent (g/m3)

SSF

Concentrationof particlesin the feed to the clarifier which will not settle
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SVI

Sludge Volume Index
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SND

ConstantSS concentrationwhich will always be non-settleable(g/m)

SNH

Ammonianitrogen(g/m3)

SNO

Nitrate and nitrite nitrogen (g/m3)

SNO3

Concentrationof nitrate in inlet to clarifier {= SNOinASMI } (g/m3)
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settle due to hydraulic and suspendedsolids load (g/m)
SSNO3

Maximum concentrationof suspendedsolids in the inlet which will not
settle due to nitrate in the inlet (g/m)

Tij

Integral action time constant for PI controller in tank 1
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Nomenclature

Tie

Integral action time constantfor PI controller in tank 2

Time unit Day

u(t)

controlvariable

Vs

gravity settling of sludge in final settling tank

VU

Downward velocity of settling sludge

WAS

Wastedor Surplus Activated Sludge (m3/day)
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Concentrationof SS in the feedto the clarifier(- MLSS in tank 2) (g/m)
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measuredvalue
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Glossary

GLOSSARY
Activated sludge: A sewagesludge made by continuous recirculation of the sludge
from the secondary sedimentation tank to the aeration tank, thus acquiring
many useful active aerobic bacteria.
Aerobe (adj: aerobic): A micro-organism that needsfree oxygen or dissolved oxygen
to develop.
Ammonia:

NH3; bacteria readily decompose urea and proteins in sewage to form

ammonia which may later be oxidised to nitrites and nitrates, as in the nitrogen
cycle.
Anaerobe(adj: anaerobic): A micro-organismthat needsno free oxygen to develop.
Anoxic:

Description of conditions without free oxygen. Oxygen is available for
respiration only from dissolved inorganic substancessuch as nitrate ions.

Autotrophic organism:

An organism that uses carbon dioxide as a source of the

carbon it needsfor building new cells.
BOD (Biochemical Oxygen Demand): Measureof the amountof pollution by organic
substancesin water, expressedas the number of mg of oxygen required by the
micro-organismsto oxidise the organics in a litre of water. In the standardtest
a sampleof water is incubatedat 20°C for 5 days (BOD5).
Coagulation: The addition of a chemical to water or sewageso as to precipitate and so
removesfrom the water most of the tiny particles.
Colloids (adj: colloidal): Particles smaller than 2x 10-6m and larger than Ix 10-9
meters. Colloids may be removed from water by coagulation.
Clarifier:

Synonymous with sedimentation tank in the United States. In the United
Kingdom the term is often usedfor removing solids after chemical coagulation.

COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand): Measured by a test involving a strong oxidising
agent (typically a boiling mixture of sulphuric acid and potassiumdichromate).
The COD value is normaly higher than the BOD value becausemore organics
can be oxidised chemically than are biodegradablein a BOD test. The test can
be completedin 2 hours, insteadof 5 days for BOD5.

X1

Glossary

Denitrification:

The removal of oxygen from nitrates in anoxic or anaerobic

conditions, resulting eventually in gaseousnitrogen, which bubbles off and is
thus removed.
Endogenous phaseof growth: A growth phaseof a population of micro-organisms in
which there is no new input of food from outside. Individual microbes usethe
nutrients from dead cells and the number of living cells decreases.
Heterotrophic organism:

Any organism that needs organic matter as an energy

source.
Hydrolysis:

The formation of compounds by combination with water. Bacteria can

often hydrolyse insoluble or long-chain organic compoundsto simpler soluble
ones.
Lysis:

Disintegration; the word describesthe death and break-up of a bacterial cell,
making its protoplasm available as food for its neighbours.

Metabolism: The changes,biochemical, chemical and physical, in living matter needed
for life to continue, involving the building of complex from simple substances.
Mixed liquor: Mixed activated sludge and settled sewagein the aerationtank.
MLSS (mixed liquor suspendedsolids): The dry suspendedsolids in the mixed liquor.
MLVSS (mixed liquor volatile suspendedsolids): The dry volatile suspendedsolids in
the mixed liquor. It is often consideredto be 70% of the MLSS.
Nitrates:

derived in domestic
Substanceswhose chemical formula ends in
-NO3 are
sewagefrom the oxidation of ammonia.

Nitrification:

Conversion of the ammoniacal nitrogen in sewage to nitrites and

eventually nitrates, reducing the oxygen demand in the receiving water, since
the oxidation of ammonia to nitrite requires 4 to 5 kg oxygen per kg of
ammonia oxidised
Nitrites: Compoundswhose formula ends in NO2 are an interim stageof nitrification
and readily oxidise to nitrates-NO3.

Oxidation: Theadditionof oxygen,or the lossof electrons.

X11
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Population

equivalent: Wastewaters, especially of industrial origin, are often

expressedin terms of population equivalent. In the UK the assumptionis that
the averageperson releasea BOD5 load of 60g per day. In the US, 80g per day
is often used.
Sedimentation or settling tanks: Tanks for the settling of solids out of sewage, or
water, without the help of chemicals. Can be used for primary sedimentation
immediately after the grit chambersor for secondarysedimentation.
Settleability:

Ease of settling. An indication of the ability of a secondarysludge to

settle in a sedimentationtank can be obtained by a settling column analysis or
the sludge volume index or the stirred specific volume of the sludge density
index.

Settledsewage:Theeffluentfrom primarysedimentation
tanks.
Sludge volume index (SVI): A measurementof the settleability of activated sludge. It
is dependant upon the proportion of the sludge which has settled after 30
minutes and the mixed liquor suspendedsolids concentration.
Trickling filter: Basic biological treatment where the effluent trickle down over coarse
stonesor plastic cubes that fill a tank approximately 2 meters deep. Biological
film develop on the filter medium.

Basedon Scott and Smith (1980).
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Chapter 1

Chapter 1: Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
Water is increasingly recognised as a precious resource. The growth in population
requiresan increasingquantity of water which needsto be treated before being released
into the natural environment(river, seaetc) or being reused for industrial, agricultural or
direct human use. Water usage varies from 100 to 400 litres per person per day in
developed countries. In 1991 in the UK, the domestic water use was 147 litres per
person per day, and this is expected to increaseby over 20% before 2021 (Herrington,
1996). Most of the water used for domestic purposesneedsto be treated after use, as
does the rainwater collected in sewer systems. The water treatment problem can no
longer be ignored, as it largely has been in past centuries, owing to increased
urbanisationand the negative impact untreated sewagehas over natural ecosystemsand
human health.

1.1 WASTEWATER TREATMENT
Until the beginning of the 20" century, the normal way of treating sewage was to
landspread it.

Increasing amounts of sewage, containing higher levels of organics,

nitrogen, phosphateand micro-pollutants, imposed the development of more intensive
treatment systems. Nowadays, wastewatertreatment has becomea highly technological
process, often comprising primary, secondary and tertiary treatment steps (Lens &
Verstraete, 1992).

It has been estimatedthat the organic load produced in the European Community in
1988 was 300 million `population equivalent'. Treatment in municipal sewagetreatment
plants removesaround 2/3of this load, even though the treatment performancein several
countries is less. In somecountries an important portion of the producedorganic load is
dischargeduntreated into the environment. This is mainly due to an incomplete sewage
collection systemfor transportation of the produced sewageto the treatment plants and
unsuitableoperation of the treatment facilities (Lens & Verstraete, 1992). In a study by
Berthouex & Fan (1986) it was shown that even well attended wastewater treatment
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plants,facingno majorshocksor toxic pulses,do not meetthe dischargestandardsfor
about20% of thetime.
At present,treatment of municipal sewagerelies mainly on aerobic treatment processes
such as the activated sludgeprocess. A survey of 976 small plants in the Loire-Bretagne
basin in France by Racault & Vachon (1989) showed that municipal biological
wastewatertreatment plants consistedof 49.7% activated sludge,26.9% lagoons, 10.6%
trickling filters, 4.3% biological disks and 8.5% other methods.

1.2 ACTIVATED SLUDGE PROCESS
Municipal wastewater is characterisedby strong fluctuations in flow rate. Flow rate
variations usually follow a daily, weekly and seasonalpattern (Metcalf & Eddy, 1991)
and depend mainly on population size (the larger the population, the smaller the
variation) and the sewer type (combined sewerswhere domestic sewage is mixed with
rain and run-off water havemuch higher fluctuations).
Treatedeffluent

Settled
sewage

Final
settling
tank
,

Aeration
Stage

Air in
Recycledactivatedsludge

Surplussludge
10

Figure1.1:Activatedsludgeplant
In the activated sludge process (Figure 1.1), raw or settled wastewater is blended with
micro-organismsthat are recycled from the final settling tank (also called final clarifier).
The organic matter in the wastewater is usedby the micro-organismsfor respiration and
synthesis of new cells. Soluble and particulate (colloidal) organic matter are thus
transformed into gaseous form and cell material settling into the secondaryclarifier
which must then be removed from the process. In good operating conditions, 90% of
the organic load, expressedin terms of BOD, can be removed. However, Tracy &
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Keinath (1973) found that the overall efficiency of the wastewater treatment processis
largely dependent on the satisfactory performance of the final settling tank.

An

important parameterof an activated sludge wastewater treatment plant is the operating
temperature. In the temperateregions of the world, sewagetemperatureranges from 4
to 20°C, depending on the place and time of sampling, and generally exceeds12°C for
only about 6 months per year (Lens & Verstraete, 1992).

1.3 CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION
There are a number of reasons to increase the performance of control systems on
wastewater treatment plants. However, control systemsrely heavily on measurements
and this aspectshould not be neglected;advancesin control and regulation of processes
are dependenton the availability of suitabledata; therefore instrumentationsystemsneed
to be installed and operated successfully.

A number of issues combine to make an increase in control and instrumentation in

wastewatertreatmentplantsdesirable:
Effluent quality standards
This is a clear driving force for increasingcontrol and instrumentation. In Swedenand
Denmark, for example, there is a significant increase in the quality demands on the
effluent (Olsson, 1992) becauseof regulations which impose a tax proportional to the
concentration of water pollutants released in the effluent water whatever the level of
pollution. Stricter European Commission (EC) directives regarding the release of
different pollutants, are also beingintroduced within the EuropeanUnion.
Economy
The goal of instrumentation, control and automation has been to achieve a better
resourceutilisation. This hasbeen summarisedfor wastewatertreatment by Olsson et at
(1997) as:

"

Betterenergyuseby dissolvedoxygencontrol,

"

More efficient useof chemicalprecipitation control,
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"

Better use of internal carbon in sewage for biological nitrogen and phosphorus
removal,

"

Better energy useby processdevelopment,suchas denitrification,

"

Interaction between designand operation, suchas combinedsewer control and plant
flow control,

"

Unmannedoperationduring nights and weekends.

The extensionof a large plant to a larger capacity by traditional design methods is very
expensive. Processdynamicsand operational methods should be included in the design
procedure in order to make the bestuse of the financial investment. As a result of such
integration, the safety and capacity margins can be decreased,but this requires reliable
operation (Olsson, 1992). However, the increase in control and instrumentation is
hamperedby a number of constraints.

Legislation
In an international survey, Olsson (1993) highlighted that legislation doesnot favour the
widespread implementation of control systems. Olsson identified that the design of
improved control systemsis not of major importance to wastewatercompaniesowing to
a lack of sufficiently rigorous regulatory standards. Moreover, existing legislation is
often not enforced adequatelyand is not adjusted to the actual needs of the receiving
water coursesbecausedynamicvariations are neglectedto the exclusive considerationof
steady-stateconditions. Geographical differences are also often ignored, resulting in
inconsistentrules for effluent water quality. Also, current legislation requires off-line
data, and on-line data is not yet acceptablefor quality control, reducing the interest of
advancedcontrol and instrumentationand the use of on-line measurementsto meet the
regulatory demands.

Economy
Even though this no longer the case in the UK, in many countries the wastewater
treatmentindustry is often consideredas a non-profit activity undertakenby municipal or
regional organisations. As a result, the aims assignedto control and instrumentationare
often unclear. Automation has been consideredexpensiveand has often been added as
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an after thought once the original design phasehas been completed resulting in higher
installation cost and less than optimal control systems. Accordingly, proper analysis
betweenconstruction and operationcosts is often not performed (Olsson, 1993).

Plant constraints
Efficiency and reliability of advancedcontrol and instrumentationsystemsis still of some
concern. There are few complex systems installed on full-scale systems leading to
conservativedesignswith large safety margins to be used eventhough that meansthat
too little flexibility and controllability is built into most plants (Olsson, 1993) and that too
few variablescan effectively be manipulated(Zhao et at, 1994). Another point is that in
most countries,the majority of the plants are quite small. In small-scaleinstallations,it is
evenmore difficult to justify the installation of any advancedinstrumentationand control
system(Olsson, 1993). There are difficulties in controlling the activated sludge process
owing to its inherent non-linearity, time varying dynamics, large variations in effluent
concentrationand hydraulic loading (Zhao et al, 1994).

1.4MODELLING
The on-line investigation of control approachesis not practical for a number of reasons,
ranging from regulatory authorisation to non-reproducibility of results since conditions
are always changing. Work in pilot plants of small volumes or even laboratory work
sometimes using synthetic sludges (Tsai et al, 1996) has been carried out but the
portability of suchinvestigationsto full-scale operation is not alwaysobvious.

1.4.1Aeration stage modelling
The activated sludgewastewater treatment processwas developedin England during the
early 1900's. Early work in the 1910's was aimed at dispensingthe treatment process
from the use of filters. However, it was not until the 1950's that the activated sludge
fundamentalscame under close scientific study when Helmers et al (1951) reported that
the rate of activated sludge growth was proportional to the biochemicaloxygen demand
(BOD) reduction as long as nutritional deficiencies were not present. Also in 1951,
Heukelekian et al proposed the evaluation of activated sludge volatile suspendedsolids
(VSS) accumulationrate through the useof a linear mathematicalrelationship linking it
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to the BOD in the feed and the mixed liquor volatile suspendedsolids (MLVSS). In
1955, Eckenfelder & O'Connor proposed a mathematical model for activated sludge
wastewater treatment, which was later modified and expanded. In 1963, McKinney
proposedanother mathematicalmodel for completely mixed activated sludge processes.
These publications established a nomenclature widely used at the time.

However,

confusion between the two models limited their application until a detailed study by
Goodmanand Englande (1974) showedthat the two models were intrinsically identical,
and thus developeda unifying model betweenthe two approaches.
In 1975, Busby and Andrews developeda dynamic model in order to addresssome of
the main problemsfound in the existing models namely:
"

Most models usually use only one completely mixed reactor, whereasthe hydraulic
regimes,for most activated sludgeplants, lies betweenperfect mixing and plug flow.

"

In general there was no provision for considering the contribution of suspended
solids (SS) to the effluent biochemicaloxygen demand(BOD) even though SS are
often a major contributor to the effluent BOD.

"

The thickening capability of the solids-liquid separator frequently determines the
mixed liquor suspendedsolids (MLSS) level that may be achieved in the aeration
basin. This important interactionwas often neglected.

"

Time-varying inputs may frequently causethe expected performanceof a systemto
be completely different from that predicted by a steady-statemodel. Provision for
prediction of the dynamic responseshould therefore be includedin processmodels.

"

The kinetic expressionusedmost frequently at the time to expressthe growth rate of
the micro-organismswas first order with respect to substrate, instead of the more
widely accepted expressionpresentedby Monod (1942) which allows the order of
the reaction to vary with substrateconcentration.

To overcome these difficulties Busby and Andrews (1975) separatedthe biomass into
three separatecomponents,and coupled the aeration stagemodel with a dynamic model
of the secondarysettler.
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Since the early 1970'sthe modelling of the aerationstageof the activated sludgeprocess
has become more complex due to new design and operating configurations such as
partial re-circulation of mixed liquor, distribution of the settled sewageamong severalof
the tanks in seriesetc. Also the number of biological processesand elementsconsidered
has increased progressively to take into account nitrification, denitrification and
phosphorusremoval in addition to the biodegradationof carbonaceousmatter (Wentzel
et al, 1992).

In 1980, Dold et al developed a dynamic model which divided into two fractions the
influent biodegradablechemical oxygen demand (COD); namely readily biodegradable
COD and slowly biodegradableCOD, thus allowing their model to explain experimental
observationswhich did not fit current models at the time. Dold et al incorporated the
two fractions COD model into an aerobic nitrification model that gave very good
predictions of the observed behaviour of oxygen uptake rate, COD and nitrogen in
various aerobic systemsunder cyclic flow and load conditions.

The International Association on Water Pollution Researchand Control (IAWPRC)
recognised the requirements for a mathematical model describing the complex
interactionsneededto accuratelydescribecarbonaceousmatter removal, nitrification and
denitrification, in a way which would promote the use of modelling in order to improve
wastewater treatment practice. The IAWPRC formed a task group in 1983 to promote
the developmentof, and facilitate the application of, practical models to the design and
operation of biological wastewater treatment. This led to the publication of a state-ofthe-art model generallyreferred to as "Activated sludge model No. 1" (ASM1) in 1986
(Henze et af).

ASMI has been introduced in a number of computer programs; one

notably, the Single Sludge Simulation Program (SSSP) developed by Bistrup & Grady
(1988) to allow detailed evaluation and design of a variety of suspendedgrowth reactor
options by configuring the biological reactor as a seriesof completely mixed reactors in
series. Other dynamic modelling platforms using ASMI are ASIM (Gujer & Henze,
1991) and GPS-X (Patry & Takäcs, 1991), which incorporates ASMI as one of its
biological processmodelling options.
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ASMI has openedthe way to further researchinto modelling and characterisation,as the
many papersusing it directly or in a reducedversion testify. For example,Jeppssonand
Olsson(1993) developeda simplified model basedon ASMI for simulatingthe activated
sludge process capable of modelling carbonaceousand nitrogen activities.

Other

researchers(Larrea et al, 1992; Tenno & Uronen, 1995) have approachedthe on-line
identification / state estimationproblem, by developingother simplified forms of ASMI,
excluding denitrification.

Daigger and Nolasco (1995) evaluated thirteen full-scale wastewater treatment plants
using dynamic models based on ASMI with the addition of the phosphorus removal
model of Dold (1990) where necessary.As far as nitrogen is concernedthe models have
proved to be able to accuratelypredict full-scale plant performance,even using default
model parameters. Default values of model stoichiometric and kinetic parametershave
beenfound in their study to often provide satisfactory prediction of processperformance
and when identification of the kinetic and stoichiometric parametersis performed, the
resulting valuesare close to the default values (Couillard and Zhu, 1992; Sorour et al,
1993; Stokeset al, 1993).

Wentzel et al (1989) introduced a more complex model to deal with phosphorusremoval
which was used extensivelyfor this purposeuntil the international Association on Water
Quality (IAWQ), formerly IAWPRC, task group on mathematicalmodelling for design
and operation of biological wastewatertreatment processes,produced "Activated sludge
model No. 2" or ASM2 (Henze et al, 1995) which is an extensionof ASMI and usesthe
concepts incorporated in it.

The main advantage of ASM2 over ASMI was the

incorporation of phosphorusremoval. However, this resulted in an even more complex
model which requiresmany more componentsin order to characterisethe wastewater,as
well as the activated sludge. In addition to the biological processesASM2 incorporates
two chemicalprocessesneededto model the chemicalprecipitation of phosphorus.
In addition to the developmentof deterministic models, a few attempts at grey-box and
black-box models havebeen made. Time seriesmodels have been developedto describe
dynamic input-output relations between flow rates and suspendedsolids, aeration rate
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and dissolved oxygen, carbon source dosageand denitrification rate (Berthouex et al,
1978; Novotny et al, 1990). The main advantage of a time series model is that no
knowledge of the actual process is needed as long as the inputs applied result in a
noticeable output. More recent developmentsusing Neural Networks (Tyagi & Du,
1992) and fuzzy logic approaches(Fu & Poch, 1995) have also been studied in order to
identify patterns in the processin order to improve control efficiency. However, it hasto
be recognisedthat deterministicmodels havefound a wider acceptance.

Models such as ASMI, even though consideredas a reference for carbon removal,
nitrification and denitrification, have been deemed too complex for many control
applications leading to the developmentof reducedorder models which try to retain the
main characteristics of the process by limiting the validity of the reduced model to a
narrow range of operating conditions for example (Kabouris & Georgakakos, 1992;
Jeppsson& Olsson, 1993).

1.4.2Final settling tank modelling
The name clarifier for the final separationstage tendsto be misleadingin the sensethat
it also servesas a thickener to concentrate biological solids, which must be recycled to
sustainthe microbial processesin the aeration basin. Furthermore, the clarifier is the
only location where solids can be stored in the conventional activated sludge process.
This function is significant when control strategies for activated sludge process are
considered(Tracy & Keinath, 1973).

Early research on the subject of thickening was concerned with the development of
designequationswhich would allow the prediction performanceof continuousthickening
from batch settling tests. The earliest work in this area was performed by Coe &
Clevenger(1916). They developedan empirical relation, which predicts the ability of a
layer of solids of a given concentration to transmit solids in a continuous thickener.
They also first described the phenomenon of compression involved in settling,
compressionbeing the point where floc particles rest on one another.
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Kynch (1952) developedthe theory of flocculent suspensionswhich laid the basis for the
first models describingflux theory (Dick & Young, 1972). Another formulation of flux
theory that is widely used was published by Vesilind (1979). The partial differential
equations needed to describe the phenomenainvolved have often been neglected in
favour of empirical rules, as used by Lech et al (1978) and Marsili-Libelli (1989).
Another method, pioneered by Tracy and Keinath (1973), is to use an approximation
basedon the division of the clarifier in a number of layers, typically 10, through which
the suspendedsolids thicken. It hasproved a popular approach,being adopted by many
researchers(Takäcs et al, 1990, Diehl et al, 1990). Hill (1985) also basedhis model on
the multi-layered approximation but introduced considerations for the typical conical
shapeof the final settling tank.

Dick (1970) emphasisedthe thickening function over the clarification which was the
main concern in those days, and showed that the sludge volume index (SVI) does not
always have an effect on the return sludge concentration. Therefore, the use of the
sludge volume index could be misleadingas an indicator of sludge zone settling velocity
measurement(Bye & Dold, 1998), and caution should be exerted if it is usedto regulate
the return activated sludge flow rate. In addition to the two zones of clarification and
thickening, Tanthapanichakoon& Himmelblau (1981) introduced a third zone, the dilute
zone, located between the first two. However, Keinath (1985) hasstated that the dilute
zone may not actually exist. Based on this, Lessard (1989) developed a reasonably
simplemodel, which can be coupled relatively easily to an aerationstagemodel. At the
sametime as dynamic models becamemore complex, the need for simpler models was
recognisedfor the designof control systems,as Stehfest(1984) observed. He developed
a lumped parameter model consisting of two variable volume continuous stirred tank
reactorsseparatedby a discontinuity.
More recent work on the final settling tank has beenconcernedwith the behaviour of the
sludge blanket (G6hle et al, 1996), the biomassstorage function and the coupling with
the aeration stage(Marsili-Libelli, 1993) and even two dimensionalhydrodynamicsolids
transport models for the thickening function (Ji et at, 1996). It is difficult to determine
what the state-ofthe art for dynamicmodels for the clarification and thickening is. There
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is still no admitted universal reference model even though an IAWQ task group is
working towards producing such a referencedocument,as done with the aeration stage
of the activated sludgeprocesswith ASM1 (Henze et al, 1986) and ASM2 (Henze et al,
1995). Generally, the final settling tanks are representedas two different processes:
clarification and thickening. Most models have not been evaluatedthoroughly against
experimentalwork at plant scale,especially for the thickener models. Finally, clarifier
models are mostly basedon empirical relationship and are therefore largely related to the
particular plant usedto determinethe parameters(Lessard,1989).

1.4.3 Integration of the models
It has been noted (Lessard & Beck, 1991) that there have been few studies on the
integration of the constituent unit process models into a description of the plant as a
whole due to the complexity of the task and the relatively focused interest upon the
activated sludge itself. Primary sedimentationand the sludgedisposalproblem were not
seenas mattersof urgent concernuntil recently.

Since it is not possible to mathematically model an activated sludge plant without
consideringthe function of the clarifier, most modelsinclude a very simplerepresentation
of the final clarifier or assumethat the secondaryclarifier is always able to concentrate
the sludgeadequately. Dupont & Henze (1992) combinedASMI with a more complex
model of the final settling tank even though it is purely empirical.

1.4.4Parameter estimation and characterisation
The high complexity of the models causes a severe problem of identification and
verifiability. Often the models are derived from simpler unit operations and later
combinedinto large plant models. The parametervalues consequentlymay not be the
same. Several parametercombinationscan often explain the samedynamic behaviour.
This is further accentuatedwhen the influent wastewater composition is taken into
consideration; a change in its characteristicscan quite often be explained by kinetic
parameterchanges(Jeppsson& Olsson, 1993).
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As a result, a lot of effort has been devoted to the parameter identification of the
activated sludgemodel No. 1. An important problem is the fractionation of the organic
matter in the model.

Henze (1992) noted that the methods for measuring the

fractionation of the organic matter are only partly developed. However, he also showed
that the proportions of COD, biomassand nitrogen found in a specific wastewater seem
to be constant even when concentrationsvary. The other important model parameters
are the kinetic parameters. Kappeler and Gujer (1992) presenteda relatively simple
method to identify the model kinetic parameters and the COD wastewater fractions.
Larrea et al (1992), Vanrolleghemet al (1992 and 1995), Spanjers& Keesman (1994)
and Von Sperling (1994a) also presentedmethodsto identify model parametersusing a
combination of on-line data, laboratory batch tests and classical error function
minimisation.

1.4.5 Different time scales
The activated sludgeprocessdynamicsare classifiedas stiff in that they are characterised
by fast and slow responsecomponents(Kabouris & Georgakakos,1992). For example,
the IAWQ task group for mathematical modelling of the ASP (Henze et al, 1986)
assessedthe time constantsassociatedwith particulate substratesin the order of hours,
those associatedwith dissolved oxygen in the order of seconds,and for other soluble
components in the order of minutes. In their implementation of the IAWQ model,
Bidstrup & Grady (1988) adopted integration steps of 15 min, 0.15 min and 1.5 min
respectively. During a slower first multi-rate integration, missing values for slower
variablesduring faster time stepsare linearly interpolated from the slower step boundary
values. In this way the computationally expensiveevaluation of time derivativesfor the
slower variablesduring the faster time stepsis avoided.
A simulation model basedon IAWQ model No. 1 (Henze et al, 1986) with the addition of
a relatively simple secondarysettler based on the work of Lessard and Beck (1991),
modified to give a better indication of the water quality, was usedin this work.
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1.5 PROCESS CONTROL
A biological wastewater treatment plant is a complex dynamic system, including
biological, chemical and physical phenomena. Its dynamic nature is highlighted by the
time varying flow rates, concentrationsand compositionsthat can be quite significantand
very sudden. Control actions haveto be related to the dynamicsof the processsincethe
result of such action cannot generally be observed on a few samples. It is often not
trivial to find the right cause-effectrelationship and there are strong links between the
different elementsof the processsuch as sludge recycling, aeration,and so on (Olsson et
al, 1989).

Early attempts at control in wastewater treatment plants date from the 1950's, and
involved the use of individual analoguecontrollers located at or near the control devices
associatedwith them, in what were effectively fully distributed analoguecontrol systems.
The plant operators had to go out to the site of each controller to adjust the settings.
However, the overall plant operation was improved by this early approach to process
control. Pneumatic control was used in some cases but the majority of plants used
mechanical and electrical control. Centralisation of the control system in a reduced
number of locations within the plant, one or more depending on the plant size and
complexity, improved this situation (Walker, 1977).

Control strategiescurrently usedin wastewater treatment plants are mostly conventional
controllers based around on-off and simple PID-based feedback control systems.
Advanced control strategies have generally only been evaluated on pilot-scale
wastewatertreatmentprocessesor for short periods on full-scale systems.

1.5.1Conventionalfeedback
The widespreadusein industry of PID and on-off controllers and the resulting familiarity
with their properties and design characteristics,have made these regulators the most
popular control method in wastewater treatment processes. However, the performances
of thesecontrollers cannotbe expectedto be optimal owing to the time-varying and nonlinear nature of the processesinvolved (Andrews, 1974; Heinle et al, 1993). The
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controllers have to be tuned for optimal performanceof the regulator. Tuning requires
that either experimentationon the plant or simulation with an accurateprocessmodel be
carried out (Vaccari et al, 1988; Heinzle et al, 1993). The value of the controller
parameters dependsupon process characteristicswhich change for a non steady-state
process.

Therefore, these tuned parameters become non-optimal when the plant

characteristicsare modified.

Multi-input, multi-output systemsshould be consideredto describe and develop control
systemsfor the activated sludge process. However, the wide range of responsetime
involved in the processenablesthe decoupling of many process units (Lessard& Beck,
1993). Separatelocal controllers can provide reasonablecontrol performances.

1.5.2 Optimal control
There are designtechniquesavailablethat allow the developmentof an optimal controller
for a given processmodel and performanceindex. Optimal feedbackcontrol design has
become a generally accepted technique when linear models are used (Marsili-Libelli,
1989). Examples of linearisation around the operating point for sludge recycle and
dissolved oxygen control have also been reported by Marsili-Libelli (1984). Few results
of analytical solution of the optimal control law have been published for non-linear
models, most results having been obtained by numerical solution of the optimisation
problem (Sincic & Bailey, 1978; Yeung et al, 1980; Kabouris & Geogakakos, 1990;
Zhao et al, 1994). One problem with someof the resulting control systemsis that they
rely on a perfect processmodel with fixed model structure and known parameters. The
results of Yeung et al (1980) are an example of this dependenceof optimal control
actionson the model structure. It is therefore difficult to rely on such a control strategy
for a process whose inherent non-linear dynamic and changing nature is well known.
Also, Marsili-Libellli (1984) found that the effectivenessof a control scheme depends
greatly upon a proper choiceof the cost function.
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1.5.3 Adaptive control
From the early 1960's, an important researcharea has beenthe developmentof adaptive
regulators. Adaptation of the controller may be required for two main reasons:
"

In the caseof a linearisedmodel, the linearisationtakes place at a particular operating
point, if this operating point is changed,the parametersof the control systemneed
adjustmentto provide an optimal performancein the new conditions.

"

If the process is time varying, such as a biological process. The regulator being
basedon nominal valuesof the processmodel, the controller parametersalso needto
be adapted.

A newer approachto deal with time-varying and uncertain dynamicshas beendeveloped
called I

or robust control theory (Doyle, 1983; Kwakernaak, 1988).

Model

uncertainty is taken into account and fixed, linear time-invariant designs basedon the
minimisation of infinite norm of a sensitivity function are used. The main problem with
this technique is that to ensure robustness the controller performance, in terms of
conventionalcriteria, is generally degraded(Gendron et al, 1993).

The main functions neededby an adaptive control loop are identification of the process
dynamics and update of the control parameters. When the process is being linearised,
adaptivity is producedby estimating, generallyrecursively,the model parametersusedby
the control law. Examples of applications of adaptive linearising control can be found
for anaerobicdigestionand activatedsludge systems(Ko et al, 1982; Renard et al, 1988;
Dochain & Perrier, 1995).

Predictive control methods have also been applied to the aeration stageof an activated
sludge process to determinethe sequenceof motor on/off switches neededto regulate
dissolved oxygen (Moreno et al, 1992) and to the control of an aerated lagoon (Ben
Youssef & Dahhou, 1996) which is another type of biological wastewater treatment
process.
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In situations where the processchangescannot be measuredor predicted, the adaptive
control strategy has to be implementedin a feedback manner. An important class of
controller systems called self-tuning regulators has been developed (Aström &
Wittenmark, 1973). Originally, the regulator was based on a recursive least-squares
estimator of the parameters of a feedback control law from on-line process data,
followed by the use of these estimated parameters in the control law itself. Later
modifications to the self-tuning controller (Clarke & Gawthrop, 1975) and the
generalisedpredictive controller (Clarke et al, 1987) were developedand implemented
successfullyon industrial applicationsin general. The self-tuningregulator and controller
are usually basedon a minimum variance criterion to reduce the error in the controlled
variable, they are well adaptedfor applicationswhere processdisturbancesare stochastic
in nature, rather than deterministic (Seborg et al, 1989). Self-tuning controllers have
been shown to be able to deal with changes in mass transfer efficiencies and large
variations in oxygen demand(Olssonet al, 1985;Marsili-Libelli, 1990).

1.5.4Expert systems
Among artificial intelligence techniques, Expert Systems have a role to play in an
industry where the main actors (water companies) are sometimes fearful of having
complex control systemsrunning the plant. Expert systemsgive plant operators either
on-line or off-line advice for a variety of situations, from day to day control problems to
explaining more serious plant failure. They can also provide possible solutions (Maeda,
1984; Stimson, 1993; Ladiges & Kayser, 1993). However, it seemsthat thesepromising
guidance systems have yet to make an impact with the water utilities for use in
wastewater treatment plants, even though Ladiges & Kayser (1994) have actually
evaluated an o$-line version of their Expert System on a full-scale plant and expert
systemstechniques are being used in other areas of the water industry (clean water
treatment, leak reduction in the piping network etc).
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1.5.5Fuzzy logic control
Fuzzy logic control theory was first proposed by Mamdani & Assilian (1975) from the
fuzzy set theory originated from Zadeh (1973). Fuzzy sets are a way of representing
qualitative knowledge in mathematical terms. Fuzzy logic has attracted increasing
attention in the wastewater treatment field which seems well suited with all the
uncertainties associatedwith the operation of water treatment processes. Early work
(Tong et al, 1980) was mainly based on incorporating the knowledge of human
operators and control engineers through a linguistic approach. However, when a
problem is complex it might becomenecessaryto build a fuzzy relational equation from
operational and experimental data to derive control rules using fuzzy identification
techniques. Thesetwo approachescan be combinedto developmodels of more complex
systems(Babuska& Verbruggen, 1996).

Fuzzy logic control systems have been developed for operation with a wastewater
treatment process. Tsai et al (1993) developeda systemfor the control and forecast of
the suspendedsolids concentration in the effluent, and presentedexperimentalresults on
a laboratory scalewastewater treatment plant replica using artificial wastewater (Tsai et
al, 1996). Fuzzy feedbackcontrollers have beenusedto control the chemicalremoval of
phosphorus,which could not be controlled adequatelyby conventionalfeedbackmethods
becauseof the long and varying dead-time in the process (lou

& Lauer, 1993). In

addition, partial knowledge of the processcan be incorporated into a FLC so that better
performance of the system is obtained (Yin & Stenstrom, 1996). Fuzzy control of
intermittent aerationhasalso been investigated(Alex et al, 1994) as well as the real time
control of sewer systems(Fuchs et al, 1997). The supervisory level of hierarchical
control systemswhose lower level were PID controllers have also been developedwith
the help of fuzzy control (Couillard & Zhu, 1992).

1.5.6 Neural network control
Artificial neural networks are based on a `black-box' approach, but unlike time series
analysis,their structure makes them particularly suited to deal with non-linear systems.
Before being used, neural networks need to be trained, that is to say they need to be
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presented with examples of the desired behaviour so that their parameters can be
adjusted. Neural networks can be applied to different tasks, including process control
(Hunt, 1992). While neural network control is being used in other applicationsit seems
it hasnot yet beenimplementedon full-scale wastewatertreatment plants. Capodaglio et
al (1991) developeda neural network for pattern recognition in order to forecast sludge
bulking problems. Tyagi

& Du (1992) applied a neural network for operational

prediction, and Tyagi et al (1993) developed a neural network to control activated
sludge flows using thesepredictions. Another promisingfield is the application of neural
networks for improving the modelling of the activated sludge process, by either
developing neural network models (Cote et al, 1995) or even creating hybrid models
using both artificial neural networks and first principle techniques(Zhao & McAvoy,
1996).

1.6 OPTIMISATION

OF THE ACTIVATED

SLUDGE

PROCESS

Optimisation can be defined as the scienceof determining the `best' solution to certain
mathematicalproblems, such as models of a physical reality. This means finding the
minimum or maximum of a function of one or more variables. Until 1940 little was
known about methods for numerical optimisationsof functions of many variables. Least
squarecalculationswere carried out, steepestdescenttype methodshad been applied and
Newton's methods in many variables were used. However, the introduction of the
computer was primordial in the developmentof optimisation methods. The 1940s and
1950ssaw the introduction of linear programming, where `programming' is understood
as optimisation. Hill-climbing methodswere developedat approximately the sametime.
In the 1960's non-linear and multivariable methods were developed and optimisation
methods were applied successfullyto industrial processes(Fletcher, 1987; Beale, 1988).
In many practical optimisation problems there are constraints on the values of some
parameters,which restrict the region of search for the minimum (or maximum). The
region of searchin which the constraints are satisfied is often called the feasible region,
while the region in which constraints are not satisfied is termed the nonfeasible or
infeasible region.
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In practice it is very difficult to determine if the minimum obtained by a numerical
process is a global optimum or not. In most circumstancesit can only be said that the
optimum obtained is an optimum within the local area of search. A particular function
may haveseverallocal optima but it is usually impossibleto determineif a local optimum
is the global optima unlessall optima are found and evaluated. A number of numerical
methods exist for the solution of optimisation problems. The applicability of each
method for a particular optimisation problem dependson the various properties of the
function that is to be optimised such as continuity, derivative existence,convexity, etc.

Linear Programming
The Simplex search technique determines the direction of movement in a two
dimensionalsearchproblem using only three observations. The input information for a
Simplex searchis the sameas that required for all searchmethods of optimisation. The
function given by E= ft x) and a first approximation xo must be specified. Search
techniquesthat take steps towards the minimum usually require that the step size be
specified. As the minimum of the function is approachedthe step size is reduced to
improve the resolution of the search. The search is finished when the step size falls
below a specifiedminimum value. For the Simplex searchthe step size is replaced by a
singlevalue which givesthe length of one side of the simplex. The use of equal units in
each dimension, points to the importance of correct scaling for this searchmethod. A
lower limit to the length of a simplex side is also required so that the search can be
terminated(Adby & Dempster, 1974).

Several improvementsto the simplex searchare available. The most useful of these is
due to Neider and Mead (1965) which incorporates expansionas well as contraction of
simplex so that movement towards the minimum can be accelerated. Also the simplex
can be arranged to incorporate some form of linear search in the direction of the
reflected vertex. It has the advantageof not requiring the derivatives of the function to
operatebut suffers from slow convergenceand can easily convergeto local optima.
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Non-Linear Programming
Gradientsmethods require that the function is differentiable that is to say continuous.
Direct gradient basedmethods restrict the searchspaceto the points where the partial
derivatives are zero in all directions. The indirect gradient basedmethodsusethe partial
derivatives of the function at a given starting point to guide the searchtowards the point
in the neighbourhoodof the starting point where all partial derivatives are zero. These
are called hill-climbing methodsand can be traced back to Cauchy in the 19thCentury.
The application of such methodsis limited becauseof their dependenceon the existence
of derivatives; also they easilyconvergeto local optima in caseof multimodal functions.

Randomisedalgorithms such as random walk can be used in any searchspacebut they
are extremely inefficient becausethey do not exploit the searchspaceand an extremely
large number of functions evaluationsis usually required in order for them to converge
with reasonableaccuracy.

Differential calculus
Differential calculus is useful for unconstrainedoptimisation of functions of continuous
variables. To minimise a function of n variables (x, ..x), the it simultaneousequations
,f
1.1 haveto be satisfied.
ý

(x,, xz,..., x) =0

(j = 1,..., n)

(1.1)

i

The calculus approach is useful if the equations can be solved directly (for example if
they are linear) or if it enablesthe dimensionof the problem to be reducedsince it does
not provide a method for solving such equationsif they haveno exploitable structure.

There is a trade-off to be made with the different algorithms between the degree of
exploration of the search space and the degree of exploitation of the available
information about it. The gradient basedmethods havea high degreeof exploitation by
using the derivatives of the function to guide the search,but can very easily convergeto
local optima, becauseof their lack of exploration of the searchspace. On the other hand,
randomised methods have a high degree of exploration of the search space. It is
theoretically guaranteedthat given a sufficiently large number of function evaluations a
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near optimal solution will be found by randomised methods. However, they do not
exploit the availableinformation at all, so evenif they reach a point in the neighbourhood
of the optimal solution, they may easilydiverge to other sub-optimalpoint.
Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GA) are a stochastic search method which can be used for the
numerical optimisation of difficult functions. GAs operate on a population of potential
solutions applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce better and better
approximationsto a solution. At eachgenerationa new set of approximationsis created
by the process of selecting individuals according to their level of fitness in the problem
domainand breedingthem together using operators borrowed from natural geneticssuch
as recombination, crossover and mutations. The fitness of individual members of a
population is assessedthrough an objective function characterisingits performancein the
problem domain. The fittest individuals are mated together in order to produce new
individuals, low fitness individuals are discarded. Genetic operators are applied on the
new population. The new population fitness is tested and an iterative process takes
place. The GA is terminated when some criteria are satisfied, for example a certain
number of generations,a mean deviation in the population, or when a particular point in
the searchspaceis encountered(Chipperfield et al, 1994)
GAs do not require derivative information or other additional knowledge, only the
objective function and correspondingfitnesslevel influencethe direction of search. GAs
use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic ones. GAs provide a number of
potential solutions to a given problem and the choice of final solution is left eventuallyto
the user. In the case of multi-objective functions, GAs can be useful to identify the
different alternativesolutions simultaneously.
Studies of Holland (1975), De Jong (1975), Goldberg (1989) and others have
demonstratedboth theoretically and experimentally, the superior performanceof GAs
over traditional optimisation techniques. The genetic algorithm approach is well suited
to the optimisation of complex systemswhere noisy, highly non-linear, multimodal and
discontinuousfunctions of many dimensionsneedsto be optimised. GA should therefore
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be a natural optimisation tool for the activated sludge process. However, it has to be
noted that it is not becausethe processitself is non-linear that the optimisation algorithm
will haveto minimisea highly non-linearobjective function.

Most of the optimisation methods briefly describedhere have limitations in that they
require the objective function to optimise to have particular properties such as being
continuous or derivable. The choice of the optimisation techniques employed is
dependanton the characteristicsof the objective function to optimise and not on the
process itself. Nevertheless, a complex non-linear system will usually lead to the
definition of an objective function which is also complexand non-linear.

Optimisation in water treatment
Biological wastewater treatment is a complex process, with many different elements:
primary sedimentation, aeration, secondary sedimentation, anaerobic fermentation of
sludge, and so on. Often, eachof these elementscan be operated more efficiently from
economic and environmental considerations. Some work has been performed on:
improving the managementof the solids within the different parts of the plant (Von
Sperling, 1994b); the effect of the use of chemicalson the biological treatment stage
(Robson et al, 1972); the anaerobic digestion of surplus sludge (Renard et al, 1988).
However, the main research effort, in this domain, is concentrated on increasing the
effluent quality and/or minimising the operation costs. The impact of return sludge flows
on the water quality has been considered (Grulois et al, 1993) and operating cycle
optimisation applied to pilot plants (Dupont & Sinkjaer, 1994) even though model
calibration is important for such tasks.

The research into cost minimisation is

concentrated on the clean water side by the reduction of chemical use, and on the
wastewater side as the reduction in energy consumption since it is the main operating
cost for an activated sludge plant. Short of modifying the plant design (Bischoff et al,
1996), control strategiesmaking better use of the energy used for aeration, have been
developed (Clifti & Andrews, 1981; Cantwell, 1987; Garret et al, 1990). However,
Prindle et al (1983) pointed out that energy cost control is not synonymouswith energy
use reduction becauseenergy savingsin one processunit can lead to increasedexpenses
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in another. Also, prices of electricity, which is the main form of energy used in
wastewatertreatment works, have a pattern fluctuating daily, weekly and annually.

Much work remains to be done on the process optimisation side and especially
implementingsuccessfulstrategieson full-scalewastewatertreatment plants.

1.7 AIM OF THE RESEARCH
This researchprogram was partly funded by North West Water Limited, the second
largest water company in the UK.

Care has been taken to make this work as

transposableas possibleto full-scaleplant operation.

1.7.1Objective
The objective of this researchproject was to investigate different control strategiesfor
the activated sludge process in order to identify the best options faced by the water
industry in the medium term. This includes both developing new control solutions but
also optimising, if possible,the existing situation and practice.

1.7.2Investigationapproach
a) Evaluation of three controllers for the control of dissolved oxygen
PID control is industry's solution to most control problems. Most water treatment
processesare being regulated by programmablelogic controllers (PLCs) with built-in
PID control capacity. Thus it seems only natural to use PID control as the control
referencesinceit is readily availableand used, in most wastewatertreatment plants.
Fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) have been used successfully in a wide range of
applications,including water treatment where a number of studieshave beencarried out
(Tong et al, 1980; Tsai et al, 1993; Alex et al, 1994). PLCs with fuzzy logic capability
have started to appear on the market, making fuzzy control a viable alternative in the
short-term future. These PLCs will probably operate with simple fuzzy logic algorithms
and therefore thesealgorithmsfor fuzzy control becameof interest to this research.
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Last but not least, it has been seen that self-tuning controllers have been effective in
dealing with the large and relatively unpredictablevariationsof oxygen demandmaking it
a useful tool for dissolved oxygen control. In the medium term, self-tuning systems
could be implementedon wastewater treatment plants if the benefits were great enough
to justify the higher level of complexity required.
b) Investigation of the effectiveness of PID-based control strategies, employing
different locations for a limited numberof sensorsand actuators. This is a problem faced
in industry when only partial instrumentation is performed for economic or technical
reasons. Simulations were developed for different scenarios and the resulting control
performancescompared.

c) Processoptimisation, accountingfor both operating costs and effluent quality. A cost
function has been defined with available data and optimisation performed by
conventional and genetic algorithms techniques for minimising plant operation cost
and/or maximisingeffluent water quality.

1.7.3Originality of research
Few models used for control purposes integrate the different key elements of a
wastewater treatment plant. Most schemesdealing with dissolvedoxygen control only
consider the aeration stagewhile assuminga near perfect settling stageand therefore do
not includethe interactions betweenthe two elements. In this project however, a stateof-the-art model has been used for the aeration stage and a relatively complex model,
even though not too demandingmathematically,has been employedfor the clarification
stage. The effluent quality is also modelled more realistically than is normally found in
publications.

In this study, the comparisonsbetween the different controller schemesare performed
over a period of 14 days, giving a much more realistic picture of the controller behaviour
than the usual tests performed over at most two days. Typical daily and weekly sewage
flow and loading pattern are used,as well as storm conditions which are putting stresson
the water treatmentsystem.
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The costs taken into account in order to perform processoptimisationare as thorough as
possiblein this work and include indirect costs, such as sludge disposal, which are often
neglectedin optimisation studiesof the operation of the activated sludge. These added
costsare generallyignored, either becausethey are treatedas constant overheadsor even
assumedto be non-existenteven though large sums of capital might be required to deal
with the problems, suchas building sludgedigesters.

Finally, the optimisation algorithm works by modifying the MLSS set-point rather than
modifying directly the recycled and surplus sludge flow rates. This approach has not
beenencounteredso far in the literature.

1.8 THESIS OUTLINE
It has been recognisedthat on-line work is impractical for a full comparativeevaluation
due to the non-repeatablenature of experimental work on a time-varying non-linear
process industrial process. Simulation of the activated sludge wastewater treatment
process was therefore required. In Chapter 2, a suitable computer model based on
ASMI

is described and its implementation explained. The development and the

comparisonof different control strategiesnamelyPID, fuzzy logic and self-tuning control
are describedin Chapter 3. A control schemeis not just a control algorithm, since the
number and location of the sensorsand actuators also play an important part and can
hinder the ability to develop a suitablecontrol system. The placementof sensorsand
actuators in a particular North West Water plant is investigatedin Chapter 4 using the
simulation of the process. The optimisation of the process in terms of effluent water
quality and operating cost over the overall plant, and not only a single process unit, is
investigatedin Chapter 5. Finally, the conclusionsof the work undertakenare presented
in Chapter6.
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2 ACTIVATED

SLUDGE PROCESS MODEL

The treatment of human and industrial wastes by micro-organisms called the activated
sludge wastewatertreatmentmethod is describedby the EncyclopaediaBritannica as:

"Activated sludge method: sewagetreatment process in which sludge,
the accumulated,bacteria-rich deposits of settling tanks and basins,is
seededinto incoming waste water and the mixture agitated for several
hours in the presenceof an ample air supply. Suspendedsolids and
many organic solids are absorbed or adsorbed by the sludge, while
organic matter is oxidised by the micro-organisms. The sludge is then
separatedout in a settling tank."

2.1 PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND MODEL
The operation of the activated sludge process consistsof blending sewageand recycled
activated sludge from the processinto a liquid termed mixed liquor which is oxidised in
the presenceof oxygen in order to degradethe organic elements. The oxidation stageis
also termed the aeration stage. Frequently, denitrification precedesthis oxidation stage
to release nitrogen in its gaseous form. Following the aeration stage, the liquor is
clarified to allow the releaseof clean water into the environment, while the sludge is
thickenedfor recycling or disposal.

2.1.1 Description of process operation
The influent sewagewater is first screenedin order to removethe numerousobjects that
can be found in wastewater(such as plastic, wood etc), the raw sewageis then settled in
primary settling tanks where large particles settle by gravitation, prior to transfer toward
the aerationstage. The series of communicatingtanks (or aeration lane) of the aeration
stagecan be representedby three continuous stirred tank reactors(Figure 2.1). The first
tank is anaerobicand representstypically one tenth of the total aerationstagevolume. In
the plug flow configuration usedhere, this tank receivesthe influent water to be treated
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and any recycled sludge. No air is added in order to allow an anoxic zone to develop
which is needed to allow denitrification, or in other words the releaseof nitrogen in
gaseousform. The output from this first tank flows into two tanks in series,where air is
pumped for both aerationand mixing. This successionof tanks is a convenientway of
representingthe activated sludge plant in which the whole of the aeration stage can be
composedof a single lane (typically 50 m long) or of a number of physically distinct
tanks. The bacterial activity and the degradation of the organic matter, namely carbon
removal (asCO2 and biomass) and nitrification, primarily takes place in thesetwo tanks.
Phosphorusremoval is not consideredin this work since it requires a more complex
model (Henze et al, 1995) and is not yet of prime importance to the UK water industry.
The output of the last aeration tank is directed towards a secondarysedimentationtank,
known as the final settling tank or clarifier. This stage separatesthe suspendedsolids
and organic matter, presentin the liquor that settlesat the bottom of the tank (thickening
into sludge), from the clean water which can then be released, called final effluent
(clarification). A large part of the settled sludgeis recycledto keep the level of biomass
and nutrients within the aerationtanks at an adequatelevel to maintain processoperation
(2000-3500g/m3of mixed liquor suspendedsolids), while a smaller proportion, the
surplus sludge, is diverted to remove excessbiomassand accumulatinginert solids from
the plant. The surplus sludge can be fermentedin order to produce energy,incinerated
after dewateringor disposedat sea.

Settledsewage

Treatedeffluent

Mixed liquor

ý

T

Tank 0
(anaerobic)

Tank I

Final
settling

Tank2

tank

Air

Recycledactivated sludge (RAS)

1º
Surplussludge(WAS)

Figure 2.1: Schematicof the activated sludgeprocess
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2.1.2 Modelling goals
The aim of this work was to investigate control strategies on this activated sludge
process and to optimise process operation. This requires a model which adequately
representsthe different phenomenainvolved in the operation of the activated sludge
process. There are several problems associated with the investigation of control
strategieson a real plant; in addition to implementationproblems inherentin developing
control systems on such a large scale process, the reliability of the process and the
possible environmentaland regulatory effects of any reaction of the process have to be
taken into consideration.

Another disadvantageof on-line work is the difficulty in implementingreproducibletests.
Influent flow rates are not usually directly controlled, except on some small-scale
purpose built facilities, and therefore cannot be reproduced exactly. Moreover, the
concentration in different substances(load) of the influent sewage is generally highly
variableaccordingto rainfall, the time of day, day of week, seasonof the year, and so on.
Last but not least, the time scalesinvolved in the process vary from a few minutes for
dissolvedoxygen mass transfer to a few hours for the suspendedsolids concentrations.
This would require experimentswith a minimum duration of a few days and henceresult
in many months of activity. All thesefactors contribute to makethe on-line comparison
of control techniquesimpractical. However, simulation offers a lessexpensiveand faster
alternative.

An enhancedmodel has been developedand implementedto allow control strategiesto
be investigatedand comparedin identical conditions trying to be as realistic as possible
and incorporating real plant parameterswhen available. Initially, for simple dissolved
oxygen control, only the aeration stage was of interest. A state-of-the-art model has
been implemented based on the International Association on Water Quality (IAWQ)
activated sludgemodel No. 1; often called ASMI (Henze et al, 1986).
However, in order to obtain a more accuratemodel of the overall plant, a model of the
final settling tank (Lessard & Beck, 1993), which is not available in ASM1, has been
incorporated. This enablesthe inclusion of activated sludge flow control (recycled and
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surplus) which influencesdirectly the aeration stage. The recycling rate determinesthe
concentration of solids and biomass and therefore the oxygen demands, and thus the
overall performanceof the plant. This model is similar to many of the empirical models
developedto model a final settling tank/clarifier (Takäcset al, 1990,Diehl et al, 1990).
In a later stageof the work, to implementthe optimisation of the overall plant, a more
reliable indicator of the quality of the treated water was neededthan the one included in
the original clarifier model, requiring an enhancedmodel for the effluent suspended
solids.

Numerical values for physical parameters and plant layout, such as dimensions and
number of tanks, average flow rates, different product concentrations, sensitivity and
time constantsof the sensors,physicallimitations of the aerationand pumping, havebeen
taken from real North West Water plants when such data was available.
For a specificpart of this study (Chapter 4), the simulation hasbeenbasedon an existing
treatment plant (Runcorn plant A) which does not incorporate denitrification.

Its

aeration stage is composedof 8 tanks of equal volume and offers only limited control
possibilitiesowing to the design of the aeration system.

2.1.3 Measurement limitations
Activated sludge wastewater treatment plants are a very harsh environment in general,
and particularly so for sensors. Bacterial activity can develop on the sensorsthemselves
(fouling) generatingfalse data if regular maintenanceis not carried out. Reliability is a
major problem for the industry, which explains the small number of sensorswhich meet
the requirementsof control systems(Stokes et al, 1993).
Most wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) monitor the flow rates of the incoming
sewageand returned activated sludge from the clarifier, since flow-meters are relatively
robust. Dissolved oxygen measurementscanbe made availableon most plants, however
the reliability of the measurementis not always as high as could be expected owing to
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maintenanceproblemsand the presenceof undesirablematerialsin the raw sewagewhich
can escapescreeningand obstruct the free flow of liquid around the sensorsaltering the
measurements.

Alkalinity (pH) is monitored on-line in sometreatment plants but most rely on off-line
measurements,unless a specific problem requiring the addition of chemicals exists.
There is generallyno suchneed for domestic sewage.
Equipment exists to measure the suspendedsolids but again its use is not currently
widespread. Technological improvements should make them less expensiveand more
reliable in the future.

The main problem is that most of the suspended solids

concentration measurementtechniques available at present cannot cope with the high
concentrationstypically encounteredin the returned activatedsludge (RAS).

The Oxygen Uptake Rate (OUR) can be measured on-line but requires specialised
equipment, called a respirometer. They are generally only available on pilot plants
because of the high level of maintenance needed for their satisfactory operation.
Biological and chemical oxygen demands(BOD and COD respectively) are measured
off-line in a laboratory and therefore cannot be used directly for control purposes.
Similarly the Sludge Volume Index (SVI) is measuredoff-line regularly, however this
measureis hard to use for control purposessince the sludge settleability is influencedby
many factors such as the compositionof the mixed liquor, mixed liquor suspendedsolids
(MLSS) concentration, etc. Suspended solids, MLSS and sludge blanket height are
measurableon-line if required. Many other parameterscould be measured,at least in the
laboratory, if there was a reason important enoughto justify the expenseand manpower
neededto obtain them.

2.2 PROCESS MODELLING
The simulation model of the overall activated sludge process has been developed in
stages, starting with the aeration, then clarification/settling, water quality and finally
sensorand actuator models.
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2.2.1 Modelling the aeration stage
In 1983, the International Association on Water Quality, IAWQ (formerly International
Association for Water Pollution Researchand Control: IAWPRC), formed a Task Group
to promote the development and facilitate the application of practical models to the
design and operation of biological wastewater treatment systems. Their goals were first
to review existing models, and to reach a consensusconcerning the simplest model
having the capability of realistic predictions of the performanceof single sludge systems
carrying out carbon oxidation, nitrification and denitrification. The Task Group's work
resulted in a technicalpublication: Activated SludgeModel No. 1 (Henze et al, 1986).

2.2.1.1 Aeration model basis
This IAWQ Model No. 1 accurately predicts the soluble concentrations of the
componentsunder steady-stateas well as dynamic conditions, provided that only the
activated sludge reactor is of interest, and that there are no limitations to the plant
operation introduced by the clarifier.

The basicprinciples of the model and the assumptionsmadeare as follows:
"

The concentrationof the organic matter in the wastewater is measuredas chemical
oxygen demand(COD).

"

The organic material is divided into two components:biodegradable,which is itself
subdivided into readily biodegradable (Ss) and slowly biodegradable(Xs); nonbiodegradableorganic matter which is biologically inert, divided into soluble(Si) and
particulate (Xi) components. For modelling purposes, the readily biodegradable
substrateis treated as soluble and the slowly biodegradablesubstrateas particulate.
This division provides a lag in the uptake of the electron acceptor, which allows
space-timedependentvariation in oxygen and nitrate utilisation to be simulated.

"

The readily biodegradablesubstrateis made of simple molecules,which can be taken
up directly by heterotrophic bacteriaand usedfor growth of new biomass.

"

The slowly biodegradablesubstrateconsistsof more complex moleculesand must be
converted, by hydrolysis, into readily biodegradablesubstratebefore it can be used.
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"

Heterotrophic biomassis generatedby growth on the readily biodegradablesubstrate
under either aerobic or anoxic conditions, but is assumedto ceaseunder anaerobic
conditions.

"

Some biomass is lost by decay, which incorporates a number of mechanisms
including endogenousmetabolism,death, predation and lysis. Decay is assumedto
result in the conversionof biomassinto slowly biodegradablesubstrate(Xs) and inert
particulateproducts (Xp).

"

Nitrogenous matter is divided into two categories: non-biodegradable and
biodegradable, which are both further sub-divided.

In the non-biodegradable

fraction, the particulate portion is that associated with the non-biodegradable
particulate COD, the soluble fraction is usually very small and is not incorporated
into the model. The biodegradablenitrogenous matter is subdivided into `ammonia'
(SN,) which is both the free compound and its salts; soluble organic nitrogen (S,,,D)
-,
and particulateorganic nitrogen (XxD).
"

Particulate organic nitrogen is hydrolysed into soluble organic nitrogen in parallel
with hydrolysis of the slowly biodegradableorganic matter.

"

The soluble organic nitrogen is convertedto ammonianitrogen by the heterotrophic
bacteria.

"

Ammonia nitrogen serves as the nitrogen supply for synthesisof the heterotrophic
biomass and as the energy supply for the growth of the autotrophic nitrifying
bacteria. For simplicity, the autotrophic conversion of ammonia to nitrate is
consideredto be a single step process, which requires oxygen. The nitrate formed
may serve as terminal electron acceptor for heterotrophic bacteria under anoxic
condition, yielding nitrogen gas.

Figure 2.2 presentsa schematicof the conceptualmodel of ASM1 (Lessard,1989).
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Figure 2.2: Schematicof IAWQ conceptualmodel

2.2.1.2Aeration modelequations
Switching functions are usedto turn processrates on and off as environmentalconditions
are changed(anoxic or aerobic conditions for example). A typical switching function is
S
K
of the form
or
with K significantly smaller than S, dependenton whether
K+S
K+S
the process rate has to be turned on or off when a given condition occurs. This allows
for example the use of one equation to describe the processes occurring in both
anaerobicand aerobic conditions.

Four main processes are considered: growth of the biomass, decay of the biomass,
ammonificationof organic nitrogen and "hydrolysis" of particulateproducts. The details
of the aerationmodel equationsare as follows.
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The main processesaffecting the readily biodegradablesubstrate are in the order of
equation 2.1: aerobic growth of heterotrophs, anoxic growth of heterotrophs and
hydrolysisof entrappedorganisms.
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The first two terms of equation 2.3 representaerobic and anoxic growth of heterotrophs
respectively,while the last term describesthe decay of the heterotrophs.
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The first term denotesthe aerobic growth of the autotrophs,the secondone their decay.
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Rateof changeof particulateproductarisingfrom biomassdecay[g(COD)m 3day"']
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The first term within the bracket representsthe decay of the heterotrophs,the second
term the decayof the autotrophs.
"

Rate of changeof oxygen (negativeCOD) [g(COD) m 3day-']
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The oxygen concentration is affected by the aerobic growth of the heterotrophs (first
term) and autotrophs (secondterm).
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Rate of change of nitrate and nitrite nitrogen [g(N) m 3day"']
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The first term of the equation is related to the anoxic growth of the heterotrophs,the
secondto the aerobic growth of the autotrophic biomass.
9 Rate of changeof NH4+ + NH3 nitrogen [g(N) m3day' ]
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The first term of equation 2.8 representsthe aerobic growth of the heterotrophsand the
second their anoxic growth.

The third term relates to the aerobic growth of the

autotrophs, while the last term denotes the action of ammonification of the soluble
organic nitrogen (Srm).
"

Rate of changeof soluble biodegradableorganic nitrogen [g(N) M73
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The first term of equation 2.9 representsammonification, while the secondexpressesthe
action of hydrolysisof entrappedorganic nitrogen.
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"

Rate of changeof particulate biodegradableorganic nitrogen [g(N) m 3day'']
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The first term of equation 2.10 is a coefficient of proportionality, the secondrepresents
the decay of heterotrophic and autotrophic biomass, while the final term denotes the
action of hydrolysis of entrappedorganicnitrogen.
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Rateof changeof alkalinity- Molar units/ day
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Alkalinity is a complex term, which incorporatesmanyprocesses;the first line represents
the aerobic growth of the heterotrophs, the second line, the anoxic growth of the
heterotrophs,the first term of the third line the aerobic growth of the autotrophsand the
last term, the hydrolysis of entrapped organic nitrogen. In this work, this term has not
beenused,the alkalinity of the mixed liquor beingassumedconstant.

2.2.1.3 Aeration model parameters
The numerical valuesof the stoichiometric and kinetic parametersusedin the simulation
are those widely accepted and found in the literature (Henze et al, 1986). A few
variations of these parameters exist, but they only differ in a couple of the values
(Jeppsson& Olsson, 1993) or are very close to the quoted values(Stokes, et al, 1993;
Sorour et al, 1993). Two data sets are provided in Appendix A correspondingto two
different temperaturesof operation (10°C and 20°C). Appendix A also incorporates
three setsof typical characteristicsfor settled domesticsewage.
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2.2.1.4 Assumptions and limitations
Thereare a numberof limitations inherentin IAWQ model No. 1:
"

The process is assumedto operateat a constant temperature(20°C is generally
used) becausemany coefficients are dependentupon temperature. Values are
availablefor 10°C and 20°C only. The parametersfor other temperaturescan
only be inter- or extrapolatedfrom the two setsavailable.

"

Parameterisation
of themodelis difficult.

"

The pH is assumed constant and near neutrality, because it affects some
parameters and there is no feasible way to accurately predict the pH in a
bioreactor.

Furthermore, there is no known way of expressing the pH

influence on the coefficients. When the pH is significantly far from neutrality
some chemicalsare generally added to the influent water to maintain a near
constantvalue.
"A

significant limitation of the model is that no consideration is given to the
possible change in the nature of the organic matter, which is the types of
bacteriainvolved in the process. Consideration hasbeen given neither to the
possible developmentof filamentous bacteria, which have a negative effect on
the settling of the mixed liquor, nor to the diversity of the bacterial speciesin
time.

"

The effects of limitation of nitrogen, phosphorusand other inorganic nutrients
on the removal of organic substances and cell growth have not been
considered.

"

The nitrification rate is assumedconstant.

"

No massbalance check can be performed due to the lack of representationin
the model of the gaseousreleaseof carbon dioxide, nitrogen, etc...

2.2.2 Final settling tank modelling
The final settling tank (or clarifier) is a key component in the activated sludge process,it
hastwo main roles to perform: separationof the solids from the water (clarification) and
thickening of the sludge. The IAWQ model assumesthat thesefunctions are performed
in a perfect mannerby a secondarystagewhich is not described,thus for this work a final
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settling tank stagemodel has been added. In large plants, severalfinal settling tanks are
used simultaneously in parallel for efficiency reasons; the individual size cannot be
expanded as required for the treatment of large volumes of water (the height and
diameter are constrained). When dealing with large-scaleplants, a number of final
settling tanks in parallel are simulated.

Since the aeration stage model stays relatively simple (for example no filamentous
bacterial growth is taken into account) the secondaryclarifier model should also be
simpleand ableto representthe thickening of the mixed liquor, sludge blanket movement
and clarifier effluent behaviour.

2.2.2.1 Final settling tank model
Final settling tank (also called secondarysettler) models are often representedby two
conceptual zones: clarification and thickening. Some models use a third zone (dilute
zone), located between the first two (Tanthapanichakoon& Himmelblau, 1981), even
though it hasbeen found that it may not exist in reality (Keinath, 1985). For this work a
reasonablysimple model composedof four layers was used (Figure 2.3) basedon the
work by Lessard& Beck (1993). The sludge blanket is composedof two elements:the
thickening zone and beneathit a compressionzone.

The four layersof the model are:
"

Clarification zone of fixed volume where the water is assumedclean.

"

Dead zone which occupies the volume left by the thickening zone where no
reaction occurs.

"

Thickening zone of variable volume where the water is separatedfrom the
sludge.

"

Compressionzone of fixed volume where the sludge hasalreadysettled.
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Figure 2.3: Final settling tank

The behaviour of the clarifier is critical for the quality of the effluent. The clarification
part of the final settling tank model is basedon empiricalrules.

The suspendedsolids in the effluent (SSeff) are assumeddirectly proportional to the
inflow rate (Qjj)

and the recycleflow rate (Qras), with a minimum value (a).

SSeff = a, + a2(Qin, + Qý )

(2.12)

Where a, and a2 are constants and represent the minimum suspendedsolids in the
effluent (3.0 g/m3), and the proportionality constant for effect of flow on SSeff (0.009
g/m3/day)respectively.

The thickener element of the model is basedon flux theory (Dick & Young, 1972).
There exists a limiting flux of solidsthat the settler can absorb for eachspecific condition
(sludge settleability and underflow rate). The total flux of solids, GT, in a continuous
thickener is a function of solids flux due to gravitational settling of the sludge solids
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relative to the liquid, GG, and of the solids flux due to the downward movementof the
liquid, Gu, causedby the removalof sludgeat flow rate Qu.

GT=GG+Gu=Cs-Vs +Cs-Vu

With

(2.13)

Cs = concentrationof sludge
Vs = gravity settling of sludge
VU = downward velocity = Qu/Asc
Asc = clarifier area

The thickening zone is modelled as a sequenceof two completelymixed reactors: one of
variable volume representingthe sludgeblanket and one of fixed volume representingthe
compressionzone. Five state variables are simulatedby the model: biodegradableand
non-biodegradablesoluble ChemicalOxygen Demand (COD), Ammonia (NH4), Nitrates
(NO3) and Mixed Liquor Volatile SuspendedSolids (MLVSS). These substancesare
routed through the sludgeblanket and the compressionzone. It is assumedthat the feedpoint is located near the surface of the unit, and the solids stream behaves as a
submergedwaterfall that enters at the top of the sludge blanket. The concentration of
MLVSS in the sludge blanket is then evaluatedby closing a mass balance around the
blanket, accordingto the flux theory (equation 2.14).

The variation of the volatile suspendedsolids concentration in the sludge blanket
(VSSsb) is a function of.

"

theinfluentsewage(Qin)

"

the recycledand wasted sludge flows (Qras and Qwasrespectively)

"

the sludge blanket height (SBHT) and the volatile suspendedsolids concentration
in the mixed liquor (MLVSS)

"

the liquid insidethe aerationtank

"

the downward velocity (Vu)

"

the gravity settling velocity (Vs).
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VSSsb=

MLVSS(Qin, + Q,,, ) - VSSeff(Qin, - Qw,, VSSsb(VS
+ V.)
s)
Asc
SBHT

(2.14)

The gravity settlingvelocity is approximatedby an exponentialfunction:
Vs = a3 " e-b-AAm

(2.15)

Settling parameters a3 and b are assumed constant, at 4.57 and 0.55 respectively

(Lessard, 1993).
In the simulation, after eachiteration of the integration routine of the overall process,the
resulting concentration of the sludge blanket is checkedagainst the flux theory. If the
sludge blanket concentration exceeds the limits given by the flux theory, the sludge
blanket height is then altered accordingly (lowered if the actual solids flux is higher than
the flux theory, increasedif the solids flux is lower than the flux theory).
The variations of the volatile suspendedsolids concentrationin the underflow (VSSun) is
dependentprimarily upon the concentrationof the volatile suspendedsolids in the sludge
blanket (VSS5,) sincethere is no gravity settling taking place:

VSSun=

VSSsb
(Vs + Vu)- VSSun
Vu
Hcz

(2.16)

Where Hcz is the height of the compressionzone and is invariant in the model. Typical
valuesfound in the literature (Tracy & Keinath, 1974 and Attir et al, 1976) rangefrom
0.1 to 0.4 meters. The value usedherewas 0.3 m.

A time lag of 20 minutes has been added in the concentrations of the return activated
sludge to account for the hydraulic retention time to include the time required for fluids
flow through the pipes (See Chapter 3). This time delay has been added in order to
makethe behaviourof the solids more realistic in the model
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The International Association on Water Quality has formed a task group to look at the
problem of final settling tank (FST) modelling. However, the approachto FST design
and operation is very different in philosophy for examplebetweenEurope and the United
States. A unified model has not yet been publishedas in the caseof the aerationstage.
However, an ad hoc technical report is expectedto be publishedin 1998 offering a wide
rangeof models dealingwith specific problems.

2.2.2.2 Final settling tank model limitations
There is a need to limit the range of valuesof the concentrationsof solids in the clarifier
becausethis is not performed directly in the settler model. Maximum values must be
fixed since it is not physically possible to pump sludge which is too thick and the
concentrationmust not be allowed to becomenegative.

Flows must also be restricted: negative flows are not physically possible since many
pumps can act in only one direction, maximum pumping rates exist and also have to be
simulated.

The concentration of suspendedsolids which passesinto the clean effluent water is a
crude linear approximation related only to the total plant throughput. The effects of
solids concentration in the aeration and settling stages as well as the nitrate
concentrationsare ignoredalthough significant.

This four layer model is not a physical representationof the real process sincein a real
tank the concentrationswould increasegradually. It is however easierto handlethan the
availablemodels with 10 or 20 layers and is adequatefor our purposes.

2.2.3 Effluent suspendedsolids model
A model providing realistic suspendedsolids prediction, according to the state of the
plant and the disturbances applied to it, is included in order to allow some process
optimisationto take place. However, it is difficult to define a quality indicator which can
be inferred from the processstatesand which is related to physicalrealities.
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2.2.3.1 Model equations
Dupont & Henze (1992) have determineda model for the portion of sludge which will
not settle in the effluent. Non-settled sludge meansthe particles which are found in the
effluent, either becausethey have a low massweight, or becausethey are floated by the
release of nitrogen or by turbulence in the water due to non-ideal operation of the
clarifier. This empirical model is basedpartly on Billmeier (1988) and partly basedon
conceptualideas. It doesnot directly predict the effluent concentrationof particlesfrom
the clarifier but only the contents of particles in the feed to the clarifier which will not
settle. However, by applying a time delay, allowing for the hydraulic retention time
within the final clarifier, this model can be usedto give an indication of the quality of the
effluent water.

This model takes into account the main elementsinfluencing the releasedwater quality,
namely hydraulic throughput and liquor concentration (plant loading) and nitrate
concentration.
ýr

SSF =

SSpinir

+

SSNO

+
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+NO3
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where:
SSF Concentrationof particles in the feed to the clarifier which will not settle
SS;
Constant SS concentrationwhich will always will be non-settleable
;,
SSN03Maximum concentrationof SS at the inlet which will not settledue to nitrate in
the inlet
SNO3 Concentrationof nitrate at inlet to clarifier
KNO3 Monod constant for nitrate
SSh,
d Maximum concentration of SS in the inlet which will not settle due to hydraulic
and SS load
Xo

Concentrationof SS in the feed to the clarifier

SVI

SludgeVolume Index

A

iiyuaauIA;

ivau

W ürc

vuuuicr

Khyd Monod constant for load
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The first term on the right hand side of equation 2.17 is a constant which introduces a
minimum amount of non-settleablesuspendedsolids in the feed to the clarifier. The
second term is non-settled suspendedsolids arising from denitrification. This term
consists of a constant which representsa maximum concentration of suspendedsolids
which could arisebecauseof denitrification, multiplied with a Monod term for the nitrate
concentration. The third term representsnon-settled suspendedsolids due to hydraulic
loading and sludge characteristics. This term increasesthe concentrationof non-settled
suspendedsolids when the load of suspendedsolids is high, the hydraulic surfaceload is
high, or the SVI is high. The valuesusedare given in Appendix A in Table A. 2.

2.2.3.2 Effluent suspendedsolids model limitations
The maximum concentrationof suspendedsolids in the inlet, which will not settle due to
nitrate in the inlet (SSN03),and the Monod constant for nitrate (KNO3)are both
temperaturedependentso that there is a higher concentration of particles in the effluent
arising from denitrification when the temperatureis high.

The estimationof the concentrationof suspendedsolids in the effluent can only be used
in simulation becausesome of the parametersneeded,for examplenitrate concentration,
are generally not availableon-line. However, it is technically possibleto measurethese
values on-line with suitable instrumentation.

The calculated value is only an

approximationand all the phenomenainvolved arenot accuratelyrepresented.

2.2.4 Actuators and sensorsmodels
Sensingdevicesas well as actuators are essentialto the developmentof control systems.
They are integral part of the control loop and as such should be modelled in a process
simulation. Therefore,care hasbeen taken to use realistic characteristicsfor the sensors
and actuators.

2.2.4.1Dissolvedoxygenprobes
The measurementof dissolvedoxygen is very important for the control of aeration. The
dissolvedoxygen measurementsare composedof the `true' value given by the model, to
which 1% normally distributed white noise is added in the simulation. Measurement
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noise is inherent to the system owing to the nature of the aeration systemsgenerally
employed such as surface aerators. This signal is then filtered with a first order filter
with a3 minute time constant which simulatesthe action of a commonly used dissolved
oxygen probe (basedon data from North West Water on the "Endress+Hauser"COS 3
DO probe as used in real wastewater treatment plants).

The dissolved oxygen

concentrationso measuredis then madeavailableto the control system.
2.2.4.2 Aerators
The characteristicsof the aerators used are based on specification of aerators used by
North West Water Ltd.

The oxygen transfer rate is specified in the manufacturer's

literature as being between 1.2 kg 02/kWh and 2.4 kg O2/kWh. Data availabledid not
allow a reduction of that range therefore the value used in this work has been fixed
conservatively at 1.3 kg oxygen/kWh, as used by Kruger (1995). The aerators are
assumed to be controllable independently. No time delay in their action has been
considered.

2.3 SIMULATION IMPLEMENTATION
Many detailsof the actual implementationof the model can play an important part on the
results of the overall simulation. Sampletime and initial conditions, for example, are
critical parametersdeterminingthe behaviour of the model.

2.3.1 Determination of the sample time
The computer model has to simulateat least a few days of process operation to be of
significant use since there are very slow time constantsin the activated sludge process.
Appendix B explains the choice of the Euler integration method used for the model
implementation instead of the more standard fourth order Runge-Kutta integration
method. The shorter the integration time step, the more accuratethe simulation, but the
simulation time is longer. Therefore, a compromisehas to be reached. In this work an
integration time step correspondingto 30 secondshas been used. It has been found to
provide a good compromisebetweenaccuracy and computational time required. It also
seemsa reasonablechoice for industrial implementation.
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The dissolvedoxygen control interval encounteredin literature varied from 15 seconds
to 2 minutes with Stephensonet al (1981) using 60 seconds,Yust & Howell (1988) 100
secondsetc. For this work, the aerationrate was updatedevery two minutes, which has
been found to give adequate results. Shorter values have been shown to bring no
significantperformanceimprovement.

2.3.2 Time delays
A time delay equivalent to twenty minutes has been introduced in the recycle flow to
simulate the hydraulic retention time of the piping and pumping system. This is needed
to allow for transportationtime and hydraulicdamping of the overall plant.

A further delay is neededto transform the suspendedsolids arriving in the final settling
tank which will not settle into the final effluent suspendedsolids concentration. This
time delay which in practice is variable with the sewageflow rate, has been fixed to 3
hours correspondingto the averageflow rate to the plant.

It should be noted that most time delayswithin the plant are variable in reality, according
to the different flow rates and temperatureswithin the plant.

2.3.3 Plant characteristics
Unlessotherwise stated, the plant simulatedis composedof an aerationlane represented
by 3 tanks in series,the first one of 450 m3 being anaerobicfollowed by 2 tanks of 2,250
m3each, which are aerated. Six final settling tanks with a volume 1,560 m3 and surface
areaof 1,040 m2 each,receive the activated sludge from the aerationstage.The average
influent sewageflow received by the simulatedplant was 20,000 m3/ day.

2.3.4 Initial conditions
The initial conditions have been chosenas the numerical values found after two days of
steady-state process operation: constant influent flow rate and influent product
concentrations are applied. The controllers, where fitted, are left with the parameter
values found after this particular simulation. The aeration and final settling tanks are
given the concentrationsfound after this simulation as initial conditions.
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2.3.5 Miscellaneous assumptions
Mixed liquor volatile suspendedsolids (MLVSS) are assumedto be equal to 70% of the
mixed liquor suspendedsolids (MLSS) which is a standardassumption (Scott, 1980)
sincethis is not directly availableand cannot be inferred easilyfrom the model.
The dissolvedoxygen saturation constant (solubility) is assumedconstant, equal to 10
mg/l. In reality this value is variable with temperature,atmosphericpressure,chlorides
concentration,etc, which are difficult to simulate.

2.3.6 Computer simulation development environment
The simulation hasbeen developedextensivelyusing Matlab® and someof its toolboxes,
mainly Fuzzy Logic, System Identification, Genetic Algorithms and Model Predictive
Control from Mathworks® and the Self-Tuning Friend for Matlab from the Control
SystemsCentreof UMIST. Processdata are logged the equivalentof every 2 minutesof
operation.
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3 Dissolved oxygen control
This chapter describesthree different control schemes;PID, fuzzy logic and self-tuning
control, which represent different stagesof controller implementationin industry. Test
conditions are describedand put in perspectivewith the actual disturbancesencountered
in the activated sludge processby controllers. They include a composite pattern for the
influent sewageflow and compositionand anotherdata set basedon real data. Both data
sets contain events exciting the process sufficiently to comparethe performancesof the
controllers. Responsesfor the three controllers for different conditions of temperature
and plant loading are shown extensively. Finally the controller performances are
comparedand discussed.

3.1 Introduction
Changesin Europeanand national legislation in recent years, added to the pressureof
market forces, emphasisedthe need for process efficiency, leading directly to increased
use of processmonitoring and control in the water industry. Aeration forms a major part
of the running costs of an activated sludge wastewater treatment plant and thus is a
particularly attractive target for cost cutting exercises.

The activated sludge process has unpredictablebehaviour due to the non-linear, time
variant nature of the processand changesin the influent sewage. Keeping the dissolved
oxygen (DO) concentrationat a suitablevalue is of prime importance. This value or setpoint is dependenton a number of factors which are difficult to evaluate. A plant with
the only objective to remove carbon would operate correctly with DO concentrationsof
1 mg/I at the beginning of the aeration stage and 1.5 mg/l at the end. A plant also
performing denitrification would need to maintain 2 mg/I throughout unlessknowledge
of the nitrification rate is known in which case, assumingit is sufficient to assurefull
nitrification by the end of the aeration stage,the DO set-point could be reduced.

Improved aerationcontrol has been on the agendafor a long time, sensorsfor dissolved
oxygen having been available since the 1970s. However, at first many doubted their
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reliability and highlighted the difficulty in obtaining a true measurementdue to the hostile
environment for sensingequipment offered by the process itself. The most common
problems are sensor fouling by bacterial growth and `ragging' that is to say the
obstruction of free liquid flow around the sensorby floating material.

For a particular aeration tank, the aeration rate required to maintain a given dissolved
oxygen concentrationis dependentupon the following:
"

Dimensionsof the tank,

"

Composition of the mixed liquor within the tank (proportion of the different
constitutive elements),

"

Concentrationof suspendedsolids of the mixed liquor,

"

Flow rate of incoming tank influent,

"

Dissolvedoxygen concentrationof the incomingflow,

"

Load of the influent flow to the tank.

In an aeration lane the oxygen requirementwill vary along its length becausethe exact
composition of the mixed liquor also varies along the length. The mathematicalmodel
used in this work assumesa seriesof continuous stirred tanks, so that the aerationrate
can be different in every tank evenwhen the sameset-point is usedfor all tanks.

3.2 Dissolved oxygen control strategies
Choosing a control schemefor the activated sludge process aeration is a delicate task.
Sensoravailability, the type of process disturbanceexpected (domestic sewageonly or
combined with rainwater and/or industrial sewage), installation cost, human plant
operator experienceand training, and so on have all to be taken into consideration. For
these reasonsthree types of controller have been investigated for aeration control: a
simple PID controller since it is an industry standard, widely available and is the most
likely system to be implementedon a real plant for the foreseeablefuture. A Fuzzy
Logic Controller has also been developed owing to the increasing interest in industry,
PLC's with fuzzy capabilities are available even if not yet widely used. Finally, a selftuning controller was implementedfor comparisonbecauseit is a techniquethat is likely
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to havean impactin thefutureandhasan abilityto accommodate
non-linearityandtime
variance.
Disturbance
DO setoiirt

Controller I--ýI Aeration
System -0

Activated
Sludge
Process

Dissolved
OxXgen

DO Probe
Figure 3.1: The dissolvedoxygen control loop

The variations within the activated sludge process can consist of actual process
disturbance(variation of the total flow rate through the plant and/or variation of the load
that is to say concentration of pollutants considered), changeswithin the processitself
(changeof the nature of the biomass,changeof temperature,etc) and measurementnoise
(Figure 3.1). Some of these changescan be predicted using, for example, the flow
measurementsgenerally taken at the inlet of the plant, temperaturecould also be crudely
estimatedin advance. However, the main sourcesof processdisturbance,that is to say
the sewageflow rate and the concentrationof its different constitutive elements,are not
controllable. Rainfalls arealso not accuratelypredictableand non-controllable. The case
in favour of a form of regulation of the process is therefore straightforward even if the
method to achievethis is not.

3.2.1 PID Control
PID controllers are the basic tools of control engineering. Generally, in industry most
feedback loops are controlled by the PID algorithm or minor variations of it (Aström &
Hagglund, 1988). It provides feedback, has the ability to remove steady-stateoffsets
through integral action, and can anticipate the future through derivative action. It also
offers a certain flexibility by being implemented in different forms, as stand-alone
regulators or hierarchicaldistributed processcontrol systems.
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There is a well-establishedpractice of installing and tuning PID controllers based on
empirical rules such as those defined by Ziegler & Nichols (1942). Although these
methods are well known, the parametersthey provide often result in poor performance
and they should be usedonly as a first approximation. The derivative action is frequently
switched off simply becauseit is difficult to tune properly due to its noise amplification
action which causeserratic actuator signals.

3.2.1.1 PID algorithm
The classicalPID algorithm hasthe following form:

u(t) =K

de(t))
!
+1 `e(t)dt + Td
T
dt

(e(r)

(3.1)

Where u(t) is the control variable and e(t) the control error, which is the difference
betweenthe set-point, r(t), and the measuredvalue,y(t). The control variable is the sum
of three terms: the P term which is proportional to the error, the I term which is
proportional to the integral of the error, and the D term which is proportional to the
derivative of the error. The controller parameters are proportional gain K, integral
action time T and derivative action time Td.

However, nowadaysa digital form of the PID is often used:
uR=K"

en+ I:

ek +
jk1

(en- e, I
ýi)

(3.2)

With n the sample number and At the time step. Equation 3.2 provides an algorithm
easily implementedin a digital computer and showsthe form used in this work.

3.2.1.2 PH) implementation
All actuators have limitations, in the aeration case the limitations are the maximum
aerationrate and the fact that dissolvedoxygen cannot be removed (it is not practically
possible to have a negative aeration rate that is to say to remove dissolvedoxygen even
though it is technically possible). When a control systemoperatesover a wide range of
operating conditions, it may happenthat the control variable reachesthe actuator limits.
When this happens,the feedback loop is effectively broken becausethe actuator will
remain at its limit independentlyof the process output. If a regulator with integration
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action is used,the error will continue to be integrated. This meansthat the integral term
may becomevery large, it is then required that the error changessign for a long period
before things return to normal. The consequenceis that any controller with integral
action may have a large transient when the actuator saturates. To overcome this
problem, a simple anti `wind-up' mechanismhas been usedin this work successfully. It
consistsof resetting the integratederror value, if the integratederror is very large and a
changeof sign of the error occurs.

Relatively large measurementnoise is presentin the process;this preventsthe accurate
calculation of the derivative of the dissolvedoxygen concentration. As a result only the
proportional and integral terms have been implementedfor the controllers. If a large
proportional term is used, the measurementnoise may be of an amplitude close to the
actual changeof DO concentration taking place in the processbetween two time steps,
reducingthe effectivenessof the control signal generated. If the measurementnoise was
smaller (or altogether absent),a derivative term for the controller would be welcome,
addingto the overall stability of the controller.

3.2.1.3 Importance of controller parameters
A PID controller manually tuned first using Ziegler-Nichols and then adjusted by trial
and error has been compared against a PID controller with different parameters,
changing successivelythe original gain (Kp1=35.25,Kp2=18.75 for tank I and tank 2
respectively)and integral action constant (T,1=0.002, Tie=0.002)to values of twice and
half the original controller values.

The test was basedon a one-day period with a sinusoidalinput flow rate of meanvalue
of 20 000 m3/dayand variations of ±50%, which could be used as a crude approximation
of the diurnal cycle. The original manually tuned PID controller managedto keep the
DO concentrationwithin 2% of the set-point of 2g/m3at all times evenin the presenceof
noise (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Dissolved oxygen concentration with original PID parameters.

In order to test the influence of the individual PID parameters, the controller gain, K,
and integration
alternately.

action time, Ti, from the original PID

controller

were modified

The new controllers have been tested with the same initial conditions and

process input used for the test of the original controller.

In order to obtain a perceivable

difference between the controllers' responses, controller gains of twice and half the
original value were tested, followed by integral action times also of twice and half the
original value.

The Ziegler-Nichols

closed loop method was used to determine a standard set of

parameters. The controllers have been set to deliver only proportional control (Ti =x
and 7i! = 0), and the gain gradually increased until the controlled
concentration)

oscillated continuously

with

constant amplitude.

variable (DO

From this point,

corresponding to the intersection of the Nyquist curve with the negative real axis, was
determined the critical Gain (Kr) and ultimate period (T,,). Ziegler-Nichols recommend
that for a PI controller the parameters be set to Kp = 0.45 x K, and 7, = 0.8333 x T,.
This results in Kp, = 135, T,, = 0.004, Kp2m= 125 and T, = 0.0033.
2m
n,
a,
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Different cost functions were used to test the performancesof the controllers, the root
mean square error (RMS) which reflects the average amplitude of the error, and the
integrated error over the test period (EE) which shows if the plant has been primarily
over- or under-aerated(or equally over- and under-aerated)which can be important for
economic and quality considerations. In each test, two controllers were involved, one
for eachof the two aerationtanks of the wastewater treatment plant simulated(tank 1&
tank 2 in Figure 2.1) the process behaviours being slightly different as explained in
chapter2. The methodsused to calculatethe RMS and IE error functions are explained
in Appendix C. The results are summarisedin Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Error functions for different PID parameters
TEST
PI (Kp, Ti)

Tank
1
2
1
2
1
2

RMS x10"2

4.02
4.44
4.58
4.39
5.29
6.27

IE x104
5.27
6.38
2.19
3.11
9.57
12.3

Kp,Ti x2

1
2

5.28
6.08

8.29
12.8

Kp, Ti/2

1
2
1
2

7.30
7.90
13.2
13.8

3.08
2.11
12.3
10.4

Kp x 2, Ti
Kp/2, Ti

Closed-loop
Zi ler-Nichols

The RMS errors for the different PID parametersare presentedin Figure 3.3, which
shows that the original set of controller parameterswas close to optimum to control the
process for these particular test conditions (sinusoidal influent flow rate). The only
improvement that seems possible is to increase the gain (Kp) of the original PID
controller for the control of the aeration but only in the second tank. All the other
parameterchangesshow a detrimental effect on the controlled variable.
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Figure 3.3: RMS error for different PID controller parameters.

From this practical example it is clear that the fine tuning of a PID controller is a delicate
operation. In this test, the different values of the parameters have a factor 2, fine-tuning
requires more experiments of this sort to be carried out which is a long procedure. It is
also obvious that it cannot be carried out on the on-line process since the test procedure
would not be reproducible.

This test shows that the PID parameters employed in this

work are near optimal.

3.2.2 Fuzzy Logic Control
A growing technique in the control engineering field is fuzzy logic control.

Fuzzy logic

opens a new way of mapping input and output spaces. It can therefore be used to
develop controllers which can more effectively deal with some process problems than
usual conventional techniques.

Since Mamdani's (1974) pioneering work,

rule-based fuzzy control has been and

continues to be an attractive and fruitful research field, based on Zadeh's novel approach
formulated in his original paper (Zadeh, 1973). The drive behind these developments lies
largely in the fact that numerous applications of fuzzy control have emerged, covering a
wide range of practical areas, and that many software and hardware products for fuzzy
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control are now available. Fuzzy logic techniqueshave been incorporated in everyday
products suchas washing machines,vacuum cleaners,air conditioners,and so on.
As a result of merging the techniquesof traditional rule-basedexpert systems,fuzzy set
theory and control theory, fuzzy control divergesnotably from traditional control theory
which is essentiallybasedon mathematicalmodels of the controlled process. Instead of
deriving a controller via modelling the controlled process quantitatively and
mathematically,the fuzzy control methodology tries to establish the controller directly
from domain expertsor operatorswho are successfullycontrolling the process manually.
Clearly, this is a typical characteristicof an expert systemwhere the attention is focused
on the human's behaviour and experience,rather than on the processbeing controlled. It
is this distinctive feature that makes fuzzy control attractive for dealing with problems
where the process is complex and ill-defined, making it either impossible or too
expensiveto derive a mathematicalmodel which is accurate and simple enoughto be
usedby traditional control methods,but the process may be controlled satisfactorily by
human operators. However, caution must be exertedwhen assumingthat fuzzy control
does not need a process model, becausethat leads to a misunderstandingabout fuzzy
control. It would be impossible to control a process by either a human or machine
without knowing something about the process. In fact, all the knowledge about the
processhasbeen incorporatedimplicitly into the fuzzy controller by the domainexpert or
operators.

3.2.2.1 Principle of operation
In recognisingthat human control behaviouris the basisfor implementing fuzzy control,
it is necessaryto express the human knowledge in an easy and effective way. The
deterministic IF-THEN rule format is one of the easiest representationsfor control
applications because it follows the standard human reasoning pattern. The control
knowledge can be expressedby a set of linguistic rules with the form of IF situation
THEN action. It is noted that this kind of statementpossessestwo distinct features:it is
qualitative rather than quantitative; it is a local knowledge associatinga local situation
with an appropriate action. This qualitative nature can be characterisedby fuzzy subsets,
whereas the actual knowledge can be expressedby a fuzzy implication or relation.
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However, the final output of a fuzzy controller hasto be in a `crisp' numerical form to be
ableto relate with the rest of the control system. For this purpose,membershipfunctions
and approximate reasoning provide powerful meansto characterisenumerically fuzzy
sets and fuzzy implication. It is the rule-basedstructure combinedwith fuzzy set theory
that makesthe implication of the fuzzy control possible(Nie, 1995).

3.2.2.2 Implementation
The basic structure of a fuzzy logic control scheme is shown in figure 3.4. In this
example, the inputs have been chosen as the error, e, determined by subtracting the
process output from the target value, and the change of error, ce, determined by
subtractingthe error at the last samplefrom the current error. The control action, u, is
the input applied to the controlled process. The measuredvariables, e, and, ce, are
mappedinto the fuzzy domain by a fuzzification operation. Similarly, the deterministic
output, u, is obtained through `defuzzification' which converts the fuzzy output of the
controller into a crisp value.

Fuzzy
Controller

ý2-*

Process

Ou t

Figure 3.4: Simple fuzzy logic controller.
The fuzzy logic controller developedin this work usesthe error signal and the changeof
error as inputs (Figure 3.5). Thesenumericalvalues are then translatedinto a degree of
membershipof membershipfunctions defining the universe of discourse(or input space)
of each of the two variables; four membershipfunctions have been usedto describethe
universe of discourse of the error signal and three for the change of error. An
incremental control method was used, which means that the controller output is not
directly the manipulatedvariable value, but the changein its value. A number of basic
rules are then employedto determineif, and by how much, the aeration rate hasto be
modified accordingto the linguistic rules displayedin matrix form in Table 3.2.
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The fuzzy operators used are the product of the subsets for AND and the probabilistic
OR (probor) for the OR operator. probor (a, b) =a+b-

ab

The fuzzy implication method employed is the product of the terms.
The aggregation method producing the output is the probabilistic OR.

error

Rule Base

aeration_change
error-change

Figure 3.5: Fuzzy logic controller structure

The membership function types selected are Gaussian for the inputs (error and change or
error) and triangular for the output (change in aeration rate). In order to keep the rule
base simple and consistent with process knowledge, the error input space has been
defined using 4 Gaussian membership functions, while the change of error universe of
discourse employs 3 triangular membership functions.

Increasing this number results in

an increased number of rules which is not necessary to reflect the expected controller
behaviour.

A relatively simplerule basewas usedformed of 12 rules suchas:
If (error is rib) and (error change is) then (aeratioti_changeis ps)
Table 3.2 showsthe rules usedin a compact form.
Table 3.2: Change of aeration rate linguistic performance index
Error

nb

ns

ps

pb

n

pb

z

ns

ns

z

ps

ps

ns

ns

p

ps

ps

z

nb

L

O
bl

ll z=zern n=nnsitive
n=n eative_ nb=n bigC, ns=n sma

ns=n small nh=n

big
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After centroid defuzzification, the output of the fuzzy controller can be representedby
the surfaceshown in figure 3.6.

-0.01

error

1 0.01

error_change

Figure 3.6: Controller output surface

It has to be recognised that in the absence of well defined linguistic rules and obvious
membership function definition, the tuning of a fuzzy controller is not easy. Unlike PID
control, there are few rules and the `tuning' is mainly based on common sense and
heuristics.

3.2.3 Self-tuning control
Providing control on a real process using only a pre-determined process model leads to
inaccuracy in the response and in the worst case the system can become unstable because
of modelling errors. An alternative approach to the use of a fixed model for the system,
is to configure the control system so that it can adapt its control parameters to achieve
the closest match to a defined performance criterion.

An on-line identification technique

is used to estimate and update the parameters of a model and these model parameters are
then used to calculate the parameters of the controller.
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3.2.3.1 Principle of operation
A self-tuningcontroller hasthree main elements:a feedbackcontroller, a recursivemodel
parameter estimator and a control design algorithm (Figure 3.7). Usually, there is a
standard feedback law in the form of a difference equation which acts upon a set of
values such as the measuredoutput, the current set-point, etc, and which producesthe
new control action. A recursive parameter estimator monitors the plant's input and
output and computesan estimateof the plant dynamicsin terms of a set of parametersin
a prescribedstructured model. Finally, a control design algorithm calculatesa new set of
coefficientsfor the feedbacklaw using the estimatedparametersfrom the model.
Input
Process

Output
h

Set-point
FeedbackController

Controllerparameters
Control Design
Algorithm

ModelEstimates
RecursiveParameter
Estimator

4 ---

FigureIT Structureof a self-tuningcontroller.
On-line determination of the process model parametersis an important part of a selftuning controller. The parametersof the process may change continuously owing to
non-linearity or time variance henceit is a necessityto have an estimationmethod that
updatesthe parametersof the process.
The least squaresmethod, formulated at the end of the 18thcentury by Gauss,is a basic
technique for parameter estimation (Aström & Wittenmark, 1989). However, it is
desirable to make the computations recursive in order save computation time; the
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computations
canbe arrangedin sucha way that the resultsobtainedat time t-1 canbe
usedin orderto gettheestimatesat timet.
However, to be able to apply least squaresto a non-linearmodel, it is essentialthat the
model is linear in the parametersso that it can be written as a regressionmodel (Aström
& Wittenmark, 1989).

The least-squaresestimate is biased when the errors are

correlated. One way to avoid this difficulty is to model the correlation of the disturbance
and to estimatethe parametersdescribingthe correlation. Considering:

Ay(r)= Bu(t-1) + Ce(t)

(3.3)

where A, B and C are polynomialsand e(t) is white noise. The parametersof C describe
the correlation of the disturbance.

The model of equation 3.3 cannot be converteddirectly into a regressionmodel sincethe
variable e(t) is not known. Several estimation methods exit, which replace e(t), but
generallythe prediction error s(t) or the residual 1(t) canbe used.

To describethese,defining the parametervector 0 and the regressionvector gyp:
nnnnnnn

0= -a,... -ana
ýr(1)=[y(t-1)...

bo
bo... bb
...
y(t-na)

(3.4)

c, ... c,,,
c
u(t-1)... +u(t-nb-1)

e(t-1)... +e(t-nc)]
(3.5)

where,

(t)9(t -1)
E(t)= Y(t)- VýT

(3.6)

is the prediction error using output prediction basedon information up to the time t-1.
The variablese(t) are thus approximatedby the prediction errors. The model can then be
approximatedby:
Y(t) = OPT(t -1)9

(3.7)
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A method of estimating the parameters in Equation 3.3 is to make a recursive
approximation of the maximum likelihood estimate. The estimateis then given by:
B(t + 1)= 9(t) + P(t + 1)OP(t
+ 1)s(t + 1)
P-' (t + 1) = p-I (t) + V(t»T (t)

(3.8)

with residual

C6(t) Äy(t) Bu(t)
=
-

(3.9)

andregression
vectorcpreplacedby (pf, where
Cq.
f(t)=q(t)

(3.10)

The algorithm obtainedis then called recursivemaximum likelihood method(RNIL).

Generalised predictive control
The unknown polynomials A, B and C of the CARIMA (Controlled Auto-Regressive
Ann

Integrating Moving Average) model are replacedby the estimatesA, B and C in the
following form for incrementalcontrol:
Ann

A Ay(l) =B du(t -1) +C e(t)

(3 11)
.

Thegeneralised
the followingcostfunction:
predictivecontrolalgorithmminimises
2

J=E

ýPd(y(t+i)-r(t+i))
r=ý

where E{}

+ýý, (du(t
t=i

(3.12)

denotes expectationsconditioned on data up to time t, with Ph and Pd

being equalto unity.

3.2.3.2 Implementation
An ARMAX (Auto-RegressiveMoving Average eXogenous)model was computed online using the RecursiveMaximum Likelihood method as describedearlier. The structure
of the process was previously identified by standard identification techniques using
process simulation data, resulting in the determination of the orders of the model na, rib
and %. In this case, analysingthe loss function for a family of ARX models and then
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extrapolatingto an ARMAX structure and comparingdifferent values,n8= 2, nb = 3, nc
=2 and the delay k=I

was selected. The generalisedpredictive coefficientswere then

determined for a CARIMA model. It minimisesthe loss function shown on equation
3.12, giving a sequenceof future control signalsfor given future desired outputs. Only
the first elementof the control sequencewas used,the calculation beingrepeatedwhen a
new measurementwas obtained. The generalisedpredictive controller polynomials are
then used to generatethe controller output. This procedure was then repeated at the
next step.

The output horizon (Ny) correspondsto the number of future outputs consideredin the
cost function. An increase in the value of Ny is normally associatedwith a smoother
systemresponseand reducedcontrol signalvariation for set-point change. The increase
in the value of Ny correspondsto an increasein computational effort and in the caseof
servo control the increase in Ny does not influence the strength of the control signal
(Welltsteadand Zarrop, 1991).

The control horizon of the predictive controller (Nu) was fixed after trial and error. Nu
is generallyusedto influence indirectly the set-point tracking and transient behaviour. In
some caseperformanceimprovementis noted when Nu is increasedfrom I to 2 but not
much beyond(Welltstead and Zarrop, 1991).

In this work Ny =2 and Nu= 1. The control weighting factor A has been set to 1.5.
Simulation results show that smallervaluesresult in large variations of the control signal
and larger values in a degradationof the set-point tracking performances,leading to the
choice of 1.5 as a compromise.

The data usedfor parameterestimation are the raw dissolvedoxygen concentrationand
aeration rate. The generalisedpredictive controller provides the value of the change
neededto the control action value, that is to saythe changeof aeration rate.
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The Self-Tuning Friend' for Matlab was used for the implementationof the self-tuning
controller.

3.2.3.3 Demonstration of parameter update
At each iteration, the parameters of the ARMAX model is updated. Figure 3.8 illustrates
some of the parameters for the self-tuning controller in the first aeration tank for one
particular test which included major disturbances in the form of two storm events. The
parameter values were normalised by statistical scaling for display in Figure 3.8. In the
first period (beginning of the first day) the parameters are changing significantly,
however, the estimator actually `locked' quickly, within a few samples on to the correct
parameter value as experiments have proved.

The drifts of the parameters shown on

Figure 3.8 (the 7 significant parameters of the model) are possibly due to qualitative
changes occurring within the process such as a change of the ratio between the two kind
of biomass, and so on.
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Figure 3.8: Normalised model parameters over test period.

It can also be seenthat the first storm causeda large variation in the model parameters,
when the system had to adapt to the new conditions. The second storm also showed

1Developed by the Control SystemsCentre UMIST (UK).
of
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somemodel adjustmentseven though they have a more limited impact. The adaptation
of the model is required to dealwith changeswithin the process.

3.3 Comparison methods
The objective of the tests was to enablethe examinationof the behaviourof the different
controllersin a range of representativesituations,for a reasonablelength of time in order
to test stability and adequateresponseto the process and associateddisturbances. The
tests haveto be reproducible, representativeof reality and excite the processsufficiently.
The last two conditions are clearly contradictory but can be simulatedby some unusual
event such as storm flow rates, for example.

When considering dissolved oxygen consumption, a change of concentration of the
influent sewage(change of load) is approximately equivalent to a change of flow rate
from a processpoint of view.
Temperature changesmodify the time constantsof the process and therefore have an
important effect on the controller performances. Comparison should therefore be
performed using different operatingtemperatures.

The tests which have beenperformed include a combinationof variations of
"

Flow pattern including a stepchange.

"

Changeof operatingtemperature,and therefore processcharacteristics.

"

Changeof suspendedsolids concentrationwithin the aerationstage.

3.3.1 Flow and load changes
Flow rate and influent flow concentrations are the normal major changesaffecting a
wastewater treatment plant, therefore the activity of a suitable control systemwould
concentrateon overcoming such disturbances.
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A first assumption of an influent sewage flow can be of a sinusoid signal, which is a
reasonable approximation of the diurnal pattern obtained in many domestic wastewater
systems. A storm event can be associated by adding a square signal to the sinusoid as
performed by Vitasovic (1986). Such a flow is shown in Figure 3.9.
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Time (days)
Figure 3.9: Sinusoidal influent flow pattern with `storm event'

Input data representing two weeks of measurements (including substrate, nitrogen
compounds, biomass, DO, etc) obtained from Spanjers et al (1997) has also been used.
It incorporates weekly and diurnal flow and concentration variations as can be seen in
Figures 3.10 and 3.11.

It is based on real data which have been normalised, and in

addition incorporates two storm events. The average flow is 20,000 m'/day and total
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) is 300 mg/l for a population equivalent of 100,000.
Influent sewage flows and solids concentrations are reduced during days 6 and 7, as well
as days 13 and 14 as naturally happen during weekends.

The two storms behave

differently, even though, in both cases, the flow increases 3 fold to 60,000 m'/day which
is assumed to be the maximum capacity of the plant.

In the first storm, the soluble

substrate decreases by 15 % while the particulate increases 4 fold.

In the second storm

event, the soluble substrate decreases again by 15% but the particulate substrate is
reduced to half its dry weather value, simulating the wash out that happened during the
first storm.
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Two weeks worth of data, measured every 15 minutes, were available. This data has
been interpolated linearly in order to provide input data for each simulation model
integration step, that is every 30 seconds.
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Figure 3.10: Influent flow rate of realistic data set
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Figure 3.11: Soluble(Ss) and particulate (Xs) substratesconcentrationin realistic data.
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3.3.2 Change of temperature
The operating temperature of the process is important since the values of the kinetic
parametersare dependentupon it. Changingthe temperaturemodifies the characteristics
of the process (non-linearity and time constants). The normal operatingtemperaturefor
this study is 20°C, however the plant behavesdifferently at 10°C becausethe bacterial
activity is reduced; kinetic parameter values are presentedin Appendix A for both
temperatures. Also affected at lower temperaturesare the Dissolved Oxygen Uptake
Rate (OUR), the biomassgrowth and substrateoxidation becausethey are related to the
biomassactivity. This test correspondsto the natural changeof behaviourof the process
betweensummerand winter for example.

3.3.3 Change of suspendedsolids concentration
It can be decidedto changethe suspendedsolids concentrationwithin the aerationstage
of a plant for operational reasons or to optimise process efficiency. This in turn will
affect the recycle flow rate of activated sludge necessary to maintain this new
concentrationand of course the aeration rate required to maintain the dissolvedoxygen
concentrationwill needto vary accordingly.

3.4 Controller Comparisons
The comparisons of the response of the different controllers to various conditions
(changeof wastewater treatment plant characteristics,such as temperature,nature and
flow-rate of the wastewater,loading of the plant, etc.) have been carried out using the
samecontroller settingsand initial conditions.

3.4.1 Flow and load changes
The usual daily control problem in an activated sludge process is to accommodatethe
variability of the influent flow-rate and the concentration of its different constituents
which usually peak at the sametime. Any suitable control system has to be able to
handle these disturbances with a minimum deviation from the set-point. A simple
evaluation of the different controllers was first being performed on a relatively simple
composite flow pattern (Figure 3.9) derived from the pattern used by Vitasovic (1986).
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The same controllers were then tested over a longer period, using realistic influent
sewagedata (Figures 3.10 & 3.11).

3.4.1.1 Composite flow pattern at 20°C
This test was performed over a duration of 1'/2 days. The operating temperature was
assumed to be 20°C and the mixed liquor suspended solids concentration in the aeration
stage was 2,000g/m3.

The PID controller described in section 3.2.1 was implemented and tested with the
compositeflow pattern. The resulting controlled variable (DO) and manipulatedvariable
values (aeration) are shown in Figure 3.12. The maximum deviation for the DO
concentrationin tank I is less than 3% and occurs when a step changeis added to the
sinusoidto simulatea storm event at time t=0.9 and is of a lower amplitudein tank 2.
The control action in tank 2 is nearly completely smoothed by the action on the
controller in tank I and no great variation can be noted.

The step change in the sinusoid has a greater effect on the responsedelivered by the
Fuzzy Logic Controller (Figure 3.13) but the maximum error is only 3.5% in tank I and
less than 3% in tank 2. The step changehasa small influenceon the responseof the selftuning controller (Figure 3.14) with a maximum error of 2% shown in tank 1. The
manipulatedvariable (aeration) also showsthe influence of the measurementnoise in the
control action taken, these relatively high frequency signalsare usually not suitablein a
control system;however the time scaleis in days and therefore the variations are not as
oscillatory as they appearand would not damagethe aerationsystem.

The performancesof the controllers are comparedin term of error functions in Table 3.3
which containsthe Root Means Squareerror (RMS), Integrated Error (IE), and gives an
indication of the wasted energy or detrimental process performance depending on the
sign, over the test period.
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Table 3.3: Table of error with respect to the set-point for composite flow at 20°C.

TEST

Tank

RMS x10

IE x10-;

PID

1
2

3.54
3.65

-3.24
-6.77

Fuzzy

1
2

4.65
5.12

STC

1

3.18

-146
-158

2

3.26

-8.90

-13.2

It has to be noted that in this test there is under-aeration with all the controllers, that is to
say the treatment process was, on average over the test period, presenting a dissolved
oxygen concentration below the optimal dissolved oxygen set-point for nitrification on
the organic matter as the integrated error shows. The PID controller has the average
dissolved oxygen concentration which is the closest to the set-point, while the fuzzy
logic controller shows the largest deviation, the self-tuning controller does not perform
as well as the PID for this criterion.

fiaE a¢
0 Tank1
NTaik2

50E-C2
4.0E-02

3oE(2

2CE-C2

1.OE-C2

o.aEao
PID

Fiv.^y

SIC

Figure 3.15: RMS errors for composite flow at 20°C.

In Figure 3.15, the self-tuning controller shows a RMS error more than 10 % smaller
than the PID. However, this has to be balanced by the smoother control action delivered
by the PID controller.

Finally the fuzzy logic controller does not performs as well as the

other two controllers with RMS errors approximately 30 % higher than the PID.
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3.4.1.2 Real influent data at 20°C
This data was chosen to test the robustnessand stability of the controllers by: the
variability of the influent; two storm events occurring and a longer duration of the test
(two weeks of operation). The controller performances under these conditions, as
realistic to real operation as possible, should reflect closely the actual performances
expectedon a real plant.
The dissolved oxygen concentrationsand aerationrates over the overall test period for
the PID controller are presentedin Figure 3.16. Also presented,are expandedtime
scalesfor two particular days for closer analysis(Figure 3.17), day 2 of the test as a
"normal" day and day 9 where the first storm takes place as a "stress" condition for the
control system.

It can be seenthat the aerationrate hasto adjust rapidly to the changeof influent arriving
at the treatmentplant.

Significant deviation from the dissolved oxygen set-point occurs only during the two
storm conditions at approximately the end of the 9thand 11" days. In Figure 3.17, the
actual deviation of DO causedby the first, and larger, storm does not exceed4% in the
first aeration tank and 6% in the second. These deviations are relatively small sincethe
process can support such variations of the DO concentration without major
consequences.

Only a detailed portion of the test period (day 2 and 9) for the fuzzy logic controller is
presentedin Figure 3.18 sincethe responseover the complete test period is very similar
to that obtained for the PID controller. The maximum deviations are 3.5% for tank I
andjust over 7% for tank 2.
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Figure 3.19 shows that the Self-tuning controller presents a very small deviation from the
set-point; even during the storm with maximum errors of 2% and 3% in tanks I and 2
respectively. However, the aeration rate presents continually small amplitude changes.
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Figure 3.20: DO deviationsfor the three controllers for real data at 20°C
The errors for the three different controllers are presentedin figure 3.20. The error
pattern for the PID and fuzzy logic controller are very similar, although the amplitudeof
the error is slightly greaterfor the fuzzy logic controller.

Table 3.4 presentscomparisonfor both the entire test period (14 days of operation) and
specificallyday 2 and day 9.
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Table 3.4: Error function valuesfor real data at 20°C
TEST

PID

period
14 days
Day 2
Day 9

Fuzzy

14 days
Day 2
Day 9

STC

14 days

Day 2
Day 9

Tank
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

2
1
2
1
2

RMS a10-Z IE a10-4
1.46
2.35
1.54
-1.71
5.64
-4.85
6.21
-5.51
7.83
-7.30
8.36
-26.0
1.77
-1360
1.97
-1390
6.72
-992
7.88
-105
6.87
-108
11.49
-137
1.04

1.23

1.13
4.06
4.34
4.37
5.28

4.99
-1.61
-1.51
-1.69
-12.4

The integrated error gives an indication of the overall effect of the control action,
whether there is an over-aeration(waste of energy) or under-aeration(less than optimal
nitrification). The integratederrors (IE) over the test period are all very small, only the
fuzzy logic controller presentsa relatively large IE of about -14 over fourteen days,
about 200 times more than the other two control methods.

The RMS errors are presented in Figure 3.21. The superiority of the self-tuning
controller over the other methods is clearly shown whether the results are over the
overall test period or individual days are considered.
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Figure 3.21: RMS error for real influent data at 20°C

The self-tuning controller appears to deliver the best overall response, performing only
The only drawback is the

marginally worse than the PID controller for Integrated Error.

fast and nearly continuous variation of the aeration rate which can be detrimental to the
life-time of the aeration system employed, that is the motor or pump.

3.4.2 Change of temperature
Temperature changes occur continuously in a water treatment process, for example,
nights are cooler than days. This in turn affects the growth parameters of the biomass
and therefore the way in which dissolved oxygen is used.

The two flow and load patterns presented earlier (section 3.3. I) were also used to test at
10°C the same controllers (tuned at 20°C), with unchanged parameters.

The initial

concentrations of the different constitutive elements of the mixed liquor in the different
tanks were modified to reflect the new growth conditions.

In a real plant the mixed

liquor temperature would change gradually and not suddenly and uniformly as a step
change as simulated in this test.

This test reflects another aspect of the robustness

expected of control systems for water treatment applications.

It would not be very

satisfactory from a maintenance aspect to have to retune the controllers when the
temperature changes significantly.
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3.4.2.1 Composite flow pattern at 10°C
Figure 3.22 shows the dissolvedoxygen concentrationsand aerationrates in tank 1 and
2, over the day and a half of the composite flow pattern test, obtained using the PID
controller. The largest errors are less than 2.5% for the dissolvedoxygen concentration
in tank l and less than 1.5% in tank 2. However, the fuzzy logic controller presents
larger maximumerrors of 3% and 2% in tank I and tank 2 respectively(Figure 3.23).

Figure 3.24 showsthe responsesfor the self-tuningcontroller. The maximum deviations
from the set-point are of 2.5% for tank 1 and 2% for tank 2. A point to note is that the
maximum deviation for tank 2 is not caused,as expected,by the addition of the square
signal to the sinusoidbut earlier at approximatelytime T=0.6 dayswithout a particular
causebeing identifiable.

Table 3.5 presentsthe error function valuesover the test period of 1 1/2days for the three
control methodsemployed.

Table 3.5: Error function valuesfor compositeflow at 10°C.
TEST
PID
Fuzzy
STC

Tank
1
2
1
2
1
2

RMS 110"2
3.47
3.05
4.60
4.44
3.16
3.00

IE 110
0.127
-1.85
-143
-149
-4.53
2.26

The RMS errors of the fuzzy logic controller are only slightly larger than those of the
PID and self-tuning controllers as can be seenin Figure 3.25. The PID and self-tuning
controllers also have a smaller integrated error over the test period than the fuzzy logic
controller, which is under-aeratingas in the previous series of tests at 20°C. The PID
controller presentsa smaller EEthan the self-tuningcontroller eventhough its RMS error
is marginallygreater.
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Figure 3.25: RMS error for composite flow pattern at 10°C.

For this test the PID and self-tuning controllers are performing nearly equally well, the
fuzzy logic controller having larger errors which is clearly reflected in the dissolved
oxygen concentration graphs.

3.4.2.2 Real influent data at 10°C
A graph of the dissolved oxygen concentration and aeration rate over the full test period
is presented only for the fuzzy controller (Figure 3.26) the corresponding figures for the
PID and Self-tuning controller being very similar. However, results for day 2 and 9 are
presented for the three control methods under study (Figures 27,28 & 29). The first
point to note is that the aeration rate needed to sustain process operations at 10°C is
considerably reduced compared with process operations at 20°C.

This is due to the

reduced biomass growth and activity. This in turns reduces the amplitude of the control
action needed to respond to the disturbances.

Figure 3.27 shows the dissolved oxygen concentrationsand aeration rates in the two
aerationtanks for the PID controller. The maximum deviations observedare of 3.5% in
the first aerationtank and 2.5% in the second.
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Figure 3.26 shows the DO concentrations and aeration rates for the whole test period for
the fuzzy logic controllers whereas Figure 3.28 only shows days 2 and 9. The maximum
deviations found are approximately 3% in both aeration tanks.

The self-tuning controlled variables and control action for days 2 and 9 are shown in
Figure 3.29. The maximum errors are 2% of the target value in tank 1 and 3% in tank 2.

The deviations of the dissolved oxygen concentration from the set-point are shown for
the three controllers in Figure 3.30.

The amplitude of these deviations is reduced

compared with the equivalent figure obtained while operating at 20°C (Figure 3.20).
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The integrated error for the fuzzy logic controller remains nearly identical and far greater
than for the other two control methods (approximately one hundred times) as can be
seen in Table 3.6, this is due to a persistent small offset from the set-point. The IE of the
PID controllers is larger in absolute value, whereas the self-tuning controller IE remains
unchanged in absolute value even if some of the signs have changed. The RMS errors
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Oxygen

for the three controllers are very similar to those obtained in the same test at 20°C. The
self-tuning controller offers the smallest RMS error of all control methods tested as
shown in Figure 3.31.

Table 3.6: Error function valuesfor real data at IO°C.
TEST
PID

Period
14 days
Da 2

1

4.78

-3.01

2

3.76

1.85

1

6.14

0.496

2
1

4.8
1.69

7.42

2

1.50

-1350

1

6.35

2
1
2
1
2

5.49
7.09
6.10
1.05
1.05

-94.6

Da 2

1

3.88

Da 9

2
1

3.90
4.20

-1.64
3.15

2

4.13

3.67

Da 9

Fuzzy

14 days
Day 2
Da 9

STC

Tank RMS x10-2 IE x10
1
1.28
3.85
2
1.09
8.37

14 days

-1340
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-95.2
-90.0
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-3.19
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Figure 3.31: RMS error for real influent data at 10°C.
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The self-tuning controller has proved to be resilient to temperaturechangesin thesetwo
tests. Very little change in the error function values has been seen, which seemsto
indicate a good degreeof robustnessfor this controller. The PID controller is coming
very close to the self-tuning controller in terms of performances. However, the
integrated errors seemto have increasedwith the changeof operatingtemperature. The
fuzzy logic controller, while still the control method with the highest deviations, RMS
and integratederrors hasnot shown any significantdegradationof its performances.

3.4.3 Change of suspendedsolids concentration
This test tries to represent a modification of the plant operation. A change in the
concentration of suspendedsolids, in the mixed liquor, can be required for a number of
reasonsfor example, environmentalconsiderations,operating requirement, cost and/or
quality efficiency. Increasingthe suspendedsolids concentration affects the settling in
the final sedimentationtanks. It also increasesthe quantity of biomassavailable and
tends to decreasethe available substratefor growth. This increasein biomassrequires
more oxygen to allow for respiration, which meansan increasedaerationrate.
In this seriesof test, the normal operating temperatureusedis 20°C and the mixed liquor
suspendedsolids (MLSS) concentrationis increasedby 25% from 2,000 g/m3 to 2 500
g/m3as previously applied.

3.4.3.1 Composite flow pattern with high MLSS concentration
This test is run over 1 '/2 days using the composite flow, basedon a sinusoid with the
addition of a squaresignal as describedearlier. Figure 3.32 shows the aeration rate and
resulting dissolved oxygen concentration obtained with the PID controller.

The

maximum DO errors are of approximately 5% and No in tanks 1 and 2 respectively.

Figure 3.33 shows the results obtained with the fuzzy logic controller. In this casethe
maximum errors areof 5.5% and 9% in tank 1 and 2 respectively.
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The responsewith the self-tuning controller is presentedin Figure 3.34. The maximum
deviations are 2.5% and2% in tank I and 2 respectively.

The increase of 25% in MLSS concentration results in an increase in demand of
approximately 50% in aeration rate.

The same error in the dissolved oxygen

concentrationrequiresa larger control action (that is to say a larger aerationrate change)
to be corrected.

As a result, the values of the RMS and integrated errors (Table 3.7) for this test are
degraded compared with tests performed previously which incorporated a change of
influent flow rate and load or operating temperature. Significantly, the errors are larger
in the secondtank than in the first for the non-adaptivecontrol methods;the first aerated
tank is designedto deal with large variations of the dissolvedoxygen which are changing
accordingto many parameterssuch as biomassconcentration,initial DO concentrations,
etc, whereasthe secondtank normally only hasto provide the aerationneededto sustain
oxidation of the substrate. The relatively large negative integrated error for the fuzzy
controller showsthat it does under aeratecomparedwith the other two control methods.
Table 3.7: Error function valuesfor compositeflow with high MLSS concentration.
TEST
PID
Fuzzy

STC

Tank
1
2
1
2
1
2

RMS 110'2
4.95
12.25
5.78
15.84
4.15
3.47

IE 110)
-6.86
-34.1
-150
-227
1.39
2.80

Figure 3.35 showsthat only the self-tuningcontroller hasthe capacity to adapt to such a
different situation for the DO control systemin the secondaerationtank. The gain of the
other two controllers would need to be increased in order to achieve a comparable
performanceas shown in the earlier tests.
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Figure 3.35: RMS error for composite flow with high MLSS concentration.

3.4.3.2 Real influent data with high MLSS concentration
When using real influent data, a situation similar to the composite influent flow pattern is
encountered. The aeration rate and resulting DO concentration using PID controllers
over the 14 days of the test is shown in Figure 3.36.

The increase in MLSS

concentration from 2,000 g/m3 to 2,500 g/m3 has also resulted in an increase of aeration
rate of over 50%. Details for days I and 9 for the three controllers are presented.

The rate response for days I and 8 using PID controllers is shown in Figure 3.37.
Overall, the maximum deviations encountered are 5% in tank 1 and 10% in tank 2
(Figure 3.40).

The response obtained with fuzzy logic control is presented in Figure

3.38. The maximum errors observed are of 5% and 12% in tank I and 2 respectively.
The self-tuning controller response for days I and 8 is presented in Figure 3.39. The
maximum errors encountered are of approximately 3% in both aeration tanks.
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Figure 3.40 shows the benefit of having an adaptable system.

14

Unlike the other two

control methods, there is nearly no degradation of the performances with the STC
whether in term of RMS or integrated errors compared with the other tests as can be
noted from Table 3.8.
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Table 3.8: Error function valuesfor real data with high MLSS concentration
TEST
PID

Period
14 days
da 2
day 9

Fuzzy

14 days
da 2
da 9

STC

14 days
day 2
day 9

Tank
1

RMS x10-'"
2.16

IE x10-4

2

3.55

8.50

1
2
1

10.05
14.29
10.68

2.29

2
1
2
1
2

19.56
2.28
4.52
10.25
19.25

1

11.07

2

25.13

1
2
1
2
1
2

1.26
1.44
5.23
5.05
4.69
6.02

35.6

-24.0
-3.05

-23.4
-1350
-1570
-96.3
-158
-104

-161

3.77
0.330
0.995
-4.88
0.195
-5.93

The performancesof the non-adaptivemethods are degradedas clearly shown in Figure
3.41, for the controller in the first aerationtank but especiallythe secondtank controller
which requires a greater `effort' to perform in theseconditions.
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Figure 3.41: RMS error for real influent data with high MLSS concentration.
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3.5 Discussion
The main problem for controlling dissolved oxygen is the lack of instrumentation
available. Dissolved oxygen sensorsneed maintenanceand are prone to `ragging' if the
screeningof the sewageis not done thoroughly. The restricted control action is also a
limiting factor.

Aeration systems are not always controllable apart from switching

aerators off, which is often not a desirable solution sinceunmixed sludgetends to settle.
A control systemneedsthree main elements,the controller algorithm being only one of
them, sensorand actuators are also very important.

The results presentedhere, show that all the controllers successfullyregulate dissolved
oxygen even in the presenceof I% measurementnoise. The regulation consistsmainly
of rejecting the disturbancespresent in the process, which are caused mostly by the
sewage variations in concentration and flow, and the dissolved oxygen measurement
noise, usually not negligible becausethe most common aeration process is surface
aeration.

The self-tuning controller appearsto be the better control systemin nearly all the tests.
This is not totally unexpected,being the only controller of the three with adaptability.
Nevertheless, the self-tuning controller requires good design; there is a need for
determining the initial model parametersbefore the control systemis activated. In the
simulation presented,only one such model parameteridentification has been performed
for each controller (one per tank) and the parametersobtained after a certain time of
operation with constant sewage flow and concentration have been used as initial
parametersfor the other tests. It proved to be sufficient, however on a real plant the
variance of the conditions is greater than on a computer simulation and a proper model
parameters identification is probably compulsory every time before a self-tuner is
switched on-line, otherwise initial oscillation may occur. From the results presented,the
compensationfor measurementnoise may appear insufficient. However, reducing the
effect of the noise results in reduced capacity for the controller to reject process
disturbances.
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The PID controller offers performancesoften closeto the self-tuningcontroller in terms
of the RMS error. However, closeinspection of the results, accentuatesthe differences
unfavourably for the PID. The main problem with PID control is the tuning which is
difficult and time consumingbut it hasthe advantageof simplicity and widespreaduse.

The fuzzy logic controller useddoesnot need complexinitial conditions to be configured
prior to being switched on; the only requirement is to know the original aeration rate
usedwhen the controller is put on-line. However, determiningthe rule baseand defining
the limits of the membershipfunctions can be comparedwith the tuning of a conventional
controller. Unlike PID control, there is no clear set of rules available to determinethe
parametersmaking this "tuning" difficult. Despite the relatively poor performanceof the
fuzzy logic controller tested here, it hasto be said that it is a relatively simple system.
Further detailed investigationsusing a more complex structure are necessaryto improve
performances,the FLC usedbeing only a simpleimplementation.
From this study, it can be said that even if the self-tuning controller seemsto be the
method delivering the best all-round performances,the choice of a control systemis not
obvious. All the deviations seenwould be acceptableif obtained in a real plant. A fuzzy
controller is harder to put in place than a PID becauseof a generallack of expertise in
the technique and possible difficulty in determining the adequate parameters (type,
number and limits of membershipfunctions, rule base, etc). Also, a limited choice of
hardwaresupporting FLC is availableeventhough it is becomingmore common.
The fuzzy logic controller developedhereis relatively basic and this new techniqueoffers
much scope for improvement, which is not the case with the conventionalPID control
method.

The results obtained for the fuzzy logic controller could appear quite

uninspiring but it would be wrong to assumeso. In most cases,it has been able to
compare satisfactorily with the PID controller. An improved design such as a selforganising fuzzy logic controller would add the neededadaptive capability to compete
with self-tuningtechniques.
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4 PROCESS DESIGN USING SIMULATION
In chapter3, the layout of the plant investigatedwas simplein that the aerationstagewas
assumedto be composedof only three tanks: one anaerobicand two aeratedones. Most
wastewater treatment plants have a more complex structure, for example an aeration
stage composed of 8 tanks in series. Also, the instrumentsand actuators available in
most plants are not as numerous as could be desired to perform accurate control.
However, the influence of the location of sensorsand actuators in a plant is of prime
importance for any control system. In collaboration with the Technology Development
Team of North West Water Limited (NWW), the process model developedin Chapter 2
was used to determinesuitablesensorand actuator placementsfor a specific wastewater
treatment plant. This chapter showsthe benefits of utilising a simulation of the process
to solvea practical problem

4.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
4.1.1 Runcorn wastewater treatment plant
The Runcorn wastewater treatment works comprisestwo independentactivated sludge
plants calledRuncorn A and B. This study hasfocused on Runcorn A which consistsof
two parallel lanes, eachof 8 aerationtanks in series. The sludge from the two parallel
aeration stages is then mixed and distributed into 4 final settling tanks, from which
activated sludge is recycled to the first tank of each of the two parallel aeration lanes
(Figure 4.1).
Settled sewagefrom
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I
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9

10

h

5

primary settling tanks

Returnedactivatedsludge
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1

Screw pumping N
Surplus activat
sludge
Settlement tanks

Figure 4.1: Runcorn A schematicdiagram
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The two primary settlers, which receive the raw sewage,have not been included in
Figure 4.1. They havea volume of 5840 m3 and provide 5.18 hours retention time at the
maximum flow of 27,000 m3/day. If the influent flow rate is greaterthan the maximum
flow, the excess is diverted into storm tanks, and is then pumped into the treatment
processat an appropriatetime. The dry weatherflow of Runcorn A is 9,000 m3/day,and
the averageinfluent flow is 10,000m3/day.

The aeration stageis made of two lanescomposedof 8 tanks of 192 m3each,providing a
total vohune of 3,072 m3. Aeration in each of the 16 tanks, is provided by surface
aerators, with nominal power consumption 9.4 kWh, rotating at up to 960 rpm. The
ammetersconnectedto the aerators indicate an averagecurrent of 10 to 12 A (Kruger,
1995). The power drawn by eachaerator is thereforeapproximately5 M.

The four secondarysettlershave a diameterof 19.6 m, a surfaceareaof 301.7 m2, and a
minimum water depth (at the side) of 1.5 m, a maximum water depth of 6.8 m and a
volume of 993 m3 each. The recycled sludge is pumpedback into the aeration stageby
two screw pumpsin parallel, eachof nominal capacity 11.25 kW.

4.1.2 Sensorand actuator placement proposed by NWW
Originally the aeration systemwas composedof fixed speed aerators,with the aeration
rate controlled by switching the aeratorson or off. There was only one dissolvedoxygen
sensor(DO probe), for the two aerationlanes,placed in the effluent of the aeration stage
(prior to the final settling tanks). This led to problemsof sludge sedimentationwithin the
aeration stage when the aerators were switched off. To remedy this problem, it was
decided by North West Water to implement a new control strategy, constrainedby the
addition of only two dissolved oxygen (DO) probes and three variable speed drives
(VSD) per aeration lane. The existing DO probes were removed during the installation
of the new equipment. As part of the collaborative researchwith North West Water, an
investigationwas undertakento determinea suitablestrategy using the simulation model
previously developed(Chapter2).
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A specificcondition was that one of the two DO probes had to be placed in the final tank
of the lane (i.e. tanks 8 and 16 in Figure 4.1), so that the DO concentrationof the mixed
liquor flowing to the final settling tanks was known, in line with current practice. It was
assumed that the aeration tanks without variable speed drives were maintained in
operation by continuous fixed speedaerators to prevent sedimentationof the activated
sludge.

Two designshad been suggestedwithin NWW. The first submitteddesign had variable
speeddrives fitted to the aerators in tanks 3,6 and 7, while DO probes were placed in
tank 5 and 8 (Figure 4.2).

VSD I---a
tankl

tankt

tank3

tank4

i--T
tanks

VSD

VSD

tank6

tank7

tank8

Figure 4.2: First NWW submitteddesign.

Following detailed analysis, it was determined that the first NWW design proposal
(Figure 4.2) was not practical for control purposes. The control of the first variable
speeddrive (in the third tank) is difficult sincethe nearestdissolvedoxygen measurement
is in tank 5 which is after two tanks where the aerationis fully on. This VSD is therefore
`wasted' since it cannot be usedto control the dissolvedoxygen in a proper way as there
is no information which can be usedto regulate its action. Also, if there is an important
need for aeration (high load and or high throughput flow within the plant), the DO setpoint might not yet be attained at that stagein the aeration lane forcing this aerator to
full power. The last two VSDs in tanks 6 and 7 are also very hard to control accurately
since the DO probes are placed within tanks 5 and 8 where the aerators are fully on,
therefore the DO concentration within the controlled tanks can only be estimated
The presence of a non-controllable aerator in tank 8 would result in a
disturbanceof the DO concentrationpreviously obtained.

crudely.

The second submitted design, had VSDs located in tanks 5,6 and 7 and DO probes
placed in tank 7 and 8 (Figure 4.3).
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tank2

tank3

tank4
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ý

VSD'
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tank5
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tank7

tank8

Figure 4.3: SecondNWW submitteddesign.

This design is more practical than the previous, with at least one DO probe in the
controlled tanks but it is always difficult to perform accurate control when there is no
direct measurementon the controlled variable. DO control can be accurateonly in tank
7. The last problem encounteredin the first design still remains,namely the disturbance
of the DO concentrationbeforereleaseinto the final settling tank.

4.2 INVESTIGATION USING SIMULATION
Figure 4.4 shows the actual measureddissolved oxygen concentration profile in the
wastewater treatment plant of interest during one particular 24 hour period with all 8
aeratorscontinuously at full power. Only results in the last four tanks in one of the lane
are presented. It is clear that the DO concentration increasesalong the lanes, which
meansthat there is over-aeration,thus more oxygen is `wasted', in the last tanks than in
the first tanks.
7

E

Tank 5

ý-

Tank 6-

Tank 7-&

Tank 8

Figure 4.4: DO concentrationsprofile in Runcorn A on 17`hAugust 1996
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From the DO profile and the imposed constraints on the number of transducers,
actuators, and position of one of the DO probes, it seems that the most suitable
placementpossiblefor control purposesis to position the three variable speeddrives in
the last three tanks of the aerationlane and to position the secondDO probe in the first
controlled tank, which is tank 6 (Figure 4.5). This has the advantageof providing the
possibility of reducing aeration where it is the more useful, and to give accurate DO
control in three tanks out of eight.
DO

tankl

tankt

tank3

tank4

tank5

DO

VSD

VSD

VSD

tank6

tank7

tank8

Figure 4.5: In-house designproposed.

4.3 SIMULATION OF PLACEMENT DESIGNS
In order to investigate the different designs,a computer simulation of the plant has been
developed based on the model detailed in Chapter 2; the main difference being the
number of tanks (eight) and the absenceof an anaerobiczone since Runcorn A doesnot
include denitrification. The position of the transducersfor the various designshas been
implementedand compared. Since the first design proposedby NWW has beenjudged
impractical, it hasnot beensimulated.
In addition to the secondNWW designand the in-houseproposal two more designshave
been studied for comparison purposes, resulting in the following four designs to be
simulatedand evaluated:
"

The seconddesignproposedby NWW (Figure 4.3)

"

The in-housedesign alreadydescribed(Figure 4.5)

"

The casewhereno control is available,that is to say the aerationsystemis fully on at
all times (Figure 4.6),

"

The case where a dissolved oxygen probe and a variable speedaerator are available
in eachtank (Figure 4.7): 'ideal' case.
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Figure 4.6: Design without controlled aeration.
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Figure 4.7: `Ideal' design with complete instrumentation.

The uncontrolled design is not suitable for obvious reasons:the negative impact on the
process operation of over aeration and also the cost of the energy wasted by aerating
when it is not necessary. The `ideal' design is ideal only from the point of view of a
control systemand requires more than twice the instrumentation of the other designs,
requiring a higher level of financial investment initially and higher maintenancecosts.
These costs would need to be justified, either for cost effectivenessor for process
efficiency reasons.

4.3.1 Assumptions
The actual concentrations of the different constituents of the plants mixed liquor are
varying and not preciselyknown. A relatively high suspendedsolids concentrationin the
aeration stage is assumedin order to give a certain advantageto the designs without
adequatecontrol of the dissolved oxygen concentration; a higher load and suspended
solidsconcentrationwill require more oxygen and the over aeration,if any, will be of less
importance and will occur further along the aerationlane.
The oxygen transfer efficiency is assumed,in internal NWW documents,to be 1.3 kg
oxygen / kWh and the power drawn by each aerator 5kW (Kruger, 1995). These
parameterswere used during the investigation, giving a maximum oxygenation capacity
for eachaeratorof 6.5 kg oxygen/hour per aerationtank.
The financial cost of energy neededby the aeration systemsis calculated on the basis of
an averageelectricity price of £O.05/kWh.
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4.3.2 Implementation
When controlled, the dissolved oxygen concentration has been regulated with PID
controllers similar to those describedin chapter3.
Since only half of the plant has been simulated(one aeration lane composedof 8 tanks
associatedwith 2 final settling tanks), the averageflow to the plant has also been halved
resulting in an inflow of 5,000 m3/day.
Since actual parameter values for the Runcorn plant are not available, the model
parameterschosen correspond to an operating temperature of 10°C, which is closer to
natural temperatureconditions in the UK.

The load of the influent sewage was chosen to be similar to those of the sludge
characteristics found in an activated sludge wastewater treatment plant in Denmark
(Henze, 1986), which is the one with the highest load from the three data setspresented
in Appendix A, when data was not available from the test pattern used. Influent sewage
load data are not easily available, sinceat the moment there is little interest in knowing
the exact nature of the sewage,predictive control techniqueshaving not yet been fully
implementedin the wastewater treatment industry. Exceptions exist when an industrial
customer is chargedaccording to the load of its effluent. However, by the industrial
nature of the effluent, the data gatheredis not representativeof the domestic sewagefor
which the IAWQ model hasbeendeveloped.

The mixed liquor volatile suspendedsolids concentration (MLVSS) was maintained
around the set-point of 2,000 g/m3 by a basic PID control systemacting on the recycling
and surplus activatedsludge flow rates.
The results presentedin section 4.4 for all the simulationswere obtained using identical
independentcontrollers with a PID structure and fixed tuning parametersfor the control
of the aerationin the tanks fitted with variable speedaerationsystems.
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4.3.3 Test patterns used
Two influent sewageflow patterns were implementedto comparethe influence of the
position of dissolvedoxygen sensorsand variable speedaeratorson the control systems.
The first pattern (Figure 4.8) was composedof a sinusoid of period 12 hours, a constant
flow for 6 hours and then a step changemaintainedfor another 6 hours. The second
influent pattern (Figure 4.9) was basedon the data of the first two days of the realistic
data set, including the variations of the influent load describedin Chapter 3. Both
influent sewageflow patterns present important variability and offer the advantageof
providing a consistentcontroller test for the first one, and of realismfor the second.
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Figure 4.8: Composite influent flow rate (Test pattern A)
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Figure 4.9: Realistic influent flow rate (Test pattern B)
It can be assumed that the most appropriate configuration of DO probes and variable
speed drives is the one which maintains the dissolved oxygen concentration closest to the
set-point of 2 mg/1, while using as little energy as possible. The energy used for aeration
is expressed as financial cost.

4.4 DESIGN COMPARISONS
The results for the four designs presented (no aeration control, the `ideal' case, 2nd
NWW design and in-house proposed design) have been obtained using strictly identical
initial conditions for each test pattern.

Switching off completely an aerator causes operational problems due to the default of
mixing in the tanks not aerated which leads to sludge settlement and build up. Therefore
it had been decided by the water company not to stop the aerators which have no
regulation capability. Thus, when the aeration system is not variable, it is assumed to be
continuously operating at maximum power.
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The dissolvedoxygen solubility is assumedto be 10 mg/l in all simulations,eventhough
the actual value varies according to many parameters including temperature, mixed
liquor composition, etc.

4.4.1 No aeration control
This design representsthe original state of the plant, where the aeration was originally
controlled by timers switching aerationon and off. In this configuration, the aeratorsare
operating at full capacityat all times.

Figure 4.10 shows that the DO concentration almost reachesthe DO saturation value
(solubility) using test pattern A, proof of excessiveaeration.

However, the DO concentrationin tank I never reachesthe desired value of 2 mg/l and
occasionallygoes below the desired set-point in tanks 2 and 3. This demonstratesthe
limit in the capacity of the aeration system. Therefore,the possibleimprovementfor the
reduction of energy used is nil in tank 1 and small in tank 2 for this particular influent
sewagewith high load. This is still true with the influent test pattern B (Figure 4.11), but
here a control systemwould be useful as early as the secondtank of the aeration stage.
A high level of oxygen is detrimental to good process operation becauseit favours the
growth of filamentousbacteria leading to the releaseof sludge in the treated effluent, in
addition to wasting energy.
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4.4.2 `Ideal case'
This design representsthe ideal casefrom the point of view of a control engineer,as it
provides the most data and possibilities of control action on the aerationrate within the
plant. In this case, although the aerator in tank I is constantly fully on, it does not
manageto raise the dissolved oxygen level to the desired concentrationas observed in
the previous case(Figures 4.12 and 4.13). Therefore, it seemsunnecessaryto regulate
the aerationin tank 1 for the two effluent flows and loads used in this test. This is only
true for high concentrations of MLSS in the aeration stage and the high load of the
influent wastewater, as used in this simulation. In other conditions control of the first
aerator may be necessary.

Most of the control error, which appearsin the dissolvedoxygen concentration(Figures
4.12a and 4.13a), is due to the controller anti-windup mechanismsthat are used to
reduce the effects of the limitations in the maximum aerationrate. During long periods
in which the aeration is set at the maximum value, the integration term of the PID is
increasing. The integral term takes a large value that needsto be `reset' when the error
changessign (i. e. when the DO concentration is above the set-point). This caseis the
bestfrom a control and processoperationspoint of view.

4.4.3 Design proposed by NWW
The 2°dapproachproposedby the TechnologyDevelopmentTeam of North West Water
presentsa control problem, sincethere is only one dissolvedoxygen sensoravailable for
control purposesin the last "controlled" tank (tank 7), while the secondprobe is installed
in tank 8. The fine control of tanks 5 and 6 is impossiblebecausethe dissolvedoxygen
concentrations in tanks I to 6 are unknown. The dissolved oxygen set-point can be
achieved accurately only in tank 7. The DO concentration in tank 8 will be higher
becauseaerationis not variable and sinceit is at maximum power. The dissolvedoxygen
measurementin tank 8 is not exploited for control purposes.
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The aeration in tanks 5 and 6 is controlled by assumingthat the dissolved oxygen
requirementin tank 5 is higher than in tank 6 which is itself higher than in tank 7 as the
standard DO distribution profile suggests;the substrate available at the end of the
aeration lane being less than at the beginning. However, the first controlled tank has to
correct any DO concentration excesspresent in the earlier stage of the aeration lane,
which meansaerating less than would normally be necessaryif the aeration lane was
controlled on its entire length, assumingthe system is over-aeratedwith the previous
aerators constantlyoperating.

For this design, the aeration rate in tank 7 is controlled according to the local DO
measurement.Aeration rate in tank 6 is set equalto 110% of the aerationrate of tank 7
to allow for the normal aeration profile. The aeration in tank 5 has to be lower to
correct the high DO concentrationprobably presentin tanks 3 and 4, while still providing
adequateaeration rate to prevent the DO concentration dropping below the set-point.
The ratio of the aeration rate changesaccording to different parameters(NESS, flow
etc) and are not constant in time. The aeration rate in tank 5 hasbeen set arbitrarily to
80% of tank 7 aerationrate.

Figure 4.14 shows that the fixed ratio between the aeration rates does not provide an
ideal solution. The aeration in tanks 5 and 6 is insufficient since the dissolved oxygen
concentrationis alwaysat or below the set-point which would suggestthe aerationratios
between aeration in tank 5 and tank 6 to aeration 7 are too small. However, the same
control system submitted to the second flow pattern (Figure 4.15) creates periods of
over- and under-aeration according to the influent flow and load, in the sametanks,
using the sameaeration ratio. The DO in the last tank is significantly higher than the
desiredvalue sincethe aerator is working at maximum capacity.
The ratio between the aeration rates in the different tanks is variable in time in an
accuratecontrol systembecauseit is dependentupon the flow, the concentrationsof the
different substrates,biomass etc. A single ratio between the different aeration rates
cannot be used in a satisfactory manner with this design. It is however the most
appropriate solution possiblewith the limited instrumentationavailable.
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4.4.4 In-house proposal
In this design, two dissolvedoxygen measurementsare used to control 3 consecutive
tanks. Aeration rates in tank 6 and 8 are set independently,accordingto the value of the
dissolved oxygen level measuredlocally. The aeration rate in tank 7 is set 10% higher
than the aerationrate of tank 8 to take into account the normal dissolvedoxygen profile.

It can be seen in Figure 4.16 that the dissolved oxygen set-point is achieved in the
controlled tanks fitted with a DO probe (tanks 6& 8) and the DO concentrationin tank
7 is very close to the desired value. Figure 4.17 shows different features;the control
systemin tank 6 cannot completely correct the over-aerationoccurring in the previous
part of the aeration stage,evenby stopping the aerator completely. During theseperiods,
the DO concentration in tank 7 is also abovethe set-point since the systemassumesthat
the DO concentration in tank 6 is at the set-point. Therefore, this design allows the
control system to perform a regulation close to the set-point only if the DO
concentrationcorrection hasbeeneffective in tank 6.

This design also ensuresthat the effluent to the final settling tanks has the desired DO
concentration,which is not possiblewith the other layouts seenso far. This reducesthe
possibility of settling problems due to over aeration.
Using a more advancedcontrol algorithm, it would be possible to reduce the error in
tank 7, using the information deliveredby the DO probe in tank 6 as well as the one from
tank 8 to allow corrections of the DO concentrationto take place in tank 7 when this
correction is not performed fully in tank 6. However further investigation would be
neededto implementsucha system.

4.5 DISCUSSION
Four control schemeshave been compared for a real plant: the North West Water
proposal, a suggestionbasedfrom simulation experiencerequiring only minor position
changesfrom the NWW proposal, the original arrangementwhich does not include any
control possibility and finally a design incorporating maximum instrumentation of the
plant.
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The original aeration systemof Runcorn Wastewater Treatment Works plant A is not
optimal, and can be greatly improved. The complete instrumentationof the plant (as in
the `ideal' case) does not seemnecessaryfrom the tests performed; however, it offers
additional flexibility which might be useful dependingon the load of the effluent sewage
and the way the plant is operated (especially MLSS, the concentration of suspended
solids maintained within the aeration stage). A satisfactory control schemecould be
developed from the in-house suggesteddesign. Maximum cost improvement could be
obtained by addingjust a few more variable speeddrives and dissolvedoxygen probes in
the systembut without going to the extreme of the `ideal' case which would probably
not justify the expenseof the extra equipment required. A reasonableaeration control
schemewould probably require 6 variable aerators and 3 dissolvedoxygen probes per
aeration lane,leavingthe first two aeratorsfully on.

Table 4.1 shows the total energy cost incurred, for the aeration systemfor the test day,
for the 4 designsas well as the averagedissolved oxygen level in tanks for which the
aeration rate is controlled, with the first composite influent sewagepattern. Table 4.2
showsthe samedata measuredusing the secondinfluent sewagepattern.

Table 4.1: Comparisonsof costs in one aeration lane(8 tanks)
and DO concentrationsfor test pattern A
AverageDO in
Aeration cost
Average DO
for Test Day concentration(8 tanks) controlled tanks

NWW proposal

£39.60

Proposeddesign
No control
Ideal

£38.46
£48.00
£35.42

2.06mg/l
2.10 mg/l
3.38mg/l
1.61mg/l

1.69mg/l
1.97mg/l
N/A
2.00 nwA

Table 4.2: Comparisonsof costs in one aerationlane (8 tanks)
and DO concentrationsfor test pattern B
Average DO in
Aeration cost
Average DO
(8
for Test Day concentration tanks) controlled tanks
NWW proposal
£36.83
2.95 mg/l
2.08 mg/l
Proposeddesign
£35.54
2.99 mg/l
2.15 mg/l
No control
£48.00
4.65 mg/l
N/A
Ideal
£28.98
1.83 mg/l
2.00 mg/l
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According to the above tables, the averagedissolvedoxygen concentrationseemsto be
high but one must bearin mind that only 3 of the 8 tanks includea control systemfor the
aeration,except the ideal casewhich is usedas a reference.The possiblecost savingsare
26% with the composite flow pattern, and 40% with the realistic influent. The
implementationof the suggesteddesignachieves76% / 65% of the possiblecost savings
for a third of the equipmentcost for the influent sewagecharacteristicsused. However,
it would bring more stability in the plant to reduce the over aeration within a larger
volume: with the current limit on the number of variable speed drives and dissolved
oxygen probes only 3 out of the 8 tanks can be maintainedcloseto the desireddissolved
oxygen concentration.

It can be noted that the lower averagefor dissolvedoxygen concentrationin the second
design proposedby NWW is due to the fact that the DO level in tanks 6 and 7 often falls
well below the desiredvalue, bringing the averagedown, even though this is exerting a
detrimentalaction on processoperation.

The implementationof the suggesteddesign would provide a savingof over £9,000 per
year if implementedon both halvesof plant A. This saving is theoretical and basedon
the assumptionmade for the simulation of the plant with realistic influent sewageflow
and load and will vary according to the influent flow rate and the loading of the plant
itself (MESS concentration). The lower the loading and the flow, the higher is the
potential saving.
A real engineeringproblem hasbeensolved by the use of a computer simulation of a real
plant, even though all characteristicsand parameters of the plant and influent are not
known. Simulation can be usedto addressa wide range of issues,even if the results do
not totally reflect the real process, it provides a better knowledge of the process and
enablesthe engineerto adopt better solutionsthat might otherwise be overlooked.
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5 PROCESS OPTIMISATION
Optimisation of the activated sludge wastewater treatment process is desirable in two
aspects:improving the effluent water quality and reducing the cost of treatment. This
chapter will introduce the specificity of the process and will see whether these two
optimisation aspectscan be combinedto producean optimal operating condition for the
complete system
The optimisation algorithm hasto take the form of a hierarchical control systemwhich
gives optimal set-points to the local control loops according to the conditions of the
plant and the desired outcome in terms of cost reduction and/or effluent quality
improvement.

5.1 OPTIMISATION PROBLEMS
In practical terms, the optimisation of a processconsistsof improving the quality of its
output and/or reducing the running costs of the process. In the case of a wastewater
plant, this can relate to increasing the quality of the releasedeffluent while reducing
operation costs. It could also be advantageousin some circumstancesto be able to
trade-off between the two parameters; for example if the released water quality is
particularly poor, improving it regardlessof cost is probably the most logical thing to do
to avoid possible environmental regulatory problems. On the other hand it might be
possible to reduce the treatment costs substantially while degrading the quality of the
effluent only slightly while keeping within legal limits.
Traditionally, wastewater treatment plants have been designed by civil engineerswith
the result that control and instrumentation issueswere often an afterthought or at least
were not given enough consideration. This results in plants which are `robust' in terms
of dealing with events such as storms and so on, but with little flexibility regarding
control and instrumentation and improved performance. Few variables are measured
on-line and even fewer controllable since very few actuatorsexist within the plant. A
quick review of available measurementsand actuators/control actions is therefore
needed.
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Firstly, water quality has to be defined. A number of parameterscan be considered
including: concentration of suspendedsolids, ammonia or other forms of nitrogen,
carbon, oxygen demand, presence of pathogenic bacteria, etc. In this study it is
assumedthat `water quality' is related to the concentration of suspendedsolids present
in the released `clean' water, this being one of the few variables measurableon-line.
The mathematical model developed in Chapter 2 incorporates the effluent suspended
solids concentration as a variable. Secondly, cost is defined as the financial cost
incurred to run the plant without the overheads or personnel costs included, it is
therefore reducedto the energy used for aerationand pumping and the cost of disposal
of surplus sludge.
In Chapter2 it was explainedthat the available on-line measurementsare limited mostly
to dissolved oxygen concentration(DO), mixed liquor suspendedsolids concentration
(MLSS), height of the sludge blanket within the final settling tank and flow
measurements. The variables which can be manipulated are assumedto be limited to
the aeration rates (in the different aerationtanks), recycled activated sludge flow rate
and surplus sludge wastageflow rate. Table 5.1 showsthe main results of changing the
magnitude of the manipulable variables.
Table 5.1: Variable interactions (assumingthe processis in steadystate)

Aeration +

Dissolved
Oxygen
+++

Qras+

++
Qwas+
-

+

Solids in
recycled AS
0

Effluent
quality
0

Cost

+

0

0

--

+++

--

--

--+

++
--+++

++

MLSS
_

-++

++
+

+++
---

In this table, `+' denotes an increase, `-` a decrease,in flow rate or concentration
accordingto the variable. A `0' signifies that there is no direct effect eventhough if, for
example, the aerationrate is reduced below a certain level, this will have a detrimental
impact on the effluent water quality. Multiple signs indicate the relative strength of the
processresponse.
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Clearly, it is seenfrom Table 5.1 that there are a number of interactions taking place.
The action of each manipulatedvariable results in opposite variations between effluent
quality and cost improvement in every case, leading to difficulty in achieving both
objectives simultaneously. Independentconsiderationof a single variable doesnot lead
to overall processoptimisation. Direct control action on some of the variables is also
not suitable since they interact with a number of other parametersand variables within
the plant which need to stay within limits so that the treatment process is performed
satisfactorily. Reducedcontrol efficiency or even instability in one part of the process
could result from undue manipulation of a key process variable such as recycled
activated sludge flow rate.
The obvious measureto reduce costs,without affecting the quality of the releasedwater,
would be to reduce aeration. Unfortunately, the dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration
set-point is fixed at 2 mg/I in this study, as in most plants, in order to maximise the
nitrification rate within the aeration stage. Reducing the value of the DO set-point
without affecting the plant performance would require on-line measurementof the
nitrification rate to ensure that the value obtained is compatible with plant operation.
This equipment is not widely available and on-line nitrification rate measurementsare
experimental,thus preventing this obvious cost-reducingmeasureto be taken.

5.2 OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES
In this work the most suitable mixed liquor suspendedsolids set-point has been
determined using two optimisation techniques, one `conventional technique' basedon
mathematicalreasoningand anotherbasedon genetic algorithms.
5.2.1 Conventional technique
A

constrained non-linear optimisation method using a Sequential Quadratic
Programming (SQP) method has been implemented and used. SQP representsstate of

the art in non-linear programming methodsand has been shown (Schittowski, 1995) to
outperform all the other methods tested on a large number of problems. It replicates
Newton's method for constrained optimisation. At each iteration the Hessian of the
Lagrangian function is approximated using a quasi Newton updating method, which is
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then used to generate a Quadratic Programming (QP) sub-problem The Hessian is
updated according to the Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno (BFGS) method
published in 1970. This optimisation method is extensively described in Fletcher
(1987) and Chapter 2 of Matlab Optimisation Toolbox User's guide (MathWorks,
1996).

5.2.2 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms representa searchtechniquewhich aims at emulating the biological
diversity brought by natural genetic operations such as mutation, cross-over,and natural
selection. Potential solutions of the problem are initially generated, sometimes at
random. The best solutions (i. e. the fittest) are then kept, inbred with the use of
operators similar to biological genetic operators in order to have a statistical chance of
covering the complete searchspace for the solution. Random factors are introduced to
increasediversity and thus avoid being locked in local minima.
The groupings of variables to identify are called individuals. They are coded as strings
(chromosomes)composedin an `alphabet',often but not necessarilyin binary coding.
A problem with several variables can be mapped into a single binary chromosome
structure. The length of the representation of a variable should depend upon the
accuracyrequired and/or the range to cover. The length of eachvariable (gene) present
on a chromosome is independent of the length of the other variables carried by the
chromosome.
The chromosome string in isolation doesnot yield information about the problem to be
solved. The values it carries can only be extracted by decoding the string. However,
the searchprocessoperateson the string representingthe value rather than on the value
itself (except in the casewhere real valued `genes' are used instead of a binary or other
representation).
Once the chromosomeis decodedinto real value(s), an objective function can be usedto
measurethe performance,or fitness, of all the individuals composing the population. It
is a single valued, problem dependentfunction of the parametersto be optimised. The
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objective function establishesthe basisfor selecting the individuals that will reproduce
to form the next generation.
In a proportionate selection, the fittest individuals have a high probability of being
selected for mating whereas less fit individuals have a lower probability of being
selected. Other selection schemes exist including tournament selection, truncation
selection, etc. (Chipperfield et al, 1994).
The next generation is produced by recombination of the individuals selected for
mating. Genetic operators are applied on the genes of the chromosome under the
assumptionthat a certain individual's gene produces on averagefitter individuals. The
recombination operator is usedto exchangegenetic information betweenpairs, or larger
groups, of individuals.

The simplest recombination operator is the single point

crossover, which is the exchangeof a part of the strings containing the information
betweentwo chromosomesfrom a commonrandom position.
This operation is not performed on all the population but only on a defined percentage.
Other crossover operators exist, including multipoint crossover, uniform crossover,
shuffle crossover,etc. An additional genetic operator, called mutation, is then applied
to another pre-defined percentage of the new population. Mutation causes the
individual gene to be changedaccording to some probabilistic rule. In a binary string
representation,mutation will causea bit to changeits state from 0 to I or from I to 0.
This simple bit mutation can affect the value the generepresentsconsiderably.
Mutation is often consideredto be a backgroundoperator that ensuresthe probability of
searchinga particular subspaceof the problem is never zero. This has the effect of
preventing the convergenceto a local rather than the global optimum.
After recombination (crossover) and mutation, the new individual strings are decoded,
the objective function evaluated and a fitness value assigned to each individual.
According to their fitness, some individuals are selected for mating and so on. The
process continues through subsequentgenerations until it is stopped. Generally the
process carries on until a maximum number of generationsis attained or a minimum
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error criterion for the objective function is met. The averageperformanceof individuals
in a population is expectedto increase,as good individuals are preservedand bred with
one another andthe less fit individuals die out.
In some GA schemesthe entire population is replaced at each generation whereas in
others only a percentage of the population is replaced at each generation. This is
controlled by the generation gap. The individuals propagated without change to the
next generation can be chosen at random (random reinsertion) or according to their
fitness values (fitness basedreinsertion). The latter method is also called an elitist
strategy because the best individuals in the population always propagate to the
following generation. This ensuresthat the best solution in a generation can only be
replacedby a better solution.
In this study, a fitness basedreinsertion algorithm is used and the 2 fittest individuals
are kept in the following generation. The probability of mutation is 0.7 and the
probability of recombinationbetween two individuals of a pair 0.8.

5.3 FINANCIAL COST OF PROCESSOPERATION DEFINITION
5.3.1 Aeration cost
A study by Fujie and Kubota (1986) on only the aeration stage of activated sludge
wastewater treatment plants showed that the relationship between costs and aeration
depends upon many factors including mixed liquor suspendedsolids concentration
(MESS), liquid depth, type of the air diffusers, temperature,atmosphericpressure,etc.
However, the cost of the aeration of the process can be estimated in a straightforward
manner, assumingthat the oxygen transfer rate is known, accordingto equation5.2.

Aeration cost =

oxygen transfered(kgO2)
x Electricity cost (£/kWh)
oxygen transfer rate (kgO2/kWh)

(5.2)

In Chapter 2, the oxygen transfer rate was fixed conservatively at 1.3 kg oxygen/kWh.
In the same manner the price of electricity has been assumed in North West Water's
own data (Kruger, 1995) to be £0.05/kWh.
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5.3.2 Recycle flow cost
The direct operational cost associatedwith the recycled activated sludge flow rate is
only composedof the pumping cost and therefore can be easily determined. Although
the nominal power of the pump is easily found in the documentationconsulted,it is not
the case for the maximum flow rate attainable. In this work the pumping of 1 m3 of
activated sludge is assumedto require 0.1 kWh. This value seemsto be low but has
been calculated conservatively according to North West Water plant data (personal
communication) basedon the pump nominal power and recycled flow rate.
Therefore,
recycledactivatedsludgecost= 0.1kWh/m3x cost/kWhx surplussludgeflow rate

(5.3)

5.3.3 Surplus sludge disposal cost
This variable is even more difficult to fix than the recycled sludge pumping cost. This
cost is composedof two parts: the cost of pumping the activated sludge to be disposed
of, and the actual cost of disposal. The pumping cost of surplus sludge is assumed
equivalent to the pumping cost of the recycled sludge. However, depending on the
source of the information, the cost of disposal of surplus sludge varies from zero to a
large value. In most wastewater treatment plants the surplus sludge is subject to a
number of operationsbefore being disposedof. Dewatering is a complex and relatively
costly operation. The surplus sludge may be fermented in order to obtain methanegas,
which is subsequentlyconverted into electricity and/or heat which can be reusedwithin
the plant. With this approachit can even be consideredthat the sludge is a free raw
material, however the infrastructure neededto convert it is costly and it might not have
been worthwhile to build sludge fermenters unless there was originally a problem of
disposal of the sludge. The residues of fermentation must eventually be disposed of.
The favoured method of disposal of surplus sludge, or its residue, in the UK has been
disposal at sea,which will be prohibited in the near future. The preferred alternative is
incineration of the sludge, which is even more expensive.
The pricing information is variable from one plant to another according to the
infrastructure, design etc. A cost of £0.25/m3of raw surplus sludge has been used,
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which would be characteristicof transport costs for a relatively small distance,but the
actual figure could be quite different according to the plant design, its geographic
location, the characteristicsof the sludge, the favoured method of disposal, etc. This
value does, however, provide a basisfor comparisons.
The resulting cost equationis of the form:

Surplus sludge disposal cost = (unit disposalcost + 0.1 kWh/m3 x cost/kWh) x
flow rate of surplus sludge

(5.4)

5.3.4 Effluent quality
The effluent quality is measuredby the suspendedsolids in the effluent becauseof a
lack of available and reliable measurements.This quantity is available in the developed
model, however it is not possible to attribute an accurate financial cost to effluent
quality. The actual financial cost of releasing solids into the effluent water is nil until
the dischargeconsentvalue fixed by the regulator is reached,after which legal problems
arise which can lead to a fine or evena prison sentencein some countries. Therefore, it
is difficult to translatethe effluent quality in financial terms.
As describedin Chapter 2 the suspendedsolids in the effluent can be approximated by

function(2.17)anda time delay:
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Where:
SSF

Concentration of particles in the feed to the clarifier which will not settle
Constant SS concentrationwhich will always will be non-settleable

SS;; t
SSN03Maximum concentration of SS at the inlet which will not settle due to nitrate in
the inlet
SN03 Concentrationof nitrate at inlet to clarifier
KNO3 Monod constantfor nitrate
SSM,
d Maximum concentration of SS in the inlet which will not settle due to hydraulic
and SS load
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X0

Concentrationof SS in the feed to the clarifier

SVI

Sludge Volume Index

Q°
A

Hydraulic load to the clarifier

Kh,
Yd

Monodconstantfor load

From equation (2.17) it can be seenthat the variables that can theoretically be acted
upon, in order to reducethe solids in the effluent, areXo and

Qo
A .

In practical terms this means maintaining a mixed liquor with as weak a concentration
as possible and, sincethe areaof the final settling tanks is not variable for a given plant,
reducing the flow rate of mixed liquor through the plant. Since the flow rate of the
sewagecoming into a plant is generally not controllable, the only way of reducing the
flow through the plant is therefore to reduce the recycled sludge flow which has for
direct effect to reduce the mixed liquor suspendedsolids concentration. Therefore an
optimisation algorithm based on this would systematically set the mixed liquor
suspendedsolids concentrationto the minimum value allowed.

5.4 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION DEFINITION
The aim of all optimisation techniques is to minimise (or maximise) an objective
function which reflects how the processis performing according to somecriteria, using
available variables. An objective function used in order to optimise the operationof the
activated sludge process requires two components:one for the operational cost based
from equations(5.2), (5.3), (5.4) and anotherone representingthe effluent water quality
basedon (2.17).
It is clear that these two componentshave different units and therefore a scaling factor
is neededsince the effluent suspendedsolids are typically in the region of 20 (g/I) while
the operating cost as defined above are in the region of 500 (£/day) for the typical plant
modelled, both varying considerably according to the design and size of the treatment
plant and its conditions.
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A solution is to calculate both terms independentlyand combine them with the inclusion
of a scaling factor, a, which varies according to the optimisation system priority
(increasingwater quality or reducing costs).

Objective function = cost +ax SSEn

(5.5)

The objective function that includes all the cost elementscan be expressedas:
cost = (aeration, + aeration) x

costkWh + (Qras+Qwas)
x pumping cost/m3
kgO2pkWh

+ Qwas x WAS cost disposal

(5.6)

However, it can been seen from Table 5.1 that to reduce the aeration rate (apart from
changing the dissolved oxygen set-point which is not possible as explained earlier) the
solution is to reducethe recycled flow rate.
Following this reasoning,to reduce cost and increasequality, the solution is to operate
the plant with as minimum values of Qras and Qwas as possible. This would reduce the
plant loading in the clarifier and also the aeration neededto sustainthe oxidation of the
influent sewage. Unfortunately, in practice this is not possible. To maintain good
operation of the plant, a number of parametershaveto lie within strict limits, otherwise
the assumptionsusedin the model are not permissible. For example if the mixed liquor
is not concentratedenough,then settling will not occur properly and more solids will be
releasedin the effluent. The process is a wastewater treatment plant whose aim is to
degrade organic matter as much as possible; the IAWQ activated sludge model
incorporates many assumptionsand even the addition of a final settling tank and water
quality model does not removethese limitations completely, therefore the error function
hasto be reformulated in a more appropriatemanner.
First of all, direct control of the recycled and surplus activated sludge flow rates (Qras
and Qwas) is not suitable. The ASP is a slow process as far as solids are concerned.
Also a strong interaction exists between the concentrationsof Qwas and Qras. Direct
control of the solid flows might result in instability in the overall process caused by
large and repeated changes in solids flow rates. Two PID control loops have been
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developedto deal with this. The time constantsare quite slow and the gains have also
been set low in order to prevent any instability being introduced by the controller
actions. The recycled activated sludge flow rate is set by a PID loop acting upon the
MLSS concentration in the first aeration tank. The surplus sludge flow rate is
controlled by anotherPID loop acting upon measurementof the suspendedsolids in the
underflow, that is to say the recycled or wastedsludge. More details of the method used
to control sludge flows are presentedin section5.5.1.
The optimisation required has to operate at a supervisory level by adjusting the setpoints of the two sludgeflow controllers.
The main variables that the optimisation system can manipulate are the mixed liquor
suspendedsolids and the underflow suspendedsolids concentrations. However, the
action will be indirect, leaving the local control loops modifying the sludge flows. As a
result the main variable considered by the error function is the MLSS set-point
(MLSSSp)and therefore it would also seem logical to manipulate the underflow
suspendedsolids concentration (SSun p). However, the maximum allowable value for
the set-point would be automatically adopted since there is no moderating element
presentin the available equations. There is also a strong coupling betweenrecycled and
wasted sludge flows which is important not to over-stress. The problem in determining
the most suitable value of SSunSp
is mainly due to the failure of models, particularly the
water quality one, to representaccuratelyall the phenomenainvolved in the process.
The suspendedsolids concentration set-point (SSun5p)for the underflow (recycled and
surplus sludges) is fixed by the plant operator. It is a variable which could be controlled
by the optimisation system. However, this solution has not been retained owing to the
large interactionswith the control of recycled sludge and the possible risk of plant upset
resulting in undue variations.
In order to allow optimisation using the mixed liquor suspended solids set-point
(MLSS, as the manipulatedvariable, the objective function has to reflect the resulting
P)
changes that might occur on both water quality and costs when MLSS,P is modified.
The exact influence of a changeof MLSS, is not easily quantifiable, a linear relation is
P
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thereforeassumed. A term

New MLSSsp
is added to each term of (5.5) which
MLSS

increaseswhen MLSSSpincreases(according to Table 5.2) and

MLSSSP

New MLSS,
p
terms comprising Qwas, which decreaseswhen MLSS, p increases.

for the

In equation (2.17), the concentrationof SS in the feed to the clarifier (Xo) is replacedby
the value of the New MLSSW.
Table 5.2: Interactionsbetween set-pointsand key variables, assuminga control
systemis presentto maintain DO and MLSS concentrations

Aeration
MLSS set-point +

++

Qwas

Qras

SSEFF

++

++

Cost
++

+

SSunset-point +

0

0
0

See ý

+

+++

0

++

table 5.1 page 132 for explanation of signs.

From Table 5.2 it is obvious that a compromise between the effluent quality and the
cost of the wastewatertreatment hasto be achieved.

The terms

MLSS",

New MLSSSp

New MLSS,

and

MLSSSP

will be close to I except in exceptional

circumstances (manual change of MLSS set-point by the operator).

The strong

influence of SSunQP
on the recycled sludge flow rate (Qwas) has been representedby
squaring the term

MLSSNew MLSS,

associated with the surplus sludge flow rate. The

resultingnew costfunctionis thereforeasfollows:
cost= (aerationl+aeration2)
x

costkWh New MLSSSP
+,..
kgo2pkWh
MLSSS

(5.7)

2

New MLSS8
+Q
MLSSp

MLSSP
New MLSSp

(_MLS

)" C0 '+3 Qwasxcostwas
New MLSS,,
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also,

SSF = SStnit + SSNO3

"NO3

KN03+

SN03

+

New MLSSp "SVI "

Q0

`Y
SShyd
Q0
Q0
ATo. v AAT CC
Vi
CVl.
Khyd+
New MLSSsp". SVI
"A

(5.8)

Resulting in the final function to minimise:
Objective function = cost +ax SSF

(5.9)

To summarise,the definition of an objective function which representsaccurately the
behaviour of the process is difficult becausethe process reacts to a large number of
factors whose actions are ill defined and are themselvesdifficult to measure. Moreover
few variables can be manipulated by an optimisation algorithm and the objective
function hasto be expressedusing thesevariables.

5.5 OPTIMISATION METHODS EMPLOYED
The aim of reducing the suspendedsolids in the effluent results in the need to decrease
both the recycled activated sludge flow rate and the mixed liquor suspendedsolids
concentration. The surplus activated sludge (WAS) is dependentupon the composition
of the effluent and to a small extent on the total plant throughput, that is to say the
influent and recycled flow rates.
In this study, a scaling factor hasbeenused in order to put effluent quality and operation
cost at the samelevel of importance(Equation 5.5).
The optimisation systemcannot act directly on the manipulated variables(recycled and
surplus activated sludge flow rates) becausedirect action could lead to instability in the
process. The variation of the mixed liquor suspendedsolids set point in the first
aerationtank (tank 0) is a viable alternative. The actual MLSS in the following tanks is
slightly lower than in the previous one due to degradationof the organic matter in the
process, but the concentrationvalues are strongly correlated. Therefore,a modification
in the first tank will result in a proportional change in the following tanks after a time
delay.
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As seenpreviously, the optimisation of operatingcost and effluent quality is difficult to
combine, and can be achieved only if the initial state of the plant allows it by a
combination of particular circumstances and high or low costs, influent flow rate,
influent loading etc.
In most `normal' conditions, the optimisation system can be used to increase the
effluent quality in periods when it approachesthe dischargeconsentlimits, regardlessof
the exploitation costs involved, or on the contrary, to partly reduce costs while
maintaining only a slightly degraded effluent water quality.

It is also possible to

minimise operational costs as much as possible while degrading more significantly the
effluent water quality, which can be thought desirable in periods of relative high quality.
The switching between thesedifferent modes is achieved by modifying the value of a
A value of a=0

results in maximum cost optimisation while, a --+ co results in a
maximum releasedwater quality optimisation (for this work the maximum value is a=
100). Values between 0 and 100 allow for a compromisewhere one of the parametersis

optimised while keeping a relative importance to the other parameter optimisation
requirement.

5.5.1Flow control
5.5.1.1 Recycled sludge flow
The recycled sludge flow is controlled using a standardPID controller. The sludge is
recycled in order to maintain the concentration of suspendedsolids within the aeration
stage. Therefore it seemsnatural to control the recycled activated sludge flow rate
(Qras) to maintain the solids, measuredin terms of MLSS at the desired set-point.
Ideally the solids concentrationshould be controlled in the last aerationtank, providing
the feed into the sedimentationstage,however due to the large size of the plant, a long
time delay exists making accurate control difficult. To get around this problem, it has
been decided to control the solids concentration in the first aeration tank (tank 0),
reducing the time delay. The solids concentration set-point has to be slightly higher
than the desiredvalue in the final tank to account for the degradationof part of the solid
content during the biological degradationwhich occurs in the aerationstage.
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5.5.1.2 Surplus sludge flow
Theoretically the surplus sludge flow is dependent only on the quantity of solids
entering the plant in the form of raw sewageand the actual concentrationattained in the
sedimentation stage. However, a small part of the solids is lost in the effluent clean
water, dependingon the efficiency of the sedimentation stage, which is influenced by
several factors such as plant through flow rate (influent sewageflow rate plus recycled
activated sludge flow rate).

5.5.2 Traditional optimisation technique
The optimisation is constrainedby boundariessince the mixed liquor suspendedsolids
(MLSS) concentration has a limited range of acceptablevalues for successfulprocess
operation. This range is between 2,000 and 4,000 g/m3, becauselower concentrations
bring

sedimentation problems, and higher concentrations might

also bring

sedimentation and clarification difficulties. The Sequential Quadratic Programming
(SQP) method is the state-of-the-art method in non-linear programming. It is
particularly adapted to solve constrainedproblems and although this problem is not
strictly speaking constrained, it offers advantagesin term of convergencespeed and
ease of implementation. One of its requirements is that the objective function is
continuous, which is the casehere.
The optimisation sample time has been determined in a heuristic manner. One change
of MLSS set-point per hour has been found to give adequate results with fixed
electricity prices; reducing the interval further does not bring any further improvement,
while increasingthis period, degradesperformance.
In the UK, electricity prices are set every half hour, roughly one day in advance.
Therefore, changing electricity prices can be made available to an optimisation
With this new set of data it becomes necessaryto run the optimisation
algorithm every half hour using the electricty price that is correct for the next half hour

algorithm.

of operation. The optimisation algorithnm is therefore called every 30 minutes of
simulatedoperation.
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5.5.3 Genetic algorithms
A population of 40 individuals has beenusedto implement the genetic algorithm. It has
been found to be an acceptable compromise between computational time at each
iteration and overall convergence. The generationgap which controls the percentageof
the population to be kept at the next generation,hasbeen fixed at 0.95 which meansthat
for a population of 40 the best 2 individuals of each generation are reinserted into the
next. Mutation and recombination (crossover) operators are applied on the population
at eachgenerationto ensurethat the searchis performed over the entire problem space
with probabilities of .035 and 1 respectively. The variable manipulatedis the sameas in
the case of the linear optimisation technique, the mixed liquor suspended solids
concentrationset-point (MLSSsp). The actual value of the MLSSsp is carried by each
individual in the form of a binary string, also called a chromosome, coded with a
precision of 20 bits which is sufficient to cover the problem space (range of 2,000 4,000 g/m) accurately. The maximum of generationsor iterations of the algorithm has
been limited to 80 because it has been found that convergenceis generally attained
before that stage.

5.6 OPTIMISATION

RESULTS

Optimisation of the operation of the activated sludge process has been investigated
relative to operating cost and effluent water quality as defined previously, subject to
conditions aimed at representing real situations. In order to represent the different
conditions which can be met by the process in operation, three scenarioshave been
developed. In the first scenario,the electricity price is fixed over the period of interest,
while in the others the prices usedare those encounteredduring the secondweek of July
1997 and the third week of December 1997 as provided by North West Water Ltd. To
representtypical summer and winter operating conditions, the temperatureof operation
of the wastewater treatment plant has also been adjusted to reflect the ambient
conditions (20°C in July, 10°C in December). The influent flow rates and sewage
composition used are those of the first week of realistic influent sewagedata presented
in Chapter 3 (Figures 3.10 and 3.11).
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5.6.1 Fixed electricity price
In many cases,the price of electricity is, or can be considered,to be constant over a
given period of time. Estimates of electricity costs at the plant previously used in
Chapter 4 were £0.05 per kilowatt-hour. This price has been used as a reference in the
first part of this study.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the actual suspendedsolids concentration obtained in the
effluent and the cost of treatmentfor a=0 and a =100 respectivelywith an operational
temperatureof 20°C; the casewith no optimisation is usedas a reference.
The first observation is that the effect of optimisation takes a few hours before being
noticeable. This is becausethe optimisation is acting indirectly on the mixed liquor
concentration, which is a relatively slow process. The second observation is that the
optimisation of cost is achieved to the detriment of the water quality and the
improvement of quality results in higher operating costs. Neiva et al (1996) have also
observed a slight degradation of the effluent water quality as a result of their energy
reduction control strategy. In both Figures 5.1 and 5.2, the characteristicchangesin the
effluent suspendedsolids largely remain, the main difference being due to an `offset' in
the mean value, but not a significant alteration of the pattern. The operating cost
patternsare fundamentally affected by the optimisation.
In figure 5.1 (a = 0, cost optimisation), the peak in cost, over £900/day, occurring in
day 2 has disappeared. The cycles associatedwith financial costs, which is roughly a
daily cycle in the case of a non-optimised system, becomes twice daily while
implementing the optimisation algorithm, one with a larger amplitude than the other.
The cost optimisation is disappointing in this casewith a reduction of costs of only 2%
on average. The effect of the optimisation on cost is to remove the peaks,and to relate
more closely the operations cost with the actual influent sewageflow into the plant.
This is achieved with only a minimal increase (0.7%) of releasedsuspendedsolids in
the effluent.
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Effluent suspended solids (g/m3)
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Figure 5.2 shows that the cost pattern keeps its daily cycle when the effluent quality is
the main concern of the optimisation routine ((x = 100), where the modest reduction of
3.7% is being achievedby an `offset' in the pattern. The steepdrops in operating cost
are causedby the occasionalstopping of surplus sludge disposal when the concentration
of the activated sludge decreasestoo much due to the combined recycling and disposal
actions. It is to be noted that the operation cost has increasedby 9% to achieve this
improvement in effluent quality.
Figure 5.3 shows the MLSS set point and the resulting concentration obtained in the
first tank of the aeration stage during optimisation with a=20. This value of a has been
chosen because it presents a more regular pattern than when the optimisation
predominantly biased towards cost reduction or quality improvement.

is

The MLSS set

point actually changes according to a twice-daily pattern explaining the results observed
in Figure 5.1.

These changes are dictated by the state of the plant and notably the

influent

rate and aeration rate needed to maintain the dissolved oxygen

flow

concentration as described by the objective function used by the optimisation system. It
can also be noted that most of the time the actual MLSS value does not reach the
minimum, and especially the maximum, set-point values. This is due to the limitation
in the control of Qras caused by the effect of the response time and maximum possible
flow rate.
4000
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Figure 5.3: Changeof MLSS set-point during optimisation.
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Table 5.3 shows the average values of costs and suspendedsolids in the effluent
obtained over the seven day test period at 20°C and 10°C for various values of a. It
showsthat at 10°C, the processpresentsa greaterflexibility than at 20°C, allowing both
greatercost savingsand higher improvement in effluent quality to be achieved.

Table5.3: Comparisonof costandeffluentqualitywith fixed electricityprice
Temperature

20°C

10°C

Cost (£/day) SS effluent Cost (Vday) SSeffluent
m3
m3

No optimisation

477.18

32.15

368.05

15.61

a=0

467.90

32.39

300.52

16.92

a= 10

482.23

32.14

317.47

16.69

a= 20

496.56

31.90

334.07

16.45

a= 50

517.81

31.36

378.10

15.65

cc= 100

520.34

30.97

419.04

14.75

5.6.2 Variation in electricity prices
In the UK, the electricity market is open to competition. As a result the electricity
demandis forecastedin advanceand prices setthe previous day accordingto the laws of
supply and demand. The prices are set for half-hour periods with potential half-hourly
step changes. Figure 5.4 presents the electricity pool prices for the week starting
Monday 7t' July 1997 and the week starting Monday 22ndDecember 1997 as used by
North West Water Limited. Electricity prices are higher in winter than during the
summer,which is a period of lower demand. The averageprice over the test period is
£0.0163/kWh in July and £0.0275/kWh in December.
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Figure 5.4: Electricity prices
A point to be noted is some similarity between the electricity prices pattern (Figure 5.4)
with the real influent sewage flow pattern (Figure 3.10). In both cases, a reduced value
is noted during nights and weekends.

The December pattern is perturbed by the

presence of Christmas (Wednesday), which presents a much lower average price than
could be expected for a normal December week day owing to the reduced activity on
that day; as well as on Thursday, Boxing day, also a bank holiday in the UK.

5.6.2.1 July electricity

prices

Optimisation has been performed using the electricity prices for a particular week of
July 1997 and an operating temperature of 20°C, representative of the sewage
temperatureat this period of the year. Table 5.4 shows the averagedaily operating cost
and suspendedsolids in the effluent over the test period for different weightings of the
objective functions (a varying from 0 to 100).
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Effluent suspended solids (gIm3)
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Table 5.4: Comparisonof cost and effluent quality with July electricity price
Method

Non-linear optimisation

Genetic Algorithms

Cost (Vday) SSeffluent Cost (Vday) SSeffluent
No optimisation

272.92

32.16

272.92

32.16

a=0

176.46

33.38

176.45

33.39

a =10

197.43

33.15

197.43

33.15

a= 20

219.80

32.91

219.80

32.91

a= 50

280.91

32.11

280.89

32.11

a =100

335.03

31.20

335.03

31.20

Figure 5.5 shows the resulting cost and suspendedsolids in the effluent when the
objective function is biasedtowards maximum cost savings(a=0). During the first day
of operation the cost savings are far from being obvious even though on averageover
the seven days of the test, cost reductions of 35% over non-optimised equivalent
operation is achieved. The correspondingincrease in effluent suspendedsolids is less
than 4%. The peaks of cost are reduced in intensity, especially the first one (on day
two), and are also slightly delayed in time.
Figure 5.6 shows the results of optimisation with a strong water quality bias (a = 100).
The quality of the effluent water is increasedby slightly less than 5% for an increasein
operating costs of nearly 20%.

The step changes in electricity prices are more

pronouncedthan in Figure 5.5 where the emphasisis put on cost reduction. The peaks
in operating costs are slightly delayed in time compared with the normal operation,
without optimisation, but the dual daily cycle is still presenteven if the first peak of the
day is of a much smaller amplitudethan the second.

5.6.2.2 December electricity prices
A similar investigation was undertakenwith the Decemberelectricity price data set, but
this time with an operating temperatureof only 10°C, being closer to reality at this time
of the year: sewageis usually warmer than the outside temperaturein winter becauseit
is transported in underground pipes.
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Table 5.5 shows the results obtained with different values of a, the weighting factor of
the objective function used for the optimisation for non-linear and genetic algorithm
methods.
Table 5.5: Comparisonof cost and effluent quality with Decemberelectricity price
Method

Non-linear

Genetic Algorithms

Cost (1/day) SSeffluent Cost (L/day) SS effluent
No optimisation

295.11

15.61

295.11

15.61

a=0

176.41

17.28

176.37

17.28

a=10

196.01

17.06

196.00

17.06

a=20

215.53

16.85

215.55

16.85

a= 50

271.32

16.11

271.30

16.11

a= 100

351.26

14.86

351.26

14.86

The results obtained with a=O and the non-linear method are shown in Figure 5.7. The
December electricity price data set presents some high `peaks' which are directly
reflected in the operating costs, the optimisation algorithm having no possibility to
smooth them out due to their sudden and generally short lived nature.

Still, a

substantial cost saving of 40% is achievedfor an increaseof suspendedsolids, that is to
say a reduction of effluent water quality, of 10%. The percentage change in the
suspendedsolids in the effluent is misleading since the actual reduction in this case of
1.6 g/m3 represents10%, whereas it would be only half that percentageif the operating
temperature was increasedto 20°C, the water quality being strongly dependent upon
processparameterswhich are themselvesdependenton temperature.
With a=100, the operating cost peaks provoked by the peaks in electricity prices are
increased as shown in Figure 5.8. A reduction of 8% of the suspended solids
concentrationin the effluent is achieved, on averageover the seven day test period, for
an operating cost increaseof 15%.
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5.6.2.3 Effects of using average electricity cost
Electricity prices are changing abruptly (Figure 5.4), whereas the activated sludge
wastewatertreatment processis continuous and it is not possibleto changeradically the
operationpattern so quickly. The changeof concentrationof the suspendedsolids in the
mixed liquor, which is the methodusedin this work to optimise processefficiency, does
not occur instantly once the decision has been taken. Since the optimisation algorithm
is run every half-hour, the slow responsecould lead to a new optimum operating point
being decided before the full effect of the previous one has fully taken effect. However,
the electricity prices being known in advance,it is possible to usethe averageelectricity
prices for a longer period of time than the fixed half hour period. This should lead to
smoother changesin the optimisation set-point. The potential of this method has been
evaluatedusing the averageprices for the next one, two, four and six hours.
These results, compared using only the current price, are shown on Figure 5.9 for July
electricity prices with an ambient temperature of 20°C, and Figure 5.10 for December
electricity prices and operating temperature of 10°C, for different values of a resulting
in varying concentrations of suspended solids.
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Figure 5.9: Influence of electricity prices averaging(July prices)
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The most suitable solution is the one resulting in the lowest suspended solids
concentration in the effluent with the lowest operating costs (that is to say as close as
possible to the bottom left corner of the graph).
Figure 5.9 seems to give an advantage to longer averages (4 and 6 hours) when the
optimisation algorithm is geared towards reducing mainly costs (small values of a) but
otherwise, the results are very close.

Figure 5.10, confirms that averages of prices over long periods give slightly better
results when one is concerned of reducing prices, by achieving the same cost benefits
but with delivering a slightly better effluent quality.

However, in the `mid-range' these

same longer averages (4 and 6 hours) are performing less well.

There is no clear-cut

`ideal' solution, the `best' one changing according to the objectives of the optimisation.
Therefore it seems reasonable to use only the current electricity prices.
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5.6.3GeneticAlgorithms
Optimisation using genetic algorithm hasnot shown any significant difference with the
results obtained in sections 5.6.2.1 and 5.6.2.2 with the conventionalnon-linear method
as can be seencomparing the results obtained for summer and winter electricity prices
on Table 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. The genetic algorithm delivers results very similar to
the conventional non-linear method; it is necessaryto examine the second decimal of
the operatingcosts and the third decimal of the releasedsuspendedsolids concentration
to notice a variation. Even then there is no method which systematically out-performs
the other.
It is believed that the objective function is `too simple', with the non-linearity
introduced only by the squaring element on the MLSSsp associated with the surplus
activated sludge flow rate. If GAs have not been shown to perform better, their
performancesare in no way inferior to the other method used. Their only disadvantage
is that there are more computationsinvolved, but this should not be a deterrentto their
possible use on this process, modem computers coping easily with the computational
requirement.

5.7 DISCUSSION
Optimisation has been performed on simulation of the activated sludge process in
diverse conditions (electricity cost, temperature,etc). The changeof other parameters
such as surplus sludge disposal cost, etc, have only a limited impact on the optimisation
performance,eventhough the impact on costscan be important.
From this study it has been seen that it is possible to improve process operation of an
activated sludge wastewater treatment plant according to different criteria. The
definition of a suitable objective function is the key to successfuloptimisation, but is a
difficult exercise. Many of the parametersneededto determine the objective function
are badly defined and are plant specific, such as operating costs of different parts of the
process(pumping, disposalof surplus sludge and so on).
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Only a few of the elementsthat are neededto define the objective function required for
optimisation are measurableon the real process. Also, it has been seen that in this
example different elements first considered tended to minimise the suspendedsolids
concentration in the mixed liquor. This was not desirable for processoperation but no
mathematical relationship had been developed to take all the process limitations into
account. In this case,limits concerningthe permissible values of processvariables have
been set, but such a solution is not always possible when more complex interactions
occur. For example, the cost of surplus sludge disposal is for somepart dependantupon
the initial concentration of the surplus sludge. Such interactions have not been
consideredsince even simple pricing information was difficult to establish.
The control of the mixed liquor suspended solid (MISS) has been performed
successfully; as a result optimisation for cost and quality have been accomplished.
However, except in particular circumstancessuch as badly chosenoriginal set-pointsit
was difficult

to improve both the effluent water quality and operation costs

simultaneously, and a compromise choice had to be made. A faster responseof the
control systemmight be desirable for improved optimisation of cost and quality but is
not easily achievable without extra sensorsand actuators. The displacementof solids
(suspendedor settled as sludge) is a relatively slow process comparedwith dissolved
oxygen and sudden variations would have a detrimental effect on the overall process
operation leading to the compromiseobtained in this study.
It seems possible to define a hierarchical system which would move the priorities
betweenhigh water quality and low operationcost by manipulating the weighting factor
a in the objective function which has been defined in this study according to the state in
which the water treatment plant operatesand its consentlimits.
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Figure 5.11: Comparisonof achievedoperatingconditions
Figure 5.11 presents the average operating points achieved over the 7 day period of each
test.

The non-linearity

of the process is clearly shown in Figure 5.11(b) where a

reduction of released suspended solids of 0.4 g/m; is achieved for an extra cost of only
£2.5/day. Ideally, the non optimised case should lie above, on the right hand side of the
curve linking the different conditions meaning that it has been possible to achieve the
same water quality at a lower cost or alternatively a better quality for identical operating
cost. Unfortunately, this is not the case even if it is relatively close except for 5.11 (d).

These discrepancies are due to the fact that the objective function does not model
perfectly the actual modification

in process parameters related with change of MLSS

concentration, and as a result less than optimal MLSS set-points are devised. This is
also why the choice of the actual method employed to determine the mixed liquor
suspended solids set-point, MLSSS,, (conventional technique or GA) is not of prime
importance.
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The fact that the actual MLSS value differs sometimessubstantially from its set-point
also decreasesthe performance of the optimisation in terms of finding the ideal
operatingcondition for the activated sludgeprocess.
This work has shown that optimising the operation of the activated sludge with respect
to costs and quality of the releasedeffluent water is possible. It also showedthat it is
possible to operate the process at different set-pointsdespite the limitations in terms of
controllable variables and measurementsavailable. Further work should concentrateon
improving the objective function used. This requires the development of accurate
models for both operation costsand effluent quality while keeping the parametersof the
developed models related to available measurements. Therefore, it also means
increasingthe number of variables measured.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
The main elements of an activated sludge wastewater treatment plant have been
modelled by combining a state-of-the-artmodel for the aeration stagewith models for
secondarysettling and separationof the mixed liquor, and quality of the final effluent.
The enhancementof the aerationstagemodel was necessaryfor control of the plant over
a long period of time becauseof the assumptionsmade in the original model. For
example, perfect separationof solids and liquid in the final settling tank and no release
of solids in the effluent were assumedin the original aerationstagemodel.
The computer simulation developedhas been used to investigate three different control
problems encounteredwith the activated sludgeprocess. Control methodsfor dissolved
oxygen in the aeration stage have been developed and compared, the recommended
position of a limited number of sensorsand actuators for control purposes has been
studied and finally the possibility of improving process efficiency has been evaluated.
All theseproblems are of interest to water utilities.
The dissolved oxygen control methods investigated (PID, fizzy logic and self-tuning
control) all present responseswhich would be suitable for implementation on a real
plant. The PID would be the favoured method in many cases,becauseof the familiarity
most control engineers have with this well known and proven technique, it is therefore
the easiesttechniqueto implement. However, the tuning of a PID controller for a nonlinear, time-varying process is not an easytask. In a wastewatertreatment process,the
influent flow and sewagecharacteristicsare not easily controllable, this doesnot permit
a repeatabletest procedure which is needed for the use of standard tuning methods.
This often results in badly or not tuned control loops which would present a worse
responsethan presented for the PID in this work, where tuning has been performed.
Fuzzy logic provides an alternative, with similar performance, but offering more
flexibility and portability with fewer tuning problems. Although fuzzy logic software is
becoming more and more available, the knowledge necessaryfor the support of fuzzy
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logic techniques is still not widespread. Moreover, there is no recognised set of
empirical rules to give a basic set of parameters for a fuzzy logic controller that is
equivalent to PID tuning by a method such as Ziegler-Nichols open-loop (1942).
Finally, it is perceived that adaptive methods offer a more practical alternative to
conventional methods such as PID, even though they increase the complexity of the
control systems. The adaptive nature of a self-tuning controller would allow the update
of the controller parameters as the characteristics of the process vary, delivering the
most effective control action possible. However, it is undeniable that practical
implementation of self-tuning control techniqueswould not be as simple as PID.
From this study, it can be said that even if the self-tuning controller seemsto be the
option delivering the best all-round performance,the choice of a control system is not
obvious. Except in some applicationswhere controller responseis critical, problems of
implementation and maintenanceof the control system cannot be neglected for pure
performances. In the test conducted,all the deviations from the set-point encounteredin
the simulationsperformed would be acceptableon a real plant.
However, a control system needsthree main elements,the controller being only one of
them. Sensorsand actuatorsare also very important. The main problem for controlling
dissolved oxygen on an activated sludge wastewater treatment plant is the lack of
reliable instrumentationavailable. Dissolved oxygen sensorsneed maintenanceand are
prone to `ragging' if the screeningof the sewageis not done thoroughly. Furthermore,
aeration systems are also not always controllable apart from switching aerators on or
oft with a timer for example, which is not always a desirable solution since unmixed
sludge tends to settle. Additional mixing is therefore required during the phase where
the aerators are switched off to prevent sedimentation from occurring in the aeration
tanks.

The simulation model of an activated sludge wastewater treatment processalso allows
the investigation of a variety of possible scenarios,for example to determinewhere in
the plant to install a limited number of sensors and actuators for maximum process
operation benefit. In this work, it has been possible to achieve this objective by
optimally locating a combination of dissolved oxygen sensors and variable speed
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aerators. Even though all characteristicsand parametersof the plant and influent were
not known, the use of a computersimulation basedon known data from a real plant has
enabledthe solution of a real engineering design problem. Simulation can be used to
addressa wide range of issues, even if the results do not completely reflect the real
process, it provides a better knowledge of the processand permits the adoption of better
solutions that might otherwise be overlooked. In this example the actual financial
advantageof the suggesteddesign over the original NWW proposal cannot precisely be
determined because of the uncertainties in the influent data and the lack of
measurementsprior to installing the new sensors,but neverthelessit seemsto be a better
solution than the original situation in financial terms and effluent quality.
Improved processoperation of an activated sludgewastewatertreatment plant according
to different criteria, without modifying its design or adding sensorsand/or actuators,has
also been studied. Improvements in effluent quality have been possible to achieve,as
well as reduction of the operating cost, but not simultaneouslyin the generalcase. The
definition of a suitable objective function seems to be the key to successful
optimisation. It is a demandingexercise, especially since the number of measurements
available for such an objective function are limited.

Improved optimisation

performancesshould be achievablewith a more accurateobjective function than the one
used here. However, this would require in-depth knowledge of the dynamic physical
and biological processesinvolved and much researchis still neededin this area. Except
in particular circumstancessuch as badly chosen original set-points, it is difficult to
improve both the effluent water quality and operation costs, a choice of one over the
other or a compromisebetweenthe two objectiveshasto be made.
It seems possible to define a hierarchical system which would move the priorities
betweenhigh water quality and low operationcost by manipulating the weighting factor
in the objective function, which hasbeen defined in this study, accordingto the state in
which the water treatment plant operatesand its dischargeconsentlimits.
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6.2 FURTHER WORK
6.2.1Model improvement
The model usedin this work suffers from some limitations which could be reduced. In
the aerationstagefor examplethe phosphorusremoval function hasnot beenconsidered
since it is not yet of prime importance to the UK water industry.

Implementing

`activated sludge model No. 2' (Henze et al, 1995), from the same IAWQ task group
which developed the aeration stage model used in this work, would remedy this
problem. However, the extra complexity added and the new sub-classificationof the
organic elements in the wastewater, reduces its applicability due to a lack of
identification of the increasednumber of model parameters.
The functions of clarification and sludge thickening are of prime importance to the
overall process. A more accurate simulation of the behaviour of the final settling tank,
including the quality of the released effluent would allow improvement in the
optimisation of the processby being able to describe better the interactionsbetween the
different units of the process and to develop a more accurate objective function for
minimisation. The results of the work of an ad hoc IAWQ task group to that effect are
still awaited but are not expected to yield a universally applicable model easily
identifiable.

The effluent quality is a concept which can incorporate many different aspects:BOD5,
COD, suspendedsolids concentrations, colour, odour, etc. Ideally all of the above
parameters should be considered. A true optimisation of process operation should
encompassand give relative importance to all of the above parameters.
The integration of a complete dynamic model of the activated sludge process would be
very desirable. The main problem faced to achieve it is the variability of the process
according to both the time variance of a given plant and the difference betweenplants.
Financial data has proved to be scarce and unreliable. A truly economic approach is
difficult becausemany of the costs are hidden, such as cost of failure of meeting legal
discharge limits, and appearsonly when extending the approach to other parts of the
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process. For example the cost of dewatering/thickeningthe surplus sludge for disposal
would be modified by changing its concentration but such relationships are difficult to
establish. However, detailed knowledge of financial data as well as an accuratemodel
of the releasedwater quality are necessaryif efficient optimisation of processoperation
is to be carried out.

6.2.2Developmentof other control methods
The fuzzy logic controller developedhere is relatively basic and this approach offers
much scope for improvement which is not the casewith the conventional PID control
method. In most casesit has been possible to compare satisfactorily with the PID
controller. An improved design such as a self-learning fuzzy logic controller
(Ghwanmeh, 1996) would add the needed adaptive capability to compete with selftuning techniques. Self-learning fuzzy logic is a field which appearspromising because
it combines the flexibility of the fuzzy approach to the adjustable nature of adaptive
methods.

6.2.3Including other plant measurements
The use of respirometry within the plant would allow one to perform the most obvious
optimisation, that is to say adjustmentof the dissolved oxygen set-point. To date the
use of respirometersis limited to specific sites such as pilot plants and no respirometer
simulation model hasso far been incorporatedin activated sludgeprocessmodels.
The use of oxydation-reduction potential (ORP) seemsto offer some potential for realtime control of the activated sludge process. Using either the actual ORP value or its
changeover time (bending point), often associatedwith dissolved oxygen concentration
measurement,has allowed several researchteams to develop models which monitor
aerobic, anoxic and anaerobicphasesin alternateaeration systems(De la Menardiere et
al, 1991; Warehamet al, 1993). Long term testing of such an alternateaerationcontrol
system on full-scale plants has been successfully performed recently (Caulet et al,
1997). ORP shows a net change in value as the concentration of nitrate decreases
(Wareham et al, 1993). Control strategiesfor dissolved oxygen could be developed to
take this data into account, allowing one to reduce the DO set-point when total
nitrification is achieved.
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AppendixA

Appendix A: Typical parameters and characteristic values for the
aeration stage model
Stoichiometric parameters
Stoichiometric parametersarenot temperaturedependent.
YH
YA
fp
ixB
ixp

yield for heterotrophic biomass [g cell COD formed (g N oxidised)-1]
yield for autotrophic biomass [g cell COD formed (g COD oxidised)-i]
fraction of biomass leading to particulate products [dimensionless]

0.67
0.24
0.08

mass N/ mass COD in biomass [g N (g COD)-1 in biomass]
massN/ mass COD in products from biomass [g N (g COD)-1 in endogenousmassy

0.086
0.06

Kinetic parameters at 20°C
fÜH

maximum specific growth rate for heterotrophic biomass [day-1]

6.0

KS

half-saturation coefficient for heterotrophic biomass [g COD m-3]
Ko,x oxygen half-saturation coefficient for heterotrophic biomass [g 02 m-3j
KrrO nitrate half-saturation coefficient for denitrifying heterotrophic biomass [g N03-N m-31
bH
decay coefficient for heterotrophic biomass [day 1]
IuA

maximum specific growth rate for autotrophic biomass [day-']

20.0
0.20
0.50
0.62
0.8

KNH ammonia half-saturation coefficient for autotrophic biomass [g NH3-N m-31

1.0

KO,

0.4

A

bA
llg

kH

oxygen half-saturation coefficient for autotrophic biomass [g 02 m-3j
decay coefficient for autotrophic biomass [day'']
correction factor for µH under anoxic conditions [dimensionless]

0.05<b.<0.15
0.8

ammonification rate [m3 COD (g day)-1]
maximum specific hydrolysis rate [g slowly biodegradable COD (g cell COD day)-1
half-saturation coef for hydrolysis of slowly biodegradablesubstrate [g slowly

0.08

kh
Kx
71L

biodegradableCOD (g cell COD)-I]
correctionfactorfor hydrolysisunderanoxicconditions[dimensionless]

0.03
0.4

3.0

Kinetic parameters changing at 10°C
At 10°C the kinetic parametersare identical to those at 20°C except the following:
PH

maximum specific growth rate for heterotrophic biomass [day-1j

3.0

bli

decaycoefficient for heterotrophic biomass [day-11
maximum specific growth rate for autotrophic biomass [day-1 I

0.2

ammonification rate [m3 COD (g day)-11
maximum specific hydrolysis rate [g slowly biodegradable COD (g cell COD day)" 1[
half-saturation coef for hydrolysis of slowly biodegradablesubstrate[g
slowly
biodegradable COD (g cell COD)-1J

0.04

NA
k,
kb
KX

0.3
1.0
0.0I
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Different influent flow concentrations provided
Data are available for averageconcentrationof the influent settled sewagein 3 different
treatment plants basedrespectively in Switzerland, Denmark and Hungary.
Table A. l: Influent sewageconcentrations
Hungary Denmark Switzerland
Ss Concentrationof readily biodegradableCOD
in wastewater COD m-3
S! Soluble inert elements[gCOD m-3]

100

125

70

30

40

25

Xs Slowly biodegradableorganic matter
1concentration
in wastewater COD m3]
Xº Particulate inert elements[gCOD m7-']
SNn Concentrationof readily biodegradable
nitro en in wastewater Nm
XN Slowly biodegradable
organic nitrogen
D concentrationin wastewater N m73]
SNHSoluble `ammonia' nitro en concentrationin
wastewater NH3-N m -f
SNº Soluble inert
nitrogen [g N m]
SNOSoluble nitrate nitrogen concentrationin
wastewater N03-N m3]

150

250

100

70

100

25

10

8

5

15

10

10

30

30

10

3

2

2

1

OTT

1

Parameters of the effluent quality model
SSinn=5 g/m

Table A. 2: Influent sewageconcentrations
Xo = MLSS in tank 2

SSNO3 25 g/m3
-

SVI = 150 mug

SNO3= SNOin IAWQ model I (g/m3)

Qo

= (Qini-Qwas)/Area(m/day)

K,

=1.5 m3/d/m2

KNO3 12 g/m3

SSh,,
d =25 g/m3
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Appendix B: Comparison of Euler and Runge-Kutta
4thorder integration methods.

Runge-Kutta 4`horder and Euler integration methodshave beenevaluatedand compared
to determinewhich method was best suited to perform the integration calculations used
in this work. A standardRunge-Kutta (RK) 4thorder methodhas been implementedin
the simulation program, in parallel with the Euler method implementation. Both
methods were running concurrently and independently (Euler results were feeding the
next Euler integration and RK results feeding the next RK integration) in order to be
able to observe any discrepancy or a possible drift in the results given by the two
methods. The sample time usedfor the integration is the samefor both methods.
Seven days of operation with real data have been simulated even though the results
presentedhere are only related to the first two days of this simulation.
The discrepancybetweenthe two methods(error) is further defined as:

Error = Value
ValueEag,
Ruge-x,QTank 0 (anaerobic tank)
In the standardthree tanks configuration described and used previously, the first tank
(called tank 0) is anaerobic. The very small value of oxygen presentallows for very
large differencesas a percentageof total value for the oxygen concentration. Figure B. I
shows the percentageError with respect to the numerical values obtained with RK4,
omitting the oxygen concentration. The discrepanciesbetweenthe valuescalculated by
the two methods do not diverge by more than 1% if one omits the initial period, and the
main point is that there is no persistentvariable drift.

Appendix R

Figure B. 1: % Error wrt Runge-Kutta 4 values in Tank 0
Figure B. 2 shows the oxygen concentration in Tank 0 for both the RK4 and Euler
methods. The scale is in 104 mg/1, which is not significant for the biological process as
such level cannot play any role and cannot be measured accurately.

However, the

Result given by the RK4 method seems to be more realistic than the Euler method but
only in a numerical way not as far as the process representation is concerned.
12X104
ßue-K.
-

-

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
0`
0

0.2

0.4

I
0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4
-1

1.6

Figure B. 2: 02 concentration in Tank 0
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Tank 1 (First aerobic tank)
In the first aerobic tank the % error does not reach 1% at any time, including the
dissolved oxygen concentration value as can be seen on Figure 13.3. No increasing drill
between the Euler and RK4 values is present.

0.8

0.6
0.4

-0.2F-0.4 F

-0.6

"J

-0.8
-1

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Figure B. 3: % Error wit Runge-Kutta 4 values in "lank 1.

Tank 2 (Second aerobic tank)
Figure B. 4 shows that the error reaches up to 1.2 % in the second aerobic tank of the
simulated process. However, no drift between the Euler and RK4 data is present.

Figure B. 4: % Error wrt Runge-Kutta 4 values in Tank 2.

Appendix B

Conclusion:
Both integration methodsseemto give equally valid results. Runge-Kutta might be a bit
more accurate as the dissolved oxygen concentration values for the anaerobic tank
suggest. However, this is not significant for the simulation of the process. The
computational time required by RK4 is more than 4 times greater than Euler. It is
reasonableto use the Euler integration method for the model implementation since the
end result will not differ, no lasting discrepancybetween the values obtained by both
methods being present.
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Appendix C: Root Means Square and Integrated Errors functions

The two main error criteria used for the dissolved oxygen control are Root mean
squared (RMS) Error and Integrated Error (IE). These indicators reflect different
physical realities.
RMS and IE are defined as:

rýle(n)Z
RMS=

n

IE = fe(n)

with

e=

DOmessured

-

DOset.

pit

and n= number of data samples
RMS is an indicator of the amplitude of the averageerror whereasIE is an indicator of
the cumulated error over time. IE will show if the system is over or under aerated
systematically.
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Appendix D: Matlab program listing

Initialisations
%3

INWTW6. m: initialisation
tanks
+ clarifier

% DO control
% Vincent
% Control
% Liverpool

of

delay

+ aeration
Turmel
Systems
John

WTW7. m

Group
Research
Moores
university

%Initialisations
format
compact;
%----------------------------influent

parameters

QinI=20000.0;
%---------------------------VO=500.0;
%Volume of
V1=2250.0;
%Volume of
V2=2250.0;
%Volume of

TankO parameters
1st aeration
tank
2nd aeration
tank
tank
3rd aeration

%----------------------------clarifier
Vc=1560;

%Volume
of Secondary
%min SS in secondary
%prop
for
effect
cst

al=3.0;
a2=0.009;
a3=4.57;
b=0.55;

%setlling
%setlling

%sludge

sbhttl=SBHT;
sbhtt2=SBHT;
Hcz=0.3;

%-----------------------effluent
NBclar
SSinitial
aeration2

NBclar=6;

%number of

SSinitial=5;
SSno3=25;
Kno3=12;
SShyd=25;
SVI=1.5e-9;
Khyd=1.5;

%
%
%
%
%
%

g/m3
g/m3
g/m3
g/m3
!
m3/g
m3/d/m2

blanket

SSno3
QinI

velocity

height

solids
suspended
Kno3 SShyd SVI Khyd
Qwas mlvsslsp
Qras

clarifiers

%150; % ml/g

parameters
setpoint

max

eff
SSeff

height

zone

%----------------------------Control
%VSSun
vsunsp=5000;
vssbmx=vsunsp+250;
vssbmn=vsunsp-250;
%VSSun
vsunmx=12000;

on

parameter
parameter

%compression

global

D01=solsp;
D02=so2sp;

clarifier
of flow

%??? NO VALUE GIVEN Underflow
%Area of secondary
clarifier
%Area of secondary
clarifier

Vu=4.0;
%Asc=490.87;
Asc=1040;
SBHT=1;
SBHmax=2.17;

solsp=2.0;
so2sp=2.0;

parameters
Clarifier

Sno3
Qoutc
MLVSS2

Asc

aerationl

Appendix /)

%--------------------initial

%
%icreal20;
ic2real2;

tanks,

conditions

initial
storm

controllers
%NORMAL is for real
% (2500 5500)

parameters,
data at 20c

%===============================control
fuzzy=O
PI=1
STC=O
%-------------------------Self
% set
initial
estimator
Al=[l
895]; Bl=[0
-1.86
.
[thl,
nnl, phil]
= polyth(Al,
P1=40*eye(length(thl));
lambdal
= . 999;
methodl
= 'df';
Pnl=[l
0];
Pdl=[1]
;
Pnl=
Pnl/sum(Pnl);
%zconl=[-0.0272;
-0.0335;

technique

etc...
(2000 4000)

choice:

tuning
conditions
-0.058
Bl, Cl);

.2

initialisations

and
parameters
structure
model
C1=[1
-0.158];
-0.3

-0.030H;

1.9747;

1.9825;

and

-0.0412;

1.9714;

-0.0439;

2; 21;

C2=[1
A2=[1
921]; 32=[0
1285 -0.024
-0.0021;
-1.92
-0.105];
-0.49
.
.
[th2,
B2, C2);
nn2, phi2]
= polyth(A2,
P2=40*eye(length(th2));
lambda2
= . 999;
method2
= 'df';
1.9763;
2; 2; 2);
$zcon2=[-0.0377;
1.9802;
1.9779;
-0.0453;
-0.0426;
-0.0945;
%---------------Load

fuzzy

inference

system

for

Do control

in

tank

1

contint=readfis('instmcl');

esoll=O;
eso2l=O;
%-----------------PI

for

oxygen

sludge

flow

rate

output

flow

rate

control

aerrefl=aerationl;
Kaerl=-50/2*1.25;
Tiaerl=.
002;
aerref2=aeration2;
Kaer2=-30/2*1.25;
Tiaer2=.
002;
aermax=800e3;

% Recycled
evssun=O;
Kwas=2;
Tiwas=.

and wasted

control

parametvr:;

5;

qwasmax=8000;
emlvssl=O;
Kras=-15;
%30
Tiras=.
02;
%. 2
iemlvssl=iemlvssl/10;
qrasmin=50;
qrasmax=30e3;
Qoutcmin=500;

%minimum

%----------------influent

waste

denmark;
%switzerl;

%high
%low

%hungary;

%medium

% ---------------aeration

water

parameters

concentration

model

parameters

D-2
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fp
global
aerat20c;
%aeratl0c;

mua muh nug nuh Ya Yh ba bh ka kh Kx Knh Ks Koa Koh Kno ixb
% aeration
at 20 degree C
model parameters
% at 10 degree C

DOmax=10;

%----process
finit
rate
% rates([rSs
rXs rSno
rates= [0000000000000);
IEso1=O;
IEso2=0;

rSnh

rSnd

rXnd

rXbh

ISEsol=O;
ISEso2=0;

needsoxl=O;
needsox2=0;
donoise=0.01;
indexl=l;
%tsamp=0.00035;
tsamp=30/86400;
tlog=4;
%4;
index2=tlog;

%=

30sec

*tsamp

dosamp=4;
$*tsamp
index4=dosamp;
slsamp=12;
index3=slsamp;

%12;

---------------------Financial
kgO2pkWh
global
costkWh
kgO2pkWh=1.3;

Cost
costwas

costm3

cost kWh=. 05;
costm3=0.005;
15;
costwas=.
%-------optimisation
%toptim=240;
toptim=60;
index5=0;
if

==2 hours
==30 minutes

exist('timestop')==0
timestop=0.1;

elseif
end

% *tsamp
% *tsamp

size(timestop,
timestop=0.1;
%endif

l)==0

t=o. o;
Prodl=prodl;
%--------------cost
intaeratl=O;

function

initialisation

intaerat2=0;
intqwas=O;
intqras=O;
%-------------transport
delay
%delayl=0.08333;
%delay
in days
delayl=1/3/24;
in days
%delay
delaylsamp=round(delayl/tsamp);
for
i=l:
delaylsamp

delayprodc(i,:

)=prodc;

end
delay2=3/24;
%delay
in
delay2samp=round(delay2/tsamp);

days

(Effluent

SS)

rXba

rSo rXp

rSi

rSni

rXil)

ixp

1)
.-1,)/(Ifldix

initSSf=SSinitial

for

+ SSno3*prod2(3)/(Kno3+prod2(3))
Qwas)/NBclar)/Asc)/(Khyd+MLSS2*SVI*(((QinIQwas)/NBclar)/Asc));

+ SShyd*MLSS2*SVI*(((Qinl-

i=l:
delay2samp
delaySSf(i)=initSSf;

end

%load
dat
realdata.
$plantdata=interpl(realdata(:,
%load
inf_strm.
dat
%plantdata=interpl(inf_strm(:,
load
st=data

1), realdata(:,

2: 4), O: tsamp:.

5, 'linear');

1), inf_strm(:,

2: 10),

l4,

O: tsamp:

'linear');

l, )fPCndix/)

Main program
WTW7,
% +GA

%3

in

Change

tanks

clarifier

model

with

+ clarifier

% DO control

+ do

% inwtw6
and
% use dataw6

7 should
to display

% Vincent
% Control
% Liverpool

Tuzmel
Systems
John

reading
be

delay

+ cost

noise

and

delay

function

first
run
results

Group
Research
Moores
university

tic;
for

t=t:

tsamp:

timestop

QinI=flowthl(t);
$QinI=plantdata(t/tsamp+1,9);
%prodl=(plantdata(t/tsamp+1,1)
plantdata(t/tsamp+l,
plantdata(t/tsamp+l,
plantdata(t/tsamp+l,

%real

data

3)
1 plantdata(t/tsamp+1,5)
plantdata(t/tsamp+l,
8)
7) plantdata(t/tsamp+l,
2) 000
0)
p1antdata(t/tsamp+l,
4)1;

QinO=Qras+QinI;
QoutO=QinO;
Qinl=QoutO;
Qoutl=Qin1;
Qin2=Qoutl;
Qout2=Qin2;
Qoutc=QinI-Qwas;

% tankO
rates=update4(prod0);
prod0=positiv(prodO+((Qras*prodc+QinI*prodI-QoutO*prod0)/VO+rates)*tsamp);
prod0(9)=0.01;
% So0
MLSSO=miss(prod0);
MLVSSO=MLSSO*.
7;
% tank

1

rates=update4(prodl);
prodl=positiv(prodl+((QoutO*prod0-Qoutl*prodl)/V1+rates)*tsamp);
prodl(9)=prodl(9)+aerationl*24000/V1*tsamp*(DOmax-prodl(9))/DOmax;
MLSS1=miss(prodl);
MLVSS1=MLSS1*.
7;
% tank

'A :;oI

2

rates=update9(prod2);
prod2=positiv(prod2+((Qoutl*prodl-Qout2*prod2)/V2+rates)*tsamp);
prod2(9)=prod2(9)+aeration2*29000/V2*tsamp*(DOmax-prod2(9))/DOmax;
MLSS2=m1ss(prod2);
MLVSS2=MLSS2*.
7;
%---------------------------Clarifier
SSeff=al+a2*(QinI+Qras)/NBclar;
Sno3=prod2(3);
$XO=MLSS2;
SSfd=SSinitial

+
+ SSno3*Sno3/(Kno3+Sno3)
SShyd*MLSS2*SVI*(Qoutc/NBc1ar/Asc)/(Khyd+MLSS2*SVl*(Quutt"/Nlt:
ar/Asc));

VSSfd=SSfd*0.7;
VSSeff=SSeff*0.7;

l

I/;
/)
. /ºe-ºuli.v

Vs=a3*exp(-b*MLSS2*.
7/1000);
Vu=(Qras+Qwas)/(Asc*NBclar);
%VSSsb=positiv(VSSsb+(MLSS2*.

7*(QinI+Qras)-VSSfd*(Qinl-Qwas)-

VSSsb*(Qwas+Qras))/(Asc*SBHT)/NBclar*tsamp);
VSSsb=positiv(VSSsb+((MLSS2*.
7*(QinI+Qras)-VSSfd*(QinI-Qwas))/NBclar/AscVSSsb*(Vs+Vu))/SBHT*tsamp);
Gt=(MLSS2*Vs+MLSS2*Vu);
Ga=(Qras+QinI)/(Asc*NBclar)*MLSS2;
if

if
%

VSSsb
>= 12000
VSSsb=12000;
end %if
Ga>=Gt
SBHT=SBHT+.
0005;
SBHT=SBHT*1.001;
end

if
%
if

if

Ga<=Gt
SBHT=SBHT-.
SBHT=SBHT*.

0005;
999;

end
SBHT >= SBHmax
SBHT=SBHmax;
end %if
SBHT <= 0.1
SBHT=0.1;
end %if

sbhtt2=sbhttl;
sbhttl=SBHT;
VSSun=positiv(VSSun+((VSSsb*(Vs+Vu)-VSSun*Vu)/Hcz)*tsamp);
if
VSSun >= vsunmx
VSSun=vsunmx;
end %if
7);
concun=VSSun/(MLSS2*.
% delayed
prodc
);
prodc=delayprodc(l,:
delayprodc(l:
delaylsamp-1,:
)=delayprodc(2:
delayprodc(del
*[1
concun
aylsamp,
")=prod2.
11
concun];
SSf=delaySSf(1);
delaySSf(1:
delay2samp-1)=delaySSf(2:
delaySSf(delay2samp)=SSfd;

);
concun

concun

l

coucun

delay2samp);

%----------------------Integrated
IEso1=IEsol+(prodl(9)-solsp)*tsamp;
ISEso1=ISEsol+(prodl(9)-solsp)^2*tsamp;
IEso2=IEso2+(prod2(9)-so2sp)*tsamp;
ISEso2=ISEso2+(prod2(9)-so2sp)^2*tsamp;
%----------------------Cost
intaeratl=intaeratl+aerationl*tsamp;
intaerat2=intaerat2+aeration2*tsamp;
intgwas=intgwas+Qwas*tsamp;

delaylsamp,:
111
concun

Errors

function

intgras=intgras+Qras*tsamp;
ý_________°°__=====ss:

ý=ss=====aa=======02

control

DO1=positiv(DO1+(prodl(9)+randn*donoise*solsp-DO1)*(1-1/exp(720*tsamp)));
DO2=positiv(D02+(prod2(9)+randn*donoise*so2sp-DO2)*(1-1/exp('120*tsamp)));
if

index9>=dosamp

esol=DO1-solsp;

I)-6

1)
;11111endix

eso2=DO2-so2sp;
iesol=iesol+esol*tsamp*dosamp;
ieso2=ieso2+eso2*tsamp*dosamp;
if

fuzzy==1
%aerratel=evalfis(esol,
%aerationl=aerationl*aerratel;

contl);

aerratel=evalfis([esol
esol-esoll],
aerationl=aerationl+aerratel/2.5*1.25;

contint);
%stability

$aerrate2=evalfis(eso2,
contl);
%aeration2=aeration2*aerrate2;
aerrate2=evalfis([eso2
eso2-eso21],

contint);
%stability

aeration2=aeration2+aerrate2/5*1.25;

pb

at

low

tl()w

pb

at

low

flow

esoll=esol;
eso2l=eso2;

end
if

PI==1
if
iesol<-.

05
iesol=0;

& esol>0

end
aerationl=positiv(Kaerl*(esol+iesol/Tiaerl));
if

ieso2<-.
05 & eso2>0
ieso2=0;

end
aeration2=positiv(Kaer2*(eso2+ieso2/Tiaer2));
end
if

STC==l
%[F1, G1, H1]=gpc(A1,
[F1, G1, H1]=gpc(A1,
if
exist('zconl')==0

[aerconl,

%predictive
%predictive

B1, C1, Pn1, Pd1,5,1,1.5,1);
B1, C1, Pn1, Pd1,2,1,1.5,1);

control
control

G1, H1, DOl, solsp);

zconl]=cntrl(F1,

else

[aerconl,
G1, H1, DO1, solsp, zconl);
zconl]=cntrl(F1,
end
aerationl=positiv(aerconl*aerrefl+aerrefl);
[thl,
(aerati. onletal, Pl, phil]
= rmlk([(DO1-solsp)/solsp
aerrefl)/aerrefl],
$P1=4/trace(P1)*P1;

[A1, B1, C1]

= thpoly(thl,

[F2, G2, H2]=gpc(A2,
if
exist('zcon2')==0

nnl,

methodl,

lamhdal,

Pl,

thl,

phi1);

nnl);

B2, C2,1,1,2,1,1.5,1);

epredictive

control

[aercon2,

zcon2]=cntrl(F2,

G2, H2, DO2, so2sp);

[aercon2,

zcon2]=cntrl(F2,

G2, H2, D02, so2sp, zcon2);

else
end
aeration2=positiv(aercon2*aerref2+aerref2);
[th2, eta2,
P2, phi2]
= rmlk([(D02-so2sp)/so2sp
aerref2)/aerref2],
nn2, method2,
%P2=450/trace(P2)*P2;
[A2, B2, C2] = thpoly(th2,
nn2);
end

if

aerationl>aermax
aerationl=aermax;

end
if
end

aeration2>aermax
aeration2=aermax;

%positional
control
(aeration2lambda2,
P2, th2, phi; ');

Appendix l)

daily
%-------------calculate
instantaneous
cost
running
% cost=(aerationl+aeration2)*24/kg02pkWh*costkWh+Qras*costm3+Qwas*costwas;
index4=0;
end %if
index4=index4+1;
OPTIMISATION
if

index5>=toptim

%optimga2;
optim3;

%optimgal
% GA's optimisation
%optim2
% Linear
optim constrained

index5=0;
end
index5=index5+1;

%------------------------------Flow
if
index3>=slsamp

control

evssun=VSSun-vssunsp;
ievssun=ievssun+evssun*tsamp*slsamp;
if
& ievssun<O
evssun>0

ievssun=O;
end
if evssun<0
& ievssun>400
ievssun=O;
end
Qwas=positiv(Kwas*(evssun+ievssun/Tiwas));
if
Qwas>gwasmax

Qwas=qwasmax;
end
7-mlvsslsp;
emlvssl=miss(prod0)*.
iemlvssl=iemlvssl+emlvssl*tsamp*slsamp;
if
emlvssl<O
& iemlvssl>O

ievssun=O;
end
Qras=positiv(Kras*(emlvssl+iemlvssl/Tiras));
if

Qras>qrasmax
Qras=qrasmax;

end

if

Qras<qrasmin
Qras=grasmin;

end
home;
disp('Calculated
toc;

days

=');

disp(t);

index3=0;
end
index3=index3+1;

$------------------------------------if
index2>=tlog
time(indexl)=t;
PRODO(indexl,:
PROD1(indexl,:
PROD2(indexl,:
PRODc(indexl,:
PRODI(indexl,:
dom(indexl,:

)=prod0;
)=prodl;
)=prod2;
)=prodc;
)=prodl;
)=[DO1,
DO2];
)=[aerationl,
)=mlvsslsp;

aerat(indexl,:
mlvsssp(indexl,:
vssun(indexl)=VSSun;

plotable

variables

aeration2];

I)-K

Appendix l)

flow(indexl,:

)=[QinI,

Qras, Qwas];

ssf (indexl,
:)= [SSeff, SSf, SSno3*Sno3/ (Kno3+ Sri),
*SVI*((Qoutc/NBclar)/Asc)/(Khyd+MLSS2*SVI*((Qoutc/NH(,
)];
)=[SSeff,
ssf(indexl,:
sbht(indexl)=SBHT;
flux(indexl,:
)=[Gt,

SSf];
Ga];

vsssb(indexl)=VSSsb;
indexl=indexl+l;
index2=0;

end

%endif

datastorage

index2=index2+1;
% of for
end

loop

used

for

time

SShy<i' Ml,;;;:: '
lar)/11s(, )

AP/)171tlLT

l)

Aeration stage process rates updating
function

rates=update4(prodx)

% process

rate

% aeration

stage

% Vincent
% Control
% Liverpool

Turmel
Systems
John

global

for

the
of

dissolved

in

matter

Process

Sludge

a Activated

Group
Research
Moores
university

fp mua muh nug nuh Ya Yh ba bh ka kh Kx Knh Ks Koa Koh Kno ixt)

ixp

%Ss=prodx(1);
%Xs=prodx(2);
%Sno=prodx(3);
%Snh=prodx
(4) ;
%Snd=prodx(5);
%Xnd=prodx(6);
%Xbh=prodx(7);
%Xba=prodx(B);
%So=prodx(9);
%Xp=prodx(10);

%----------Readily
% rSs= (-

biodegradable

substrate

muh*Ss*Xbh/(Yh*(Ks+Ss))*(So+Koh*Sno/(Kno+Sno)*nug)+kh*Xs/(Kx+(Xs/Xbh))*(So+nuh
*Koh*Sno/(Kno+Sno)))/(Koh+So);
rates(t)=(muh*prodx(l)*prodx(7)/(Yh*(Ks+prodx(1)))*(prodx(9)+Koh*prodx(3)/(Kno+prodx(3))
*nug)+kh*prodx(2)/(Kx+(prodx(2)/prodx(7)))*(prodx(9)+nuh*Koh*
dx(3))))/(Koh+prodx(9));

%----------Slowly

biodegradable

% rXs=(l-fp)*(bh*Xbh+ba*Xba)
So+nuh*Koh*Sno/(Kno+Sno)

substrate
-kh*Xs/(

Io

prodx(3)/(KIIo

(Kx+(XS/Xbh))*(Koh+So)

)*(

);

rates(2)=(1-fp)*(bh*prodx(7)+ba*prodx(8))
(Kx+(prodx(2)/prodx(7)))*(Koh+prodx(9))
prodx(9)+nuh*Koh*prodx(3)/(Kno+prodx(3))

-kh*prodx(2)/(
)*(
);

%----------Active
biomass
heterotrophic
% rXbh=( muh*Ss/(
)*(So+Koh*Sno/(Kno+Sno)*nug
(Ks+Ss)*(Koh+So)
(Ks+prodx(1))*(Koh+prodx(9))
rates(7)=(
muh*prodx(1)/(
) -bh )*prodx(7);
*(prodx(9)+Koh*prodx(3)/(Kno+prodx(3))*nug

) -bh

)*Xbh;

%----------Oxygen
(negative
COD)
% rSo=So*(
(Yh-1)/Yh*muh*(Ss/(KS+Ss))/(Koh+So)*Xbh-(4.57Ya)/Ya*mua*(Snh/(Knh+Snh))/(Koa+So)*Xba
);
rates(9)=prodx(9)*(
(Yh1)/Yh*muh*(prodx(1)/(Ks+prodx(1)))/(Koh+prodx(9))*prodx(7)-(4.
Ya)/Ya*mua*(prodx(4)/(Knh+prodx(4)))/(Koa+prodx(9))*prodx(8)

')1
);

%----------Nitrate
nitrogen
and nitrite
% rSno=(Yh1)/(2.86*Yh)*muh*(Ss/(Ks+Ss))*(Koh/(Koh+So))*(Sno/(Kno+Sno))*nug*Xbh+l/Ya*mua*
(Snh/(Knh+Snh))*(So/(Koa+So))*Xba;
rates(3)=(Yh1)/(2.86*Yh)*muh*(prodx(1)/(Ks+prodx(1)))*(Koh/(Koh+prodx(9)))*(prodx(3)/(Kno4
/ (Knh+prodx
)) *nug*prodx
prodx(3)
(7) +1 /Ya *mua * (prodx(4)

(4) ) )I (p r')dx

x(9)))*prodx(8);

%---------% rSnh=Xbh*(
)+ka*Snd
)

NH4+ and NH3 nitrogen
-ixb*muh*Ss/((Ks+Ss)*(Koh+So))*(
-mua*(ixb+l/Ya)*Snh/(Knh+Snh)*So/(Koa+So)*Xba;

So+Koh*Sno/(Kno+Sno)"nu(I

(E)) / (K, ), If prod

,"%ppl'lh/lx

/)

rates(4)=prodx(7)*(
-ixb*muh*prodx(1)/((Ks+prodx(1))*(Koh+prodx(9)))*(
)+ka*prodx(5)
)prodx(9)+Koh*prodx(3)/(Kno+prodx(3))*nug
mua*(ixb+l/Ya)*prodx(4)/(Knh+prodx(4))*prodx(9)/(Koa+prodx(9))*prodx(8);
%----------Soluble
biodegradable
nitrogen
organic
% rSnd=-ka*Snd*Xbh+kh*Xnd/(
(Kx+(Xs/Xbh))*(Koh+So)
So+nuh*Koh*Sno/(Kno+Sno)
);
rates(5)=-ka*prodx(5)*prodx(7)+kh*prodx(6)/(
(Kx+(prodx(2)/prodx(7)))*(Koh+prodx(9))

)*(
);

prodx(9)+nuh*Koh*prodx(3)/(Kno+prodx(3))

%----------Particulate

biodegradable

organic

nitrogen;

% rXnd=(ixb-fp*ixp)*(bh*Xbh+ba*Xba)-kh*Xnd/(
So+nuh*Koh*Sno/(Kno+Sno)
);

)*(

(Kx+(Xs/Xbh))*(Koh+So)

rates(6)=(ixb-fp*ixp)*(bh*prodx(7)+ba*prodx(8))-kh*prodx(6)/(
(Kx+(prodx(2)/prodx(7)))*(Koh+prodx(9))

)*(
);

prodx(9)+nuh*Koh*prodx(3)/(Kno+prodx(3))
%----------Active
biomass
autotrophic
% rXba=(
mua*(Snh/(Knh+Snh))*(So/(Koa+So))

rates(8)=(
*prodx(8);

)*(

-ba

)*Xba;

mua*(prodx(4)/(Knh+prodx(4)))*(prodx(9)/(Koa+prodx(9)))

%----------Particulate
% rXp=fp*(bh*Xbh+ba*Xba);

products

from

arising

biomass

-ba

decay

rates(10)=fp*(bh*prodx(7)+ba*prodx(8));
%rSi=O;
rates(11)=0;
%rSni=O;
rates(12)=0;
$rXi=O;
rates(13)-0;

Aeration stage model parameters at 20c definition
aeration

model

% Vincent
% Control
% Liverpool

Turmel
Systems
John

global

mua

fp

muh

parameters

at

20

degree

C

bh

kh

Group
Research
Moores
university
nug

nuh

Ya

Yh ba

ka

Kx Knh

Ks Koa

Koh

Kno

ixb

ixp

fp=0.08;
mua=0.8;
muh=6.0;
nug=0.8;
nuh=0.4;
Ya=0.24;
Yh=0.67;
ba=0.05;
bh=0.62;
ka=0.08;
kh=3.0;
Kx=0.03;
Knh=1.0;
Ks=20.0;
Koa=0.4;
Koh=0.2;
Kno=0.5;
ixb=0.086;
ixp=0.06;
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